THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

|_BUSINESS CARDS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

PIBLISIHNG

At 109 Exchange

Terms:

mail subscribers Seven

CO.,

flTISGNTOriE A COMPANV,
10 f*auc Nt., New Vork.

Year in

a

Dollars

advance To
Year if paid in ad-

a

vance.

Specially organized for tbe business of out-of
town Banks, Bankers. Corporations and Individuals.
I.ike on Incorporated Bank.
Grants all facilities
usual with City Banks, Drafts on all the
eities of Europe. 5 per cent, interest allowed on
daily balances. Collections on New England and
Middle States credited at par tor
Correspondents.
Aeommts current rendered weekly.
Special facilities lor tbe negotiation oi Miscellaneous Securities.

principal

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is

published every Tinman ay Morning at S2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

a

Rates op Advertising :

One inch of space,
a “square.”
$*50 per square daily lirpt week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or loss, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oho third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
ruEss;’(which ban a large circulalion in every part
Ot the State) for SI 00 per square for first
insertion,
50 U“UU per wluaro for each
subsequent innertion
Address all communications to
PUBLISHING CO.

1“12_

Qngtli of aolimin, constitutes

J. H.

HOOl’ER,
UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,,
Suits, Lounges, Spring
I$edB, Mattresses,
Bed Lounge**) EnHcDoitough
ameled Clmiri*, Arc.
All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

aoxed anti matted.

to inform liis patrons
BEGS
he has removed to the

an 1 the
new Block

has removed to

MAINE.

heretofore.
Any dish iu French or English cooking done to
order.
Hot Tea Rolls every afternoon at 5 o’clock.
aul9
dlw

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
lebio

American Printers’ Warehouse

Removal.

SPRING LANE.

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

ROSS, Treasurer

WILLIAM
Bangor and

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Kverv t liimr lined in the nrt. of iirint inv
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash

S.

C.

mar23

dtf

REMOVAL

(in

practice in Androscoggin

Will

.KJffiJVLO

DR.

MAINE.

MAKERS &

Kcazer

Watch nnd Chronometer 1TInicer*’* Tools,
Mathematical, Oplicnl nnd Philo-

X, O

School

Apparatus. Ac.,
56 Market Street, Printers Exehauge,
PORTLAND, ME.
O.

WOODFORD,
niylfl

0.

F.

DR. A..

CAPE

agOeod&wtf

A

I

llkir IA f/N ril /A

vinuniinc. vv^nrvo

Engineers, Iron Founders,

Boiler

lirm

name

ELIZABETH

of

Phinney A

BEACH,

Copartnership.

E. A.

tV III Hill

have formed

a

coi»artnersli!p for the carrying

on

cl

the business ol

and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

JO!L\ T.

ROdlEKS,

No. li>0 Commercial Street,

NO. 833 CONGRESS STREET,

HEAD OF UNION WHARF,

Me.

and intend to keep

hand

full supply of the best
grades of

on

CEO. E. COLLINS,

artist,

COAL AND WOOD.

316 CONGRESS STREET,
various styles of Card
Picture*, Rembranl, medallion, Arc., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process_ we
Get rid of Freckle*, Nfole* nn«I other imFor all of which no
perfections of the Hkin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mchlttdtl
lease. Call and examine for vour*elves

CHARLES F. ROUND'S,
WIUYjIAIVI

and

cigars

PORTLAND, ME.

ju2

d3m

Noble,

*

are

Mattocks.

requested

to

adjust

the

same

with Mr.

NOBLE.
EDWIN W. HASKELL.
ARTHUR

Bookseller, Bookbinder,
and dealer in

A Card.

Pictures, Religious Articles, Ac.

The
would respectfully recommend to
bis friends and the publ’c as worthy of their patronage, Edwin W. Haskell, who will continue the
Tailoring business at the rooms formerly occupied
bv the subscriber, No, 80 Middle Street.

Bible

8

au20dlw

MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

Booling Slate,
NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET

WcsdbrooU IVlttiiufacUirins; Co,
milE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
A Westbrook Manufacturing Co for the choice

PORTLAND, ME.
MATUEWS.

S.O. DOEMAX.

JAMES

f officers and the transaction of any other business
which may legally come before them, will be held at

I>.

FOGG.

nil'll

imii.u,

Aug. 25th,

ivi.

m

1,111111 <n

ii I'.iii, mi

U£<ouai,

rjlHE

WATER

PIPING.
ap2i

The

W, M, SIMONTON,
—DEALER IN

Twelfth
—

—

Art

AND

Industrial

anil Best Assortment
OF

—

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.

Exhibition.

Massachusetts

mh3dil
I

WILLIAM SCHUMACH Ell,

Charitable

•

llcdianic Association
will

PAINTER,

Office at Scliumuclter Brothers,
respectlullv inform tlie public that I have tak- u
business of Chaa. J. Schumacher amt will attend
to me. 1 slia.l enpromptly to all jobs entrusted
deavor to keep the reputat ion which my predecessor
has held lor so
]
the

^XsCIIC.UACHER.

commence

FAN Ell h AND

A. CARD.
Mr. Win.
1 take ereat pleasure In recommending

-as one nl the her! house decorator. ever
Helium!'
Wni.Sihuin 1’orl hum, and have no doubt that Mr.
inactier sill execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and ealistaetorily.

C11A>. *1, SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

M.

MARKS

Book, Card & Jo}) Printer
199 EMTIANGB ST.,

{DAILY PRESS rJUVfLNO HOUSE.)
Evert

I'eseriptiriii

of work

audited, ami at the lcwest
HP-* tC

promptly sad carefully

pices

labor. It will tuck any thickness or goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attacked will
hem aiiy desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appre-

ciated.

AT

Sole

ju30tf

The Largest
combining all

ap28TuTh&Stf

ing.

Salesroom 253 Fore St., J. F.MEKRILL,
Manufactory, Hear of No. IO l!ro»« St.

City
—

ON

of

Boston,

to

and examine for yourselves.

Continued for THREE WEEKS.

JOSEPH L.

BATES, Secretary.
auglS&Wlm

fuse SAa.E,
OOUTHERN PINE FLOORING and STEP
vd? BOARDS, in lots to suit purchasers, lor sale low
to close a consignment
RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 101 Commercial Street.
U*j28tl

Colby’s Bookstore.
119 Exchange Street.

S. W. SJATOAi.
Portland, July 21, 1874.

jy21d3m
•

r
1*.

COAJL

PRINCE* &

keep constantly

on

t

prices.

ALBEBT COLBY,
l*ubli'!i<‘i* and ISooliaeiler,

VESSEL FOR SALE.

hand all the best kinds of

COAL,
which they offer for sale at the lowest market prices.
They al*>o always keep on baud
mKI> AND SOFT WOOD.

FOOT OF VVILMOT ST., BACK COVE.
aul2

■

“Old Man
Colby” has returned from a trip through
England, Ir.•land and Scotland and lias core books
other man in the State and at cheaper

than any

ugjtt

SON

t!2m

■■■■■■■■■■I

T1IF BEST GRADES.

OF

SLABS AND

DKY >V001>,
—

FOB SALE

RICH

20,000 “TONS !
Mines, viz.,

^Brig “JULIA F. CARNEY” 333
tons register K. M., now lying in this

Twai^'V

Carries cargo all under deck.
Was built m I860, and is in good crcer
and well found.
For further particulars enquire of

port.

C1IAS. II. CIIASC \ CO.
jysx

it-'

Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Crown’s Block, cor. Crown and
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bio-k. Second Monday hi each month. Dcliv
ery f books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9. day and evening.
Bosworth Post G. A. It.—Meetings every
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congi ess aim
Casco streets.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camp No
1 convenes at Arcana Iia'.«, Williams’ block, corner
of Congress and Cliapel Sts., Tuesday evening; No.
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth.
Friday evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening and
No. 4 on Monday evening at Temperance Ilall, No.
331J Congress street.
Independent Order of Good Te mplars—Ar
cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thursday, at Sons' ot Temperance Hall, Congress St;
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

The Strawberry for the' Garden.
There b no excuse for any who have even
a small plot of ground, to be without this delicious anil salubrious fruit. It is an error to

noNEV-mtooK,
SPRING MOUNTAIN and
1IAZELTON LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ASH,

ACADIA

COALS!

Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith and
Steam Purposes.
all of which I offer at the lowest market rates.
constantly on hand a nic^u&ortment

HARD

AND

Also

WOOD.

SOFT

FOBGET

TI1K

NUMBER,

170 Commercial

Street,

DEAA1SOA.

E.

more than a hundred quarts.
anything of skill required beyond
attainment of ordinary minds. A

Nor is there

little observation or instruction from books cr
otherwise, a little experience, with a little
care and reflection, will ensure remunerative
success, aud secure an abundance of this most
desirable fruit in its seasou. Its rewards aie
great. The strawberry is the first fruit ofIt comes when most needed. It is
summer.
medicine a id food. It cleauses and invigorates the blood. It hardens the muscles. It
gives strength aud freedom from bilious and
febrile diseases. Every family should have it

profusion.

partial supply for next year.
often asked, What is the best

Also the best of

DON’T

for

is

Now is the time to prepare for the new bed
of strawberries, iu order to secure at least a

LOKBERUV,
FRANKLIN,
and

required

greai 111 proportion iu me value ui liic
product. Five dollars woulu have overpaid
tU« labor bestowed upon bnts which have

success

in

tf

BY

ALSO

EDGINGS,

—

&

JUDKINS,

mli26_POKTf.AND.

cod 7 m

L.

TAYLOR,

Portland,

OPEN AGAIjV !

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAUfP. ME.

Clairvoyant, Physician and Surat United States Hotel.
Monday, Aug. '44lh. remaining three days only.
Don’t fail to see him. His cures are truly wonderful. Examinations free of charge*
au20dlf
Tlic Wonderful

geon, will visit

n tine uau a.' naru nooa viaiih & wedges
AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

dtl

Wc shall

commence

having taken the stand of Har& Hunt, will continue the busiuess at
THElowundersigned
This Friday Morning, Aug. 14,1874,
96

EXCHANGE STREET,

TO

—

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds.
Looking Glasses, Book Oases, &c.
ot
Repairing all kinds neatly done.

Mattrasses,

Close out tlic Balance of
the Stock
—

SSakcr & Co.
_iiul2_

The

question is
lime to plant a
new bed ? The proper answer is, when the
plants and the grouud arc leady for each
other. Tbe sooner the bed is properly planted, the sooner you get fruit. If you plant
your bed during this month or the first half
of September, you get, under varying conditions, from a quarter to half a crop next year.
But if the transplanting is not done till
spring, you get no fruit of value the same
year. Thus a year's time airl quarter or half
a ciop are lost, while the family are famishing
for want ot the needed returns.

The new bed should therelore be started
And the
this summer or early autumn.
method commended by my experience and
observation is this:
The plants should be of the present year’s
growth. They are easily produced of sufficieut strength and root by tbe latter part of
summer or very early autumu.
The earliest

put forth

are

not so strong as those

growth, and hence it is not best to
seek to obtain very early plants. For early
planting, if the planter has no bed to propagate from, they should be procured from some
kind neighbor, or some friend or commercial
gardener within convenient distance, since in
warm weather the soft and succulent plants
are brought long distances only with great
care, and with difficulty and loss.
Meantime the planter must have regard to
the preparation of his ground. The most
convenient method is to plant some early crop
on tbe grouud intended for the beds.
This

IN-

—

S.~F1TC1I

DU.

to
INTENDING
mediate settlement

remove

against.

from Portland, desires imot ali accounts for and

HALF of the vacant lot
of State and
ONECongress
Street, is for sale apply to

Congress Street,
mauy Hue
sold at once iu order
stock of

There

or

DR. FITCH
MU. JOHN C. PROCTER.

ESTATE in this city
vicinity, Vessels
other good personal property for Stocks, will
REAL

or

please address

arc

OWEN

aul4

giving

full

HERO

Horse

F.

eases

of the

cracks,

corn

experien

ed

feet, such

as

over-reaching, quarter

contracted feet, cVo.
help employed.

A.

N. B.—None hut

au2idtf

Safe (or .Sale a( a Bargaiit.
.* PPLY at No. 22 Excliauge Street.
Jr%aULUiNS, L'JUl.NU & ADAMS,
uui’l
Ulw*

JAKsT
and

PEARL !

SARGENT,
STREET, BOSTON.

eod3w

aulO

YACHT TO LET.

IU

uc

rotted immure, the farmers say. This is
most convenient, if one has it. But I have
never seen any but good results from crude
manure.

Good

super-phosphate

of lime may

well serve in part lor manure.
Your plants and ground are now

ready for
other, and your bed is well started with
promise of early product, when (lie former
are well planted in the latter, and a liberal
dressing of hard wood ashes, if you have
W. G.
them, cast upon the surface.
Aug. 11, 1874.

each

Anecdote

Biographies oe TilAckeray and
Dickens. Edited by B. 11. Stoddard. New York :
Eor sale by boring,
Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
Short & Harmon.

The second volume of the “Bric-a-Brac Series” fully sustains the promise of the first.
The book is a plcasuie to the eye in more
ways than one. The cool gray binding with
its fantastic designs in black and
giit, the
tinted leaves and large clear type, and above
all the entertaining contents make up a very
attractive volume.
The reader is treated to
fresh and well-selected reminiscences of the
two great novelists—reminiscences giving a
clear idea of the two men, so different in every respect, who for many years disputed the
attention of the English reading world.
About two-thirdi of the book is devoted to

The schooner yacht

Thackeray, whom the editor treats with a
loving tenderness tf touch. The “One Eng-

SPARKL E,

lishman most like the Greek who wrote The

d2w*

at No. 102 Fore
paid to all dis-

aTmOOUE.

Improved

»1> l\mt

SULLIVAN & YOUNG,
Shoers,
J Street. Particular attention
IEXPERIENCED

of Brown.

cor.

sale by Manufacturers’ Agent,

description

Portland, Aug. 21,1*74.

13

CO.,

___tf

EXCHANGE,
P. O. Box No. 1031, P rtlaud,
of property to be exchanged.

bUC

Itccent Publications.

&

goods left, and they must he
to put in a lull acd complete

IK HIT
For

Parties wishing to Exchange
or

lUUUVCU)

thoroughly tilled, and deeply, and a plenty
of mauure well mingled in the surface; well-

—

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS.

corner

aul2dlf

BY

COVEiili

milE Stock and Fixtures of a retail Grocery and
A. Provision Store in one of the best locations in
Portland. Possession given immediately. Inquire
ot
SMITH. GAGE & CO.,
92 Commercial St.,
or W. W. GOODY,
1u'27dlf
_374 Congress St
1

L/Cill£

STORE RECENTLY OCCUPIED

u

FOR SA EE.

to Let.

dll

Union- Corner
in each

Tuesday

mouth.
Sons of Temperance—Portland Division,No. Do;
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—Corner CongTess and Casco streets. Second Saturday in
each mouth.

runners

J. S. CUSHING, Treasurer,
Maine Central Railroad Company.
Julyl 15, 1874.
jylSptilloc

or

Army and Navy
Brown streets. First

of a later

BoiiiIn.

18

AND UK

COAL!

DIS7o. FITZGERALD,

—ALSO—

J. S. WINSLOW & CO,
AT

13 Free Street

d3tn

jy27

hundred at the office of flic Treas-

For Sale

ottered In

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 1G,
—

a

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Cuj-co streets.
First Thursday in each mouth.
Youno Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco st reets. Every evening.
Portlan D Fraternity—No. 333$ Congress street,
Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramball Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjuy Lodge, No. c, Monday evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11. Friday evenings.
At their Hall, Clapp’s Clock, Market Square.

the easy

WI,

100.000 best! ISift LociinI Treenail*,
150.000 bcNt Sawed White Oak do.
20,000.bent qunliiy Cauada Huccn,

The yacht “Ethel,” length 63 feet,
16 8-12 feet boam, depth 5 9-12, tonnage
34 62-100. Has superior accommodations,
and iu
every way fitted for a pleasure craft.
‘Will be sold low, or chartered on favorable
terms to pleasure parties. Apply to

par-

Superior

CALL

—

Novelties in Invention, Workmanship, and Art
Ifom every part of our country are solicited.
Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals and Diplomas,
will he awarded tor articles meriting especial notice.
Steam power, shafting, ami f pace arc free, and no
ft-es of any kind are required to he paid.

Augusta,

POMCM.

ever

dollars for

urer.

Family,or light

any Machine
this market.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

may2Gdtf

OF

KIlTIBAl.L.

Itiainufac-taring

QUINCY HALLS,

called

Improvements,

and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
CAN SAVE THE ADany other.
IN ONE SEASON, and get a betIN
ICE
VANCE
ter article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

Six Per Cent* Bonds,

at 98

For

latest

Wholesale

Tug Aid.

Mortgage

Good Samaritan Brotherhood.—Eastern Star

Assembly, No. 1,meets in Deeriug, Monday evenings;
Rising Srar Assembly, No. 2, meets at Arcana Hall,
Saturday evenings.

just yielded

PORTLAND, ME.

Cheaper than

aoovc

are

evening.

suppose that the labor ami care

Manufactory,

No. 46 and over Nos. 3*, 40, l!i
and 41 Exchange Street,

Rest Assortment in the State,

THE PEERLESS.

the Bangor City Lean, to aid the construction
of the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, maturing October, 18T4, may now be exchanged for the
Maiue Central Nrren I*cr Cent. Consoli-

New Sewing: Machine

at

and
the

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Fn*e of Management. Durability, DryucN* aud Purity
of Air aud ECOMHIV of IFF.

gain

dated

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars* Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest
ty, No. 1, every Wednesday

before

us

FOR FAMILY USE.

Vu all Styles, Grades and Si/,us.

iu6dtt__Biddeford.

thoroughly warrauted.
€. P.

Portland,

for

cn

A.Wliitney & Co.

Warerooms and

Dry Air Refrigerators

Diameter of Propeller. 7x2
Tanks hold 6000 gallons water. Coal bunkers bold
twelve tons. Everything in good order and condition. For further particulars enquire of or address
t be undersigned. They can be seen at work any day
in Saco liiver.
JAMES M. ANDREWS,
CHARLES H. BKAGDoN,
Maine.

addition to my very large stock I shall continue
to make the Kimball Phaeton a **pcrinlfy.
•Jail and examine whether you want to purchase or not.
IC^AII carriage** bearing my

Agent

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

Cylinder.20x20 ft.

determination to more than ever merit the
so generally accorded me for building the
STANDARD CARRIAGE, I have added new and
improved facilities to my iactory and shall continue
to improv e the quality of my carriages in every possible way. Long experience of myself and workmen
enables us to build cairiages unsurpassed in the U.
S. for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at loxv
a

reputation

name

Geo.

All from First Class

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

r irsi vaass
ug wui oe som at a narit sold at once. Hull is ten years old, top
new this year.
Boiler new, Engine and Machinery
in first-class order.
Length of Keel,......60 ft.
Breadth of Beam.17
a n

.JL

—

Extremely Eow Mates
With

$£2*50,

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

FOR SALE.

Warranted

In the

—

WM.

Doing away with creasiug, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and

Locust Treenails.

Steam

evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., ol
U., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonue, first ami third Wedesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wedues
lays; Portland, first and third Satun.ays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday iu the
nouth.

purchasing.

Thd only one which hnsa Folding Slide,
which keeps the tnclc or hern perfectly ereu,

Camp-Meeting,

time and money by calling

save

Adjusta-

to whom all applications should be made, and who
bas full power to settle infringements,
mcbleodtf

r ■

—

can

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

Ever Exhibited in Maine,

a VEEKLSU BLOCK.

juldSm

Tucker and
ble Hemmer.

1 IS Commercial, foot of Exchange Street,

CARRIAGES

I. O. O. F.

Fellows' Hall. No. 8S Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
A t Odd

THE FARM AM) HOUSEHOLD.

FURNITURE

ju22

SCOTT I>. JORDAN,
AGENT I'll!{ MAINE,
No. 2 l’ark Street or So. 80 Middle St.,

—

price**.

—

under the management of the

Order

FRESCO

the

Consistory—Maine Consistory, 8. P. R. S., fourth
iu Match, June, September and December.

who thinks ot buying any kind ot

IT

ME.

to offer

NEW!

Self-Folding

is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
save more than tts cost every Summer.
Butchers
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recoimueuded by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current of colt’ air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
tne U. S. Counts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE,RIGHTS, &c., apply to

In

Hackmatack Knees. Slii|» Timber,
Klasls and M)inrs, Deck Plank and
all kinds ol Hard W «u<l sawed to

COMMERCIAL STEAL.1.

Largest

prepared

one

FARRAGO'S IMPROVED

AUGUSTA.

commence

Manufacturer,

am row

SOMETHIN &

the market.

C. P. KIMBALL,

I

ty.

are

Tlic best and Only Reliable One in

MONDAY, -A.TJGrUST 24, 1S74.
Information from MISS rJ. M. PENDLETON,
auisdlw*
245 Cumberland St.

Carriage

Any

The road from the house to Old Orchard is a most
beautiful one, shaded nearly the whole distance by
large trees. The bouse is nearly new and fined up
this sear on for a few country boarders. Parents who
wish to send their children will find this a rare
chance. Good stable foi liorsts and carriages. Pleasant walks and drives, and good fishing in tire viciniA good team will be in readiness for Old Orchard Beach at all times. Apply to Mrs. C. M. Banks,
on the place, or “S,” Press office between 1 and 3 p.
m*
jy 17

Company

Exchange Street.

We defy competition. Our prices
are always the Lowest.

few minutes walk from the famed

Cascade and mineral Spring.

Patent Pure l)ry Air Refrigerator

GIKLS

Seminary.

Fall Term will

WOKltS.

Stockholders of the Portland GlassWorks
A are hereby notified that the annual meeting of
the corporation will he held at the office of J. I>.
Brown & Sons No. 40 Exchange Street, in this city
on Wednesday, August 26tb 1874 at 3 o’clock P. M.
for the following purposes, viz:—1st. To choose officers; 2, To see what action will be taken ro close up
the affairs of the corporation.
A. B. STEVENS, Clerk.
au20dlw*

Triu|ile SI.,

AND

FOR

a

This place is four miles from the city of Saco and
eleven miles from Portland, on the Portland road.

A. S. LYJfiM’S

at 4 o’clock P. M.

1’OHTLAM) CLAHK

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

The

RUFUS E. WOOD, Clerk.
aulldtd
Portland, Aug. 10, 1874.

W.C.CLARK,
5 Door* Eo«i of

SCHOOL

and

in Maine can he found at

No., 46

ORCHARD

OLD

—

FURNITURE

In Saco, on the road leading from Saco to Portland—about two miles from

«

ju9

103

SELECT

ANNTTALMEETINGS.

State of Maine

under the

principal

PORTLAND,

JtTb.

J. B.

ARTHUR NOBLE.

Boys,

for 18 years, ofunequaled advantages as a Home School. Fall
Term will commence August 16. For ciicular apHAMLIN F. EATON.
ply to
2m
ju27

undersigned

254 CONBBESM STREET,
Under Coukiths flail.
Sold on Instalments.
jy2tf

tor

which has been

Eaton

At Casco Street

Owing to the loss of Mr. Noble’s eyesight, C. P.
Mattocks, of the firm of Mattocks & Fox, No. 83
Middle Street, has been appointed Trustee, to settle
our a ft airs.
All persons indebted to said firm or Mr.

T. P. McGOWAN,

Catholic

^lie

School,
TIIE
charge of its present
fers

Portland, August 19,1X74.

STREET.

CONGRESS

360

Copartnership.

THE

Family School

At NOBRIDGEWOCK, ME.

Friday.

Friday

Summer Board.

at reasonable rates.
Board during meeting.$5.00
Board three days or more (per day). 1.00
Board less than three days
1 25
Breakfast and Supper, each.
50
Dinner.
65
Lodging during meeting, including good bed
and bedding.
2.50
Single lodging. 50
A discount of 20 per c^ut. marie to preachers.
Preachers sending their names to the Secretary by
August 20th will be furnished Railroad Tickets at
reduced rates.
Arrangements hayc been made willi E, R. K. for
reduced fare.
Tickets can be obtained at P. & O. Depot, also at
B. & M. Transfer Station on and after August 24th.
GEO. L. KIMBALL, Sec’y,
aul8tau29
Portland, Me.

Oscar L
oclOtf

of

—

the following Sabbath.

Family School,

Franklin

Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
B. A., Rector. Send for circular.

Eaton

copartnership hereto lore existing under
style ot NOBLE & HASKELL is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
ARTHUR NOBLE.
EDWIN W. HASKELL.

and manufacturer of all Brand*,

NO.

to

TWO

Fare from Portland, Sebago Lake and intermediate stations, to the Camp ground and return, including transportation to and from Depot at Fryeburg,
S1.5IL
Baggage carried from Depot to ground and return

Topshaui, Hie,

dtf

Dissolution of

EUGENE,

Domestic

Beiuoved

ENCOURAGE

LARGEST & BEST STOCK

Grove

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of ./..second Friday.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Bose Croix do k.. third

Congress and

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtf

Commences August 25th mid holds over

jy3ld2£m

InSt
tf

THE

Reduced 3?rice

St.,
anil

jy10

QCJIMBY.

TWO

FRYEBURG. ME.,

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

dyer,

\v.

at *2

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Imported

aud Sciences.

Billings,

Is prepared to make all the

G.

a

Marshal’s Office.
ISAAC F.

HOUSE

Board.

Martha’s

German Boarding and Day School for louug Ladies
and Children Sept. 17th. Superior advantages. Seven
ladies and ten gentlemen are attached to the Institution. No pains are spared to improve pupils in Arts

which

26 Park St.

Portland Manufacture.

SEMINARY.

pleasant recreation aud exercise.
particulars, terms, &c., send for catalogue to
JOEL WILSON, Principal
or J. A. WATERMAN, Secretary.
jy27d&wlm

WATERHOUSE,

House to Let.
No. 53 Spring Street, near Park.
quire of GEO. E. DAVIS, 84 Commercial

hun-

about four

SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, tint

Friday.

Portland

J. S. CUSHING, Treasurer,

afford
For

with all modern imand good neigh
Inquire ot

given immediately.

Rooms I'o Let.

au7<I3w

THE

Let.

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

aul4d&w3w

cal, and Ladies Collegiate. Students taken by the
Term or Year aud a good School and pleasant Home
provided.
Gymnastics and Saddle Horses for boys and girls

To

BOARD.

dtf

anti Forty-live percent, upon the first day of October, or the lull amount may be paid immediately.
Proposals should be addressed to

FALL TERM will commenc eTuesday, August 25th, and continue eleven weeks. Four
courses of study, viz:
Normal, Commercial, Classi-

City

Portland Real Estate Company’s Blocks, on
Carroll and Pine Streets. Long leases will be
given-ri uuireu, r-nnuire oi
jy21dtfMATTOCKS & FOX.

jy!8dtf

BOOK

at the

Houses to Lei.

J. W.

receipt
Edmond’s,
fifty dollars. The finder will receive $100.00 reward on
aul2tf

measurement. Has superior,
and in every wav fitted*

new

fora pleasure craft. Will be let by tlie day or week
to responsible parties. Apply to
F. C. ALLEN,
2 Union Wharf, or on lioard.
jy23tf

borhood.

a

leaving it

tons*,

“ALARM.”

24, Gray Street,
HOUSE
provement*. Fine location
Possession

C. G. CROSBY,
Rear 100 Green St.

containing
dred dollars and private papers, among
A POCKET
from Alexander
tor

is

yIcHT

No.

suitably rewarded.

Cost.

oc4dtf

invited by this Comthe purchase of
or any part thereof, in its Seven Per Cent, consolidated Mortgage
Bonds due in 1912. Interest and principal payable
in Boston.
The proposals will be opened at 4 o’clock P. M. the
first of September next at tho Treasurer’s Office at
wad th© Bonds awarded to the highest bidders, who will be immediately notified. The Company reserving the right to decline unsatisfactory
otters.
The Bonds will be subject to the accrued coupon
interest from April 1, lb74.
Payments to be made in installments, viz., Ten
per cent, upon notification of acceptance of bid.

Examinations for admission to cither Department
will be held on that day, beginning at 9 a. m.
JOSHUA L. CHAM B hit LAIN, President.

every mouth.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED

Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday

TO LET.

TWO story Mansard roof House, containing ten
rooms, cellar ander whole house, cistern 22
hogsheads capacity .carriage house 22 x 24, stable 26 x
30, hennery, ice house with about thirty tons of ice,
nineteen acres of land, four of which is under a high
state of cultivation and devoted to fruit, 150 to 200
apple trees in bearing condition that yielded 290 barrels last year and will yield many more this season,
grains, currants and gooseberries in abundance,
twelve acres of valuable mowing Jand, that will eat
from 12 to 14 tons of hay. This pr perty is pleasantly situated in West Durham, Me,, healthy location. commands a delightful view of the White
Mountains and surrounding country.
Church,
school and post office within a few rods. Distance
from Lewiston 12 miles, Portland 21, Dunn’s station,
M. C. R. R., 7 miles, station Grand Trunk R. R. 5
miles. A great bargain is ottered. Price only $3500.
Terms cash. Jf Sold within sixty days price will
b reduced to
cash. Apply in person or
by letter to
F. G. PATTERSON.
13 Fluent Block, Portland.
jyl8dtf

PROPOSALS

Scutem-

French, English

_S3

IN

from

Office 13

SEALED
pany until September 1st for
Five H undred Thousand Dollars,

College.

BRACELET, probably between First

aul3dtf

O

Institute.

GOLD

STRAYED

be

PATTERSON', 13 Fluent Block.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth MonSt. Albans, second 1 hursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May ;
May;
■
•Grand Council, Wednesday .‘J P. M.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday eveping.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednes-

day:

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Miililie Street.

jySCdtf

third

Friday

To Let.

accommodations,

the rear of 100 Green St.,Wednesday night, Aug. 5th, a pair of four year old
red
and
steers, color,
white, girth about 7 feet. Any

PROPOSALS.

_EDUCATIONAL.

re-opens her

wo

THE

Cattle Lost.

to Loan.

Maine Central Railroad

TARDIVEL, 25 W. 46th

TO

A Fine Country Residence for Sale.

MCDUEEEE,Cor. Middl

Term will begin
ber 24tli.

two unfurnished rooms on 2d floor. Also
several furnished rooms, at No. 4 Cotton street,
doors from Free Street.
au3dtf

„„„

Parish Church on Congress Street, and India
Street. The tinder will be lewarded on leaving ii at
the Pkess Office.
aulHdtf

Aug. 18.—Still further inducements ottered!! Do
not miss this opportunity!! Price reduced to §;i,
OOO. The property iuumI br Mold. This is Icmm
tlmu half the cost to the owner since last March.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

MLLE.
IV. V.,

STREET.

)ylTtf

JOSEPH

ja5dly

Silver and Plated Ware.

Coal and Wood Dealers "GORHAM

FRESCO PAINTER,

photocJraphic

Sign and Awning Hanging.

Aug. 13,1S74.

KELLER,

Portland

McCOY A CO., 2S Spring Street.

The First

A

A

Roofers.

Bowdoin

LET,

FOUNd7~

LOST AND

first

Jy23

Real Estate Agents.

Notice.

HOUSE

Wednesday; Atlantic,

Monday.

day in

No. 58 Federal street,ccntaining 11 rooms,
convenient for two small families; good neighborliooil. Enquire on tile prendses.
aulltf

second

Chapters—Green leaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

and suites ot Rooms in Halifax House,
TWOStoresIndia
and Middle Strei ts. Enquire ot

Wanted.

THE

of

JAMES MITiEEll, No. 91 Federal Street.

Greely

Congress Sts.

CA PA DDE Servant to do general housework in
a family of lour, gne and one-half miles from
city. Address Box 15G5, Portland, Me.
myGti

For Sale at a Bargain !
2£ story House No. 14 Hanover Street, between Cumberland and Portland Streets, 7 finished rooms, gas, Sebago, excellent cellar, good sewerage. House in excellent order, newly painted and
papered throughout. The key can be bad on appli-

mHE FALL TERM will commence Aug. 31. Mr.
JL W. li. HEMMENWAY. Principal. MISS
MARIA u. BURTON, Assistant. For catalogues
or any iuiorraativm aikWoefi. 'f'RITSIRKS..
au 17
<1&w2w

dsw

HUIINIK*

myS&ltt

MAY

Ml.

H.

dtf

COE,

A
the

Estate

Estate,

ami stable. Haudv
Inquire id G. R. MORJERRIS, Portland.

cars.
or W.

day; Portland,
Wednesday.

collier

T^nPTXT

G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Fluent Block.

Cumberland Centre.

ISAAC JACKSON.

Copartnership

Office at 11 Dauforlis Hi., CpHeairw.
Order Slate at WlllPPLE & CO.’*, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing bard wood. Contract* taken
in all parts ot the Stale.
E.J. UlOBRELL.
11. C. UlORRE^L.

C

ON

DAVIS A- CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J* H- EAMSON, 132 Middle St.,cor. Cro»».

J. W. A H. 11.
At V uiou Mt*.

Corner

S. P.
Temple and

Lost!

Real

Patterson’s

Money

Stair Builder.

J. MORRELL & CO.,

RESIDENCE

G.

cation to F. G.

S. YOUNO, No. 102 Fore Street.

augl tf

class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. i-Iouses bought and sola. Apply to F.

Photographers.

J. N.

improvements, garden

horse and steam
RILL, near piemises,

a

corner

T3TTT T

B. E. LIBKV, Lo. 252 Fore Street, cor.
Cross rti., in Drieno7* Mill.
G. Ia. 1XOOPFEC, Cor. York Ar Maple
Street*.

Jackson at

Aug. 1st, 1874.
ag3

House and Ship Painters and Grainers,

»

F.

Street.

EDMUND PHINNEY.

Law.

dti

L.

my20

171 Middle and

Crows Portland.

223 COJtmERCfAl, STREET.

80 MIDDLE ST.

W.

Enquire

nauuiaciurers of Trunks, Valises and

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BARBOUR, 250 Fore Street, Cor.

GOOD

HOUSE, centrally located, suitable for
AAddress
Physician. Rent about $500.00.

of Pearl and Lincoln Streets.
at the House auy time after tu A. M.
tf

A. KEITH.

Masons and Builders.
REDI.ON, 23.1 1-2 CongreM

MORRILL’S CORNER, DEERING. First
At Class
Dwelling house, nine rooms, with all
modern
to

YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednes-

To Let.

To Let.

WASTED.

PLEASANT two story dwelling House, iu good
repair, suitable for two families, situated on

A

the southerly

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Copartnership.

EIRiAit S. BROWN,

E.

MEBB1

A.

197

of each mouth.

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.

Apply to
CARR,
Newbury Street.
W. W.

To Let.

A

jy3Ud4w

For Sale.

3. A. MERRILL A CO., 13U Middle St.
J.

A
au^ldtf

place

The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eve-

ning

22 tom*, thoroughly equipped and furnished, will be let by the day or week. Apply to

jySOdlm*

WIUTNEY & THi)MAS,

44 Union Street.

PEOPLE—Male or Female
Employment at home, $30 per week warrant-*
cd, no capital required. Particulars and valuable
samples sent tree. Address with G cent return
au21flw
stamp, C. ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

WOKKIAB

Thackeray. Quite

a

As

a

taste ol

the

different view, how*
by Forster is giveu

quality

of the volume wo

A CHILE S GLIMPSE OF

The regular meeting? of the City Council take
Le first Monday evening of each month.

To Let.
SMALL RENT on Munjoy Hill.

13

lOi Fore

No.

Plumbers.

Tbe subscribers will continue the business formerly
carried on by Phinney, Jackson A Fox, under the

tt

niyfl

Best Fishing

firm heretofore existing between the subscribunder tbe style ot Phinney, Jackson A Fox,
expires by limitation to-day. Pliiuney A Jackson
will sign in liquidation.
EDMUND PHINNEY.
ISAAC JACKSON.
1874.
FRANKLIN
FOX.
Aug. 1st,

built to order.

All collections promptly attended to by
LEIGHTON, Constable aiul Bill Collector.

at

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

ers

215 COmmERCIAL STREET,
POJBTLA.JSTX), MAINK.
FOK SALE—One New Portable Engiue, 40 horse

at

Uorwe Sheer*,

ABN Eli LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
A sent* for llonard Watch
Company.

THE

Agents lor H Hall's Wood Working machinery, and Blanchard’s Patent Boiler.

Counsellor

■ eric need
street.

Ex-

A. S.

MOUSE,

Dissolution of

OF

upll

IJphol* «>ringand Repairing

1’ LEAS A NT and convenient
npper Tenement
at No. iso
Congress Street. Rent Sj50. Euon the premise?.
au21dtf

Wanted.

A

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
<£• F. SHERRY, No* 9 Clapp’* Block
Cougre** Street, oppo*ite Old City Hall.

COPARTNERSHIP

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.

power,

All kiud* of

A

for

ever, from that presented
of L'oz.

give

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.

To Lei

To Let.
pleasant and convenient tenements, upper
and lower, to small quiet families. Seven nanus
each, with Sebago. good neighborhood. Address or
call at No. 71 Portiand street.
aullillw*

MAN AND WIFE, to live in tbo
country and
do general work iu a small
family. To suitable
parties liberal wages will be paid.
Apply at the PRESS OFFICE.
aulltf

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Dei»ots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles front Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
go*sl repair, painted and b'.nidcd, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and j»ear trees, j acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
aud good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with tine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. It.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

done to order.

au21dlw*_
quire

SATURDAY MORNING, AUG. 22, 1874

To rent for one year.
AVM. H. JERRIS.

reasonable.

aa|l_

au2»Jd3t

brook.

Up-

ABNER LOWELL, 153 Middle Street.

Makers and Blacksmiths.
MAMJFACTCRERS

Street.

tf

a

ton, Mass.

Sale in the Town of West-

For

Post Office,

DAVID W. BEANE, No. SO Federal St.

jyjkllf

This well known and popular Hotel having been thoroughly repaired during the
past winter will be opened for tbe seasou on
SATURDAY, June <>. 1K74,
J. P. CHAMBER LA IN, Prop’r.
Ju3
tsc3

PORTLAND
A Jl

Fed-

Office hours

Xj Hi

V_E

OCEAIV

EVANS,

Boothby.

and

Furniture and Upholstering.

J. R. RERAN A CO..
I S 15 Federal Streets.

C. II. HA K1CIS, Proprietor.
dim
jy-5

Dentist, corner of Congress and Brown streets with
Dr.

Congress Street.

Good Stable connected with Hotel.
and Hunting near.

BABCOCK,
d&w6m

P.

CLARK

Valley Mouse,

OF

sophical Instruments,

Exchange

own

one

for

to
G. C. MOSES, Bath Me.
of the Worumbo Manufacturing CO.

office
Lisbon Fads, Me., duly 27,1874.

go.

SALESMAN to travel iu Maine,
A HARDWARE
acquainted with the trade and business,
TWO
Boston House. Address P. O. Box .m3, Bos-

a

given for selling. Apply

Or at the

Hoods.

Carpet-Bags.

HOTELS.

JORRERS,

MANUFACTURERS

sons

cor.

LADY COPYIST wanted.
Address in
baud writing P. O. Box 1C59.
A
au21

successfully carried on byG.
C. Moses & Co. for the past seven years. Goud rea-

order.

HOOPER A EATON, Old
Exchange Street.
E. F. HOYT, No. II Preble
holder* ng done to order.

N E.

WOODFORD & BABCOCK.

MODEL

VAL,

A.

G

has removed to 334
liom 2 to 4 P. M.

Oxford Couutdeitood&wtf

and

cs.

and

House for Kent.
GOOD Brick House, nicely furnished, ideasA Kent
antly located, tine iruic garden, gas and Seba-

tf

Wanted.

Wanted.

fixtures ot
stock,
Buildings,
general country store at Lisbon Falls. Me.
The business lias been

THE PRESS.

_

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

augldtf

■——————————————————

Building,)

PORTLAND,

WALTER COKEY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Sireef.
GEOEOB A. WHITNEY, No. 50 ExUpholwtering of all kind*
change St.

Furnishing

A

FOR SALE !

Watches, Jewelry, aud Silver Ware.

DR.

Law,

STREET,

Canal Bank

i

CHARLES A. RING has removed to No.
237 Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.

■—■

88 MIDDLE

the

Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Go’s Steamer.

ANDREWS,

Counsellor at

of

mar2K

Furniture—Wholesale and Detail.

Horse Shoeing.
By Timothy Sullivan and S. Young.

Portland,
Machias Steamboat Go.,lias remov-

ed his

fel3df>m

prices,_

public that
on'Congrtss

Street, opposite Plymouth Church, where he has
opened a lirst class saloon, and by strict attention to
business be hopes to attract hi* former patrons and
friends. All orders will be punctually atteudei to as

op*

Dye-House.

to

Wanted.
SITUATION as Bookkeeper or assistant Borkkeeper or Llerk in a wholesale store. Good
reference. Addre.-s H. L. D., Box 1058, city.

A

FOSTER’S Bye House,‘-14 Union Street.*

BENJ. A DAMS,
eral Street*.

C. 15. SAUHTBERS

NO, 84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

C.

and Builders.
MEANS* Pearl Street,

on some

Cop}]_au21d2w

SALE~

FOR

less, situated

of fresh water, suitable
boating and lishing, in the State of Maine. Must
be pleasantly located iu a
neighborhood and not
good
tar lrom cnurches,
schools, and railroad station.
Must have plenty of wood for tire and farm
purnoses
an orchard and
comfortable buildings.within twenty
thirty miles of*Portland preferred. Price about
$2500.00/ Any one
having such a place tor sale may
hear of a customer by applying to UPHAM &
No- 7 Exchange St., Portland.
[transcript 2 weeks

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
deep, ami plans have lw-en drawn by How, fi>r a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ol
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,

Carpenters

done

REMOVAL.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

19

funfectionery.

a

more or

or

accessible to the sun and air.
Inquire on the premises ot Dr. Geo. F. French,
auglodow
or John C. Proctor. 93 Exchange St.

TO LEI.

Farm!

about 100 acres,
OF liver
other body
for

A

h. J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
aud fancy Loud sew,
Cougrew* St,
Portland Me.

WHITNEY A
powitc Park.

Wanted

Lincoln Park.
FI RST class three story house, containing 13
large rooms, gas and Sebago, with all modern
improvements. Principal rooms frescoed. House
built for and adapted to the needs of a physician, for
which use it is unsurpassed iu the city. The location
is delightful, iu front of the
Park, and all the rooms

Street.

WANTS._

_

$19,000> Congress St., ill Front of

Book Binders,

Furnitnre aud House

JAMES O’DONNELL,

PORTLAND,

oct5-’69T T&Stl

REMOVALS.

CARDS!

REAL ESTATE.

YYrM. A. liCII\CY', Kooik. II, l*rinter'u
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A NlIAt'KFOltDjNo. 35 Piuui

OF

Parlor

_PORTLAND

BUSINESS

dly

MANUFACTURER

KCTQRY,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT,* fOGG .IVo.OI Middle .treat.
T. P. MeGOlYAT, 251 ton.,., si.

Hankins House of

St., Pobtlanu.

Eight Dollars

BUSINESS DIR

Clouds two thousand years ago” is pictured to
us by the hand of a warn and admiring friend.
The anecdotes related are mostly new, and

give us entertaining glimpses ot the

great

novelist. Less space is devoted to Dickens,
and it is evideut that the editor lias not for
him the warm personal interest entertained

THACKERAY.

So many years ago that I do not care to
count them I was taken
by my guardian to au
evening party at the house ol a distinguished

physician in Philadelphia. Though too much
ol a boy at the lime to appreciate or understand thoroughly what was going on, there
were certain little occrrences which made an
impression on me then, and which have dwelt
in my memory ever since.
The agreeable occupation of munching
sponge cake in which I sp:ut the first part of
lue evening did not prevent
my noticing a
personage tall, large, spectacled, slightly gray,
one
of
the
leaning against
folding doors, and
engaged >n conversation with a number of
gentlemen, among whom 1 recoguized Mr.
Peter, then British consul. What it was that
attracted me I cannot exactly tell, but there
certainly must have Iteeu something to beguile me out from a “coign of vantage” well
adapted both Ibr seeing and eating—a snug
ambuscade behind the piano.
“Who is that man?’’ said I to my guardi-

with indicating forefinger.
“That gentleman is Mr. Thaeketay.” was
the smiling reply as the forefinger yielded to
gentle pressure and tell by my side; “and
when your mouth is empty 1 wish to take you
up aud present you to him. I will come back
lor you in a few minutes.
an,

Forthwith 1 retreated again to my fastness
to finish the cake and prepare for the ordeal,
curiously eyeing the transatlantic author ail
the rfme.
It seems slrmge, hut even now—and I have
visited many scenes and mixed with many
people since that night—I can perfectly remember the tenor of my boyish cogitations.
They were about as follows: So, that was
Mr. Thackeray ?
What had I heard about
him?
I knew that he had written a book called

‘Vanity Fair’, because a charming lady (that
is, she seen ed charming to me in those halcyon days) hal talked about it in my hearing,
and said it was very clever. That was all I
knew, llow the people pressed round him
aul looked at him, while those across the
loom pointed and whispered! Was it, then,
so very hard to write a book?
How those
girls on the sofa were pointing, aud my guar-

uita.i
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vci)

imiu
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point!

I wonder if the manner in which fame first
bleaks upon him who achieves it is the same
in which the reputation ot another first looms
upon the mind ol a thinking boy? 1 had not
yet learned that those talents which win
power and position for their possessor compel
alike admiration fiom equals and obsequiousness from inferiors.
Before many years had
passed over me I had learned that lesson by
heart; but it is pleasant to recad those independent hours when mv little mind indulged
in such unbiased speculations, as heedless of
tiie future as the sponge cake I had just devoured.
My guardian came back, and after duo inspection of hands, mouth and clothes, took
me
between
up to the chatting group
the folding doors.
The group separated and
1 stood face to waistcoat with the great uovelist, he looking kindly down on me through
his glasses; I, after gazing-up in his face for a
moment, dropping my eyes and beginning a
minute inspection of the watch-chain with
which his left haud was playing, his right
meanwhile holding my little pair tight in its
mighty grasp. What he said to me I forget.
It was probably more his manner than bis
words that induced me to stay a', liis side and
listen to what others were talking about.
It struck me, from his languid position,
that, without wishing to appear so, li: was
fatigued, and sometimes a little annoyed by
the trivial questions so often put to him. At
last he took me with liity across the room,
where he sat down on a sofa, and soon made
me feel quite at home beueath his geuial
sway. Some young ladles were sitting near,
with whom he entered into some little talk
about music and flowers aud such things as
women love.
Anon a dashing young secretary of legation made his appearance—keen,
pert, gemi-witty, just from abroad, perfectly
satisfied with himself, ready to show the latest fashions to all true beleivers. lie lounged
on the other end of the sofa, picked up ttie
thread of conversation immediately, and was
soou in the middle of a fluent speech, oratorioaly instructing everybody. Mr. TUckeray
waited patiently till lie was through, rather
glad, I think, to he relieved from talking himself, and then, iu reply to some new aud extraordinary doctrine the young diplomat had
broached, laughed and said: 'Bravo, jeune
houime! a la bonne lieure! Vraiment, on fait
des progres dans ce pays ci!’
Then, somehow there coming a little lull
in the noisy talk, lie turned to me and asked
how old 1 was, whero I lived, and what I
wanted to do in the great woild some day;
whether I had ever been in England, ami
where I had learned to spea< French; all
which I answered much to his apparent
amusement and to the best of my small abil-

ity.
Then came supper, when I lost him in the
crowd. If I felt auy sorrow at losing him, it
must have been a boyish sorrow, easily assuaged by the sight ol divers comfits ami

good things

well spread table. I suppose

on a

there must have been a sense of

gratified
pride at being noticed by a distinguished man
come
has
the
sorrow
publicly. Perhaps
with maturer years. At all events, I only
saw him again just as lie was taking his deso

parture, when he turned and sal t a few kind
words to me, and then was gone.”

Magazines.
St. Nicholas for September opens very seasonably with “The Clentie Angler,” a paper
on Isaac Walton, and we soon come upon a
story about hunting antelopes in the West.
Among other seasonable things is a very funny, illustrated poem, called “The Cheated
The serial
Mosquitoes.”
stories, “Fast
Friends,” by J. T. Trowbridge, and “What

Might Have -Been Expected,” by Frank R.
Stockton, draw near their conclusions, and
the interest of both stories naturally increases.
“The Pony Express” is a well-written article,
handsomely illustrated, showing how messages and letters were carried before railroads
aud steamboats monopolized the business.
Celia Thaxter conies to the defense of the
poem called “The Kittiwakes,”
Dodge, in some lively verses, tells
how Mother Pussy taught her children.
There is a handsomely illustrated article cn
“Old Dutch Times in New York,” by Col. T.

birds in

a

aDd Mrs.
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author of “Robinson C'rusoe,” by DonaHl (J.
Mitchell. Lucrelia P. Ilale lias one of lier
quaint “Peterkin” conceits, in which that inimitable

family

have

some

of their queer ex-

periences. There Is a lavishly Illustrated account of the adventures ot a certain “Jim
aud a poem curiously illustrated by
Beard, in which the verses and a
lot of fishes, in company with a little boy aud
a mermaid, swim bravely about, all over two

Crow,”

James C.

pages. Sarah O. Jewett contributes a capital story lor girls, and there is a romantic

tale,

Sunshine,” by Kale
departments at the end of the

“Little Ben aud the

Bloede.

The

number are crammed as usual with wise hits
of fun and

funny

hits of wisdom.

The Atlantic lor

September
following attractive articles:

coutams the

Fiction: Mr. W. D. Howell’s new novel—
Foregone Conclusion. VII.—IX. Mr.
Bayard Tayioi’s Who was She? Miss Woolsou’s The Lady of Little Fishing.
Sketches of Travel and Adventure: Up
the Grand Canal of China; Mr. J. J. Jarves’s

A

Pescaglia, the Home of a Mad Artist; Mr.
Chailes Dawson Shnnly’s Coney lslaud; Mr.
George Cary Eggleston’s A Rebel’s Recollections.
Science and Superstition: Prof. N. S. Shuler’s The Moon; Mr. Alexander Young’s
Birds of III Omen.
Poetry: Miss Lucy Larcom’s Goody Grumseil’s House; Mr. W. tV. Young’s “Over the
Hills and Far Away;” Mr. W. W. Harney’s

Tropic Midnight.
ogies; Miss L. li.

Mr.

Edgar Fawcett’s Anal-

s A Vision ol Lost
Sauls.
Criticism: Mr. G. 1*. Lotbrop’s The Novel
and Its Future; and reviews of a dozen noticeable works; with criticism of recent art,
and important papers on edit cation.

Moore

Docs Aiivkiitisi.su I'.iv'.’—There
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record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing ol success. lu at*
“My success is owing to my liberality

stance

on

vertising.”—Bonner.
‘I advertised my productions and made money.’* —.Ye \ohfi Ijor.;poorth.
is a sure
“Constant and persistent advertising

10 wealth.—Stephen Uaiir.l.
“He who invests one dollar in business slum d
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’
—A. T. Stewart.
“Advertising lias furnished me With a com*
JjUiorence.

prelude

petouoe.”—Anion

THE PRESS.
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MORNING,

FOR

AUG. 22, 1874

GOVE UXOR,

NELSON DINGLEY, Jr.

must prepare for a civil war at home and a
We have for
despotism at Washington.
years sought to escape the race issue and the
must
sectional issue; but, if they
come, let
them come; and devil take the hindmost!—

For Representatives to Congress'
1st District—JOHN H. BURLEIGH.
2<Z District—WILLIAM P. FRYE.
ivl District—JAMES (5. BLAINE.
\th District—SAMUEL E. HERS E Y.
rufi District—EUGENE HALE.

Louisville Courier-Journal.
I am in favor of legislating slowly—it must
not be attempted suddenly—and gradually

County Conventions.
Somerset.. .Skowliegan, Thursday, Aug. 27*
Knox.Thomas ton, Saturday, Aug. 29th,
Waldo.Belfast, Saturday, Aug. 29th.
Aroostook. .Presque Isle, Wednesday, Sept. 21.
Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. A.li railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will con let a favor upon us by demanding
credentials ol every person claiming to represent our
|o*rmal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the.
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
ali cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

A Promised Land.
Our

exchanges have,

for several

days,

been

accounts of an enchanted land discovered by the government expedition under

giving

The Black Hills,
becoming so famous in connection with
this newly explored and marvelously described country, lie in the southeastern part
of the large Territory of Dakota, the latitude being 44 north and the longitude about

command of Gen. Custer.
now

1 f!5i

Tlvn

nrncf

nr.iintrtr

nrotl vir-itoroil L«

tributaries of the Missouri.

Ot this country
less hitherto has been known than of any
other
now
»

domain. Indians have
portion
and tlien reported the existence of deof

our

posits of the precious metals and the extraordinary richness of its valleys. At length the
government determined to make

an exploracountry, and accordingly, attended by scientific gentlemen aud a military escort of nearly a thousand men, Gen. Custer

tion of this

has undertaken the work.

Since leaving Fort Lincoln, Dakota Territwo reports

tory,

have been received from

Gen. Custer. The first was dated July 15,
and was written when he had reached a distance of one hundred aui twenty miles due
west from his starting point, in which noth-

said except that the country is well
watered and remarkably fertile. The second

ing

was

published in
full. It was written when the expedition was
eight miles southeast of Humez Peak, in the
very center of the Black Hills. Approachreport

dated

August 2,

has been

ing the Black Hills he found for the most part
excellent grazing and abundance of timber.
With the intention of ascending a peak of
the hills, Gen. Ouster, while exploring the
country for a favorable point to ascend, en-

valley of which
description:
tered a

he

gives

the

following

This valley, in one respect, presented the
wonderful as well as beautiful aspect. Its
equal I have never seen, and such, too, was the
testimony of all who beheld it. In no public
or private park have I ever seen such a profuse
display of liowers. Every step ot our march
that day was amidst flowers of the most exquisite colors and perfume. So luxuriant were
they that tb^ men plucked them without dismounting from the saddle. Prof. Donaldson,
tne botanist of the expedition, estimated the
number of flowers ju bloom at fifty, while an
equal number of varieties had bloomed or were
yet to bloom. The number of trees, shrubs
and grasses were twenty-five, makiug the total
flora of the valley embrace one hundred aud
most

tweuty-five species.
Other valleys are noticed of similar richness which lead to the supposition that amid
the Hills there is a considerable area of this
fine country.
Only twenty-seven Iudians
were seen and these refused to fraternize or
be interviewed by the gallant cavalry leader.
Can. Caster further states that iu no
portion of the United States, not even in the famous blue grass region of Kmtucky, has he

—

finer

ever seen

grazing than

is found

He knows of ‘*no

wild in Dakota.

growing
portion of

country where nature has done so much
to prepare hoine3 for husbandmen and left
our

so

little for the latter to

do,

as

here.”

Open

and timbered spaces succeed each other at
such intervals that .farms of any dimensions
can

he selected

moist, rich

The soil is
having both.
well-watered, and the grazing

and

such that in that climate cattle can live dur-

ing

the winter

running at large.
In other portions, gold has been found iu
paying quantities, but Gen. Custer does not
indicate in his report that it i3 loosely laying
about, as other reports have declared. There
are also indications of lead and silver; but
the country is evidently one of rare agricultural.capacities rather than mining.
The public will await further reports of
Gen. Custer’s expedition with great interest,
particularly as this portion of Uncle Sam’s
real estate has beeu deemed of little value for
any purpose except lor Indian reservations.
One of the select families in Great Britain
become extinct

lately
by
daughter and only child of the last Baron
Kirkcudbright. The family, that of MacLellau, appeared as landholders in Scotland
as early as 1217, and for centuries furnished
has

warriors and

statesmen

the death of the

for the northern

kingdom. It became greatly impoverished
through its attachment to the ill-fated-house
of Stuart, and iu 1750 the sixth baron was
forced to sink the peer and open a glover’s
shop in Edinburgh. Once a year, on the occasion of the “Peer’s Ball,” he made his appearance in fuil dress among his equals iu
station, and then returned to his shop. The
family never recovered its prosperity, though
the mercantile liodse of McLellan

properly fixed upon unnatural self-indulgence.
We say nothing of the cowardice of the Republican policy, for, as a rule, the Republican
leaders are equally debauched with the Democratic leaders, all leadership having sunk to
the level of its following, differing chiefly in
degree, not i:i kind. We merely point to tendencies and likelihoods, observing that, if the
North wants a war of races at the South, it

soon came

currency up to the money standard of the world, when you can say to Conout of our daylight; we can
Stand
gress:
transact our business without your interfer-

bringing

our

ence.—Gen. Garfield.
How is the peril of the Republican party to
be met? There is hut one way. Certainly
it is not by “pointing with pride” to what
has been

done, proud though

An exchange concludes by the way the
grasshoppers are going at it in the west, that
in the course of a year or two, these lovely
pests will devastate all of the cultivated lauds
iu Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska.
It also suggests, that these insects may be kept

down, by burning over the ground upon
which they alight to deposit their eggs. In
addition to fire, quick lime, and heavy rollers,
it also suggests that farmers should introduce

large flocks

of

poultry

feed upon grasshopThe Mormons have several times beeu
to

pers.
attacked by these pests, but have rid themselves of them

by vigorously applying
above-mentioned agencies.

the

be;

presiding
ning, and Lieut. Small as toast master. Among
the distinguished guests were Senator Hamliu
and Congressman Hale. At 8 o’clock the floors
were cleared and dancing
commenced, which
distinwas continued till the small hours, the
guished guests participating in the festivities
of the occasion.
The next re-union is to bo held at Bath
the first Wednesday of September, 1875.

on

aids; Indians;

hunters and trappers; pioneer
with his axe; carriage with men sawing and
shaving shingles; carriage with men breaking
aDd dressing flax; a man stripping birch

broom; a doctor on horseback with medicine
in his saddle-bags; postman with mail bag and
tin horn; antique carriages and costumes; the
Twitchell family; the oldest citizeus, representing “Ye oldeu times”; military band; volunteer militia: president of the day, Hon.
Abernetby Grover; vice presidents, selectmen
of Bethel and Hanover; chaplain, orator and
poet; Governor of the State; invited guests; a
carriage with thirteen young ladies, represent
ing the original states; a carriage with sixteen
voung misses, representing the coming woman;
Norway brass baud; school districts iu order of
numbers; citizeus from other towns. Procession will form on the Common at 10 o’clock,
A. M.,and march through the principal streets
to the grounds of Dr. N. T. True, where there
will be seats to accommodate two thousand
people.
The Band Controversy.—The leader of
the Baugor Cornet Band writes to the Whig
as follows:
Mr. Eeitor:—The Bangor Cornet Bank wish
the public to understand that they have taken
no part in the
controversy which has lately
been going on in the Argus aud Commercial
concerning the comparative meiits of the Bangor Band and Chandler’s Baud of Portlaud.
The two bands have always been on excellent
terms, and nothing lias occurred to disturb in
the least, the warm friendship we feel for our
Portlaud neighbors.
We have always been
treated “first-class” in Portland, and trust that
the newspaper controversy (which we have in
vain tried to check) will not change the kindly
feelings the musicians, and citizens generally,
of Portlaud have exhibited towards our organization.
Life in Kentucky.—The Louisville Commercial publishes a list of eleven homicides
and twenty-two affrays, aud says that it is an

incomplete account of th3 shooting, cutting
and lynching affairs that have taken place in
oituiu

IUO

pCOU

UVD

IKCttS,

XU

instances the killing was the act of a
or town marshal, done in the perform'aueeol official duty, lu other cases the surviving party in the affray was acquitted ou the
ground that the homicide was done in self-desome

sheriff

lenee.

Penobscot Republican Convention.—The
Convention for Penobscot
county was held in Baugor, Thursday, and the

Republican Couuty

of Dixmont.

Marston,

a young
man
drowned in Crooked
River, Naples, Thursday afternoon. He was
alone in a boat at the time, aud it is thought
he had a fit and iell overboard.

years old,

was

Germany

“carry

the war

into Africa,” for it is alleged that the formidable revolt now threatening
among the
hill tribes of Algeria is instigated by Germany, who furnishes aams and ammunition
to the Arabs.
The report
well be

may

Ex-President Thiers has returned to Paris
with his health completely restored.
Tho Portsmouth Times calls the Navy Yard
Committee the Congressional perambulating

pilgrims.
Mr. Beecher made his way to New Hampsh’re through a double file of telegrams aud
This is the first summer iu four or five years
that New York and Brooklyn have enjoyed
exemption from Cholera.
The city judge of Plainfield, N. J., has repay the cost

gold enough

the company can find
in the mere surface of its real es-

tate in that region to huilu the whole road
and seud its bonds up to par—perhaps.

Current Notes.
If any one ever doubted that a national
reputation could be wou by a member of Cougress in a single session, that doubt must vanish in view of the
complimentary allusions
made

by the

press of the couutry everywhere
to the recent reuominaUon of lion.
Win.
Walter Phelps by his New
Jersey constituents.

The other night, in
consequence o( detention by land slides, a hundred
passeu-ers

passed an entire night in the cars
Long Island Iiaiiroad. To enliven the
ceedings a vote was taken on tliu Presiden
tial question, resulting as follows; Gram 7 i"
Hancock, 17; Geo. Francis Train, 2; v’ietrl
rla Woodiiull, 1; Torn Collins 1.
nn

•

We in the South know what revolution is.
We are used to it. If the people of the North
want to try it, they can sail in, and we hold
ourselves ready to see that they get their bellyful of it. The South cannot be remanded
to anarchy for nothing.
That gratification
will prove an expensive
luxury tothe Norfh.
I here is a point
beyond which human power
and vengeance cannot
go without paying the
penalty which nature has very wisely and

the Chinese washmen’s kettles.
If those
Chiuese would shoot their kettles through tho
hoodlums they would cam tho thanks of the

new Russian (minister, when subcredentials to the Japanese sover-

eign.
A fellow who was kicked out ol a Pennsylvania hotel for rot paying his bills
revenged
himself by telling the nurses that there were
two cases of
whooping-cough in tho house.
The nurses told the mistress, the mistresses
tolled the hell (to send for their
bills), and in
ten hours only fifty out of one hundred
people
remained.
A St. Louis reporter gives this sentimental
wind up of his report of a horse race;—As the
darkness of night gradually usurped the light
of day, and the stars, the bright
emblazonry of

God, began to glitter in the heavens, the assemblage began to disburse, and each turned
his face homeward, at peace, it is hoped, with
the world.

Religious Intelligence.
At a meeting of the Aroostook Auxiliary Bible Sjciety last Sabbath, the depository report-

;

PAID.

Sch W S Sheppard, Reeves, Georgetown—Orlando
Nickerson.
Sch Teaser, Bunker, Boston—Buuker Bros.
Sell Vulcan. Coggins, Boston—master.
Sch A L Fitch, Fitch. Boston—master.
Sch Lizzie G, (Br) Gilchrist, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Senator, Grant, Ellsworth—master.

Capt Edgar Robinson, of Portland, recently in command ot the steamer Ida Lewis, in Bay Chaleur, has
returned home and goes to New York to take charge
of the brig Harry, just arrived from Demarara. The
Ida Lewis has been sold and placed under the British

SOUTHERN FINE.
anti Plank.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Mary Goodcll took fire at Rio Janeiro 19th ult
but the flame was extinguished by assistance from
the U S frigate Lancaster, before much damage was

hooks during the year.
ed a sale of $85
Rev. B. F. Shaw of Waterville will supply
the pulpit of the First Baptist church, beginning Sept. lsc.
The Oxford Association of Uuiversalists is
appointed to meet witlt the Turner society the
the first Wednesday in October, and continue

days.

Iiev. F. A. Palmer of Atkins )n has
recently
the Free Baptist church in
that town, making 85 added
during the last
three years.
Rev. J. H. Cromwell, (pastor of the M. E.
cliarcn at Olutovvn, is seriously ill and fears
are entertained
that he will not be able to
*
preach again this season.

ex
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Thatcher. New York.
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The first reunion of the Nineteenth Regiment
Will bo held at Bath on Tuesday.

C

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

A little son of S. E. Griffin of Charlotte was
a stone drag falling
upon him.
Calais is to have a S25.000 school houso, the
dead-lock between the two branches ot the
oity oouqcii on tue subject naviug beeu broken.
The Pembroke iron works are idle.
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seriously injured Friday by
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and sell all the
mischief in the Air.

FIRST

We cannot analyze the aerial poisons that produce
epidemic and endemic diseases; but the valuable discoveries which have been made in vegetable pharmacy enable us to counteract their malific influence.
The most poweitul known antidote to every species
of malaria is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, a pure botanical mediciue in which the finest antiseptics, tonics, alteratives and stimulants of the vegetable kingdom are skillfully and effectively combined. At seasons of the year when the atmosphere is
surcharged
with miasma, anil whenever the specific virus of any
nfectious disease is supposed to be present in the air,
this famous correottve should be taken regularly as a
protective. All who choose to observe this precaution may bid defiance to intermittent aud remittent
fevers, and in fact to all disorders generated by foul
exhalations or impure water.
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Committee of Arrangements have established
Headquarters for Hie Portland Encampments
Tuesday the 25th lnst, in Donuell’s new Block,

O.

SON,

franklin wharf.

ag22sn2t

3,

CLAPP’S

BI.OCK,

Where she will receive pupils in Object-drawing and

Painting,

F.

as

Has returned to Portland
tice ot his profession.

Oliice fto. 121
All I) IDLE
ailll

Ancient Brothers Lodge No. 4 will meet at ComCouncil Room, City Building Tuesday morning,
Aug. 21 at 8 o’clock prompt to perform escort duty
and form for the procession. Also Monday eve Aug.
24th at 8 o’clock at same placo for drill.
Regalias
will bo at Council Room. Per order.
WM. II. GREEN, Marshal.
ag22sn3t

and resumed the prac-

Small, Portland, (Mcb 25.)

Mussel’s Bow,
STREET,
£Ut

READ
Nothing lias ever been

THIS I
prepare 1 equal to Mason's

Mixture for Cholera lTlorbu*,
raillery, Diarrhoea, &c.
offered
to the public for the
JiTfivVS
£,leot2*®r
CERTAIN
CURE
the above disease, is
Cholera

MASOillS CHOLERA MIXTURE,
Every

who has used it will recommend to

person

their friends. Every family should have it in their
house. Every traveller shoul 1 have it with them.
It is the best article it the world. You need not
Slitter ten minutes. Price 50 cems.
and

Prepared

sold only by

EDWARD MASON, Apothecary,
aul5sntf

I

Iiy JTIiddlc Street, Portland*

L. H. Bailer, for twelve years teacher ot
Instrumental Music, wishes to obtain a few scholars
in Portland.
References G. W. Marriott, Portland, also Mr. J.

G. I'nlliml nml
New Gloucester,

eotpnnu

r»f

rim

Residence No. 2 Salem St.

at

au20

Library Room.
VV. Ik HODGKINS,

N. G.
si, id

DR. SCHENCK’S
Fulinouic Syrup, Sea TV'ecd
Mankrake Fills.

Tonic,

and

medicines have undoubtedly performed moro
Consumption than auv other remedy known
public. They are compounded of
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which can
be injurious to the human constitution.
Oilier remedies advertised as cures for
Consumption, probably coutaiu opium, which is a somewhat
dangerous <1 rug in all cases, and if taken freely bv
consumptive patients, it must do great injury; for
These

euros of
lo the American

tendency is

to coniine the morbid matter in the

system, which of course, must make

a cure

ble.

impossi-

Sclienck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to
contain a particle ot opium: It is composed of
powerful but harmless herbs, which act on the
lungs
liver, stomach and blood, and thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel ail the diseased matter from
the body, These are the only means by which Consumption can be cured, and as Scbenck’s^Pulmonic
Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the
only medicines which operate in this way. it is obvious they are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary
Consumption. Each bottle of this invaluable medic'lio is accompanied by full directions.
I)r. Schenck is professedly at liis
principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch Streets,
Philadelphia, every
Monday, and at the Quincy House, Boston, on the
following Wednesdays dune lotii and 21th, July 8tli
and 22'I. and August 5th and 19th.
mel2
eod&wlysnll

$5 2.25

BOTTOM DROPPED

OETt

BOSTON j& MAINE RAILROAD TICKETS
To

aulSsntf

HALE’S
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL
reliable and safe vegetable substitute for
ever compounded.
Instantly relieves
Colic, Cramps, Diarrhoea, aud all diseases ot children
teething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother aud child, regulates the
bowels,
assimilates the food, and builds the child right
square
up, from Buttering, puuy weakness to strong and
robust ncallli. A perfect medicine chest
for our
little ones. Only 25 cents, by all dealers.
jy3sn<l3m
The most
Castor Ud

BOSTON & MAINE 'TICKET'S

$2.25
F.

W.

I

HOBSON,

Hobson's Wharf, Commercial Street.
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WM. ALLEN, JR.,

NO. 11 BiXCHANGEK STfiTOKT.
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Ski July 3. barque Nicholas Thayer, Crosby, Australia: brig Carrie Winslow,Welsh, New York; 14tl»,
Ada Gray, Hutchinson, New York.
In port 16th, barques Ella, Oliver, for New York;
Courser, Nelson, lor do; and others.
Ar at Montevideo July 2, ship Sontag, Horriraan,
for San Francisco; brig H C Sibley, Colson, N York;
2d, ship Leonora. Griffin Cardiff; barque H J Libbey,
Brooks. Paysandu for Falmouth, (and sailed 3d);
15th, Windward. Higgins, St Marys, Ga; 16th. Anna
L Taylor, Percival. Portland; Sarmieuto, Moody ,’do;
17th, ‘•Anna Elizabeth,” do.
Ski 13th, barque Lauretta, for Portland.
In port 18th, ship Oneida, Nichols, from Newport,
E; brig Tenerifte. Tracey, for New York.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro 17th ult. ships Herraon, Leighton, San Francisco; El Dorado, English, for do.
In poit 2Cth, ships Mary Goodell, Swectser; Ivanhoe, Herriman,ana Wm McGilvery, Blanchard, unc;
barque Jeunie S Barker, Waite, for Java aud United
States; and others.
Sid fm Aspinwa'l 6th inst, sch Frank Treat, for
San Andreas.
Sid fra St Thomas 31st ult, brig Antelope, Ray, for
Fortune Island and Boston.
Sid tin Mayaguez 1st inst, sch Hortensia, Smith,
Guanica. PR.
Ar at St John, PR, 11th ult, brig Altavela, Free-

tby. Wilmington.
Sid fm Matanzas 12th, brig J B Brown, Foster,
Sagua.
Arat Cardenas 11th, barque Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon, Portland ; brig Jeremiah, Ford. New York;
Perces Hincklev. Small. Pieton:
Grant, do.

KICKNK■,l/W ,V1!| C
Cures Bowel or Mniiiincr Complaint*.
!>It.

Being composed largely of Brandy, Spices and
simple astringents, without a particle of Opiate, has
proved after a 25 yearn’ trial superior to any oilier
article for Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
.Morbus,
Cholera-Infautum, Colic, Cramp, Sicu or Soar stomach, Sea Sickness, Dyspepsia, Ac., and may be implicitly relied upon iu the must severe cases, yet so
simple and pleasant that it may bo given the most
delicate infant, it acts upon the system like water
upon a wilted plant.
Prepared only by Edward Sutton of Providence
E. I. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
JylsuSm
I having decided to leave the city for the Winter
I Oder my stock of CM.AlSSi,
TOBACCO, Ac
at tiie cost price lor cash until tlie luth of
Septeml er
as my sloes must he reduced by that dale.
Clear
Havana from $1(1 to §Gi) per thousand, and Domestic
Goods in proportion.
All claims against me must be presented before
that
date, and all debts must be settled by that time.
aullsntf

Cor.

Exchange

PONCE,

auil

Middle Sts

MARRIED.
In Rockland, Aug. 10, Erastus It, Cbaples and Miss
Julia F. Clark.
Iu Vinalbaven. Eugene Sylvester of Deer lsie aud
Mary Hamlin of Vitialiiaveu.
In Vmalhaven, Aug. I, Stephen E. Martio and Susan Mills,

sch

Unto

r.nrltnn

Sid 13tli, brig Faustina, Avery, North or Hat terns.
Ar at Lock port NS 13tli iust, brig Samuel
Locke,
Allen, Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 19tli, sells J A Hatfield, Hatfield, and Gold Hunter, Young, Portland; Cambria,
Knox, do.

ioj

WiLLISTON Churdii.—Preaching services at 19$ a.
m. aud 3 y. in.
Sabbath School at l) p. m.; Social
meeting at 7$ p. m.
Sr. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. II. Wright
Pastor.—Services at 10§ a. m. and 3 p. m.

ISYSSJP

St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. in., 3 and 7. p. m. Doily services at
Ua. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.

Makes

*i

tUUUrCU.

the Weak

Strong.

gross street, corner Casco.—Religious
We Inesday and Saturday Evenings at

mum & co.,

St. Paul’s Church,

(

the

Preble

Greater Attractions
TIIA1¥

tor.

Complaint.

dlw

100 Fancy Crepe Tie3 at 25 cents.
100 prs. Ladies’ Lisle Gloves and
Gauntlets 25 cents.
300 prs. Children’s White and
Fancy Hose at 12 1-2 cents.
200 prs. Children’s White and
Fancy Hose at ZO cents.
300 prs. Ladies’ Kid Gloves 60 cts.
per pr., worth from $1 to $1.75.
Be

sure

and Couie Early to find
ilicse lioods.

Cures

100 prs. 2-Button

Kids at One

Dollar.
20!) prs. Kid Gloves, former price
$1.75, marked down to $1.40.
Please examine these goods and
that we ofl'er

see

for

yourself

Cures Diseases
of the Kidneys
and Bladder.

glass.

A BOTTLE.

32-page pamphlet, containing a history ot the
SYRUP, a valuable paper on progress
n medical science, a treatise on Iron as a medical
agent, testimonials from distinguished physicians,
clergymen and others, will be sent free to any ad\V. FOWEH Jk WOftH, Proprietor
86 Harrisun Avenue, Boston. Sold by dealers gener
ally.
myl3W&rS2p&w3m
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Madam

Foy’s
a

iu all Numbers.

MA.CHIONESS
IN

—

Visit

Store and learn

our

our

Prices.

DAVIS ’& GO.

J U

S~T~

CITY

Ladies

fied electors of said city, are hereby
in their respective Ward Rooms, on

Fnw A T>T\d

on

successor

St., Boston,

KID

GLOVES !

RIBBONS at COST!

CORSETS
At Reduced Prices.
All of

stock at sncli
will compel you

our

prices as
to purchase.
^

late

to the

Heart'
descriptions’

v

o’clock

can consult him FREE
a. m. to 9 o’clock p. m.

OF

to

call.

the Citizens of Portland and vicinity.
Don’t he deceived. Read the
following.
“This is to certefy that the original and onty book
of receipts of the late Dr. J. Clawson
Kelley,together
with his stereotyped plates, cuts etc., are now the
property of l)r. Samuel Edwards, of Boston, Mass
who is the sole successor to my late husband.
The remedies compounded by Dr. IS
are in strict
accordance with l>r.. Kelley’s formulas.
MRS. J. CLAWSON KELLEY.
New York, Sent. •>., 1872.
»u‘22U3t
To

—

a

—
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—

6 TEMPLE ST ,11S.
nr

CHOLERA
MORBUS
Accompanied with excessive vomiting, terrible
cramps and pains, great muscular contraction, coldness ot the extremities, and suspended circulation
never fail to be instantly relieved
by the use of SAN-

CHRONIC DIARRHOEA
Of many years

MEETING.

Gloucester.

Trains leave Portland * Rochester Depot for Alton
B ly at 7.30 A. M. .Mini 4.15 P. M. Tickets to
go and
return, good until Sept. 5th,

Of the severost type has been promptly cured. The
directions for the use ot this preparation in this dis
case are those of Dr. Edwards, of the Calcutta and

inst, Madawaska, Smith,

Rangoon.
Arat Swioemunde 3d inst, Mary Gibbs, WliitteNew York.
Cld at Helsingfors 29th
Bristol, E.

DYSENTERY

m ore,

Ar at Liverpool 7th, Edw O’Brien, Smalley, from
St John, NB.
Cld at London 7th, Ne Plus Ultra, Borden, N York;
A McCallum. Moody. Callao; Titan. Berry, Cardift.
Shi tm Pillau Gth, Jas K Brett, Gibson, New York.
Ar at Roueu 5th inst, Fanny J
MeLellan, McLcIlan, Now Orleans.
ahl fm Cuxhaveu 5th inst, S F Hersev, Small, lor
Cardift.
Arat Swincmuudo 3d iust, Mary Gibbs, WhitteNew York.

SAT1LLA MILLS--Sid lltb, sch Satilla, Rivets.
Barb.
GEORGETOWN.SC—011 lith, sob HattieG Buck,
Woe: 1 bury, Sears port.
Sid 17th, sch Delhi, Emerson, for a Northern port.
NPOKEIV.
Aug 2. hit 49 01. Ion 13 02, ship
Liverpool lor New Orleans.
Aug 18, ott Georges, ship Prirna
for New York.

Expou* der, from
Donna,

lm

To Let.
board, two furnished front rooms, to
u respectable gentleman an 1
wife, near City
Hall. G ooi J reference retjui red. Apply at Congress
*
cor. Chape], Fruit and
Coufoctiouery Store.

WITHOUT

au22_
Pay

lw*

How

t»

VUKLi*'

Hr 11 Book.. Send
A New Outfit” to S.
37a
N,,

Eastern Eaiiroad.

Havre

NOTICE.

$20,000

22f t8,‘-and ”,fl

To loan on first class FIort^agos in
Tortluml and Vicimij in
liinis

to suit.

Real Estate Seoumties, paying 8 to la per'
cent, i net rest tree oi Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if
judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and principal collected without charge. Gua rani eks
perfect title and ample security m a I its Bl:al Estate loans.
Real Estate investments and
improvements made on commission and on shares*
Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. R.
Real
el6

t

dtuepl

WORKS

©AVIS,

Estate ami Loan Agency

Brown’s Block.
g(J p eodlj

invariably

result in

a cure.

Whether

produced by indigestion, improper food,
or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, sudden changes of temperature are immediately relieved by it.
change

W. H. TURNER. Sunerintcnrioi
au-

and

CRAM’S AND PAINS

$2.60.

ult, Uncle Joe, Nichols, for

Bombay hospitals,

SB

of water

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
niis most dangerous and fatal ailment of childhood is promptly cured in the great majority of cases
when this remedy is adrainist ered according to directions. When the lirst symptoms appear its" iiumedicuv

uro

luiiumuij

i'k-ivuu?

a

ou HillB

DIARRHOEA IN TEETHING.
To check the diarrhoea, allay pain, and quiet the
child during the period of teething, this is the Lest
and sliest remedy that can be used.

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER
Is the most

agreeable. elTeclive and safe medicine for
disease of the stomach and bowels ever compounded by any person or process. Full and explicit
directions are given in a 24 page book accompanying
each bottle. Be sure you obtain the genuine,
having
the lac-simile signature of E. II. Sanford upon the
every

wrapper of each bottle.

lied and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

CF THE

—

BOSTON & MAINE
Will be

taken

on

KilLHOAD.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine,

WEEKS & POTTER.
Boston,
General Agents.
W. F. PHI M PS, & Co.,
J. W. PERKINS & Co.,

Wholesale

the

Dia-1

EASTERN

RAIEROAD.
jy.ai t

Poaches anti other Fruit Cheap
A S the cheapest. A share of patronage solicited
A at the new stanu, Congress Stre.-t, opposite
Plymouth Church.
au21U3t*
ALBERT C, ROBINSON,

BHHHH

.Agents.
au21dlw
_

REMOVAL,

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.

July 21,1871.

RICHARDSON &

at

Rev. Dr. Buttome, the author of
"Sing o
H’s Mighty Love,” will preach to morrow at
10 1-2 A. M. in the Pine Street church.
It was Mr. J. M. Mullaly that
composed the
Odd Fellows March, and not Mr. Fred ter Linder, as we stated yesterday.
It would be a fair thing if the wholesale
stores would close the 25th, and give tbeir em-

Exchange

street.

The uniform price is 75

Supreme Council ol the Master Masonic
Jurisdiction of the United States, now in season in BostuD, have voted to bold its
annual
essiau next August in this city.
Attorney General l'iaisted has information
fro.n Washington that
Robbins, the "Annie
B.” murderer, will be tried in Knox
county,
where the death of his victim occurred, till.
government cot considering the case within
the province of the extradition
treaty.
A hiNE \ essel.—The barkcntino AlexanCampbell of 475 tons, has just arrived from
Oherryfield, where she was built. She is a finely constructed vessel aud the fiuish of the cabin
is unusually good fer a
Her
sailing vessel.
length cf keel is 130 feet, 31J feet beam, lower
bold eleven feet and ten inches, aud five feet
between decks, and she carries about 3900
yards of canvass, making her, taken iu connection with her fine model, a
very fast sailor. G.
K. Campbell, Esq of
Oherryfield built aud
rigged her throughout.
Unlike other vessels she has a
straight dec’;
her whole length, thus saving a break iu the
der

forward part of the vessel. The cabin is fii.
ished in piue aud is paiuted aud ornamented in
fine style, gold leaf being used to
advantage.

good
The upper part of the cabin is finished

iu black walnut. The cabin bus a bed
room,
wash room, bath room, parlor,
diDing room
aud one or two spare state rooms for
pa>seugers. A number of ship owners visited the
vessel yesterday and they all pronounce it the
best finished pud furnished
sailing vessel that
leaves this port. She is owned by G. R.
Campbell & Co., and J. S. Nieliols of
Cherrvfield
*

ftimnann Xr

■

■

U. A. Sawyer, Parley & Bussell, the
Geo. W. Bunker, and others of this

IMW3,,

master

city. Sho
about SJt.OOO.
She will go iu ballast to
Pijtou, N'. S„ where
she will load with coal for this
port. She sails
this morning.
cost

Mr.

B’frsoanl.

George

E. Wilson of

Bocklaml,

has of-

fered Frauds D. Moulton *'$1000 for ten lectures without reference to the
Beecher-Tilton
affair.” Mr. Moulton says in reply that I e
never delivered a lecture in Ins life.
J. F. Elliot, late (etcher of mathematics
and sciences in Lawrence Academy, Gorham,
h«s been elected principal of the high s hot I
Winebendon, Mess, and has accepted the posirion.

Judge Symonds sailed from Liverpool in the
steamer Scandinavian Thursday.
Governor Perliam was in town yesterday
Temperance

CROSS

have removed to

Office 1 1-2 Union Wharf.

au!8

disenssion witb the Spiritualists to-morrow
Arcana Hall.

cents.
The

CAMP

Ar at Bremerliaven 4th

gentle-

with stones.
A young man was arrested
yesteiday for tho
larceny of a wallet, but proved fcis innocence
and was released.
Mr. Colby gives notice that he will close the
man

ou

FORD’S JAMAICA GINGER.

AI.TOM BAY

Brief J.tiia,..
Two thousand feet of the now linen bose for
the Fite Deiartrneut has arrived.
The cheap excursions to Sorgo iiver over the
Ogdensburg will continue until further notice.
Officers Merrill and Burnham arrested two
small bojs yesterday for
a

a holiday.
Who will be the first one
make the announcement?
The sale of tickets to Mr. Stockbridge’s concert will begin at the store of Ira
Stockbridge

129 MIDDLE

CHARGE /rein 9

Eg“Tke afflicted are respectfully invited

Intoxication. Fined $5 with costa

to

HASSAN,

Prostration, Bheumatiom, Ioipotoncv, Bronchitis
Gout, Nenralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy or auy other

disease

Thomas Powers.

ployees

liVUli

DR. J. CLAWSON KELLY,
Will bo at the ADAMS HOUSE, Portland, Taradny anil Wcduesdny, Auguin 23th, and
Uttth, where those suffering with Plumouarv Consumption, Coughs, Bleeding at the Lungs, Scrofula
Dyspepsia, Cancer, Diseases of the Liier,
Kidneys and Spleen, Eruptions ot all
Dropsy, Tumors, Asthma, Female Complaints, <'ostivenuss, Diarrhoea, Fits, St. Vitus Dance, Nervous

Friday.—George Ellingham. Intoxication. Thirty
days.
Michael Connelly, Frank Hearn, Thomas Ryan ana

assaulting

Come at Once.
253 Tremout

k,

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

—--

CRAB & STEEL

to

Q

at 50 cents

uuicipul Coin

|

Committed.

tlsc dollar.

the Fourteenth ;day of September
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,

lit?

pair.

HAIfTsWITCUES,

Fans

Jtlonday,

last of said three secular days, for tho
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose
names have not been entered on the lists of
qualified
voters, in and for the several wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, Cify Clerk.
au22
did

a

A larger variety than ever before.

notified to meet

give in their votes lor Governor, four Senators,
and five Representatives to the State Legislature,
Sheritf, County Treasurer,one County Commissioner,
and a Representative to Congress.
The polls on such day of election to remain
open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when
they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen ot said city will be in
open session
at the Ward Room (entrance on
Myrtle st.,) in City
Building, from nine o’clock in the forenoon to one
o’clock in the afternoon on each of the three secular
days next preceding such day of election, and from
three o’clock to five o’clock on the afternoon on the

Preaching at 3 p, m. by tho pastor. Temperance
lecture at 7$ p. m. by Dr and Mrs. Lawrence.

and Smoked.

ofPORTLASD.
to

Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meeting at it a. in. and 1 p. m.: Sunday School 3. p.
m.
Prayer inucciug or preaching at 7$ p m. Temperance meeting Monday evening. All invited.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W
Bickuell, pastor. Preacmng at 10$ a. in. jj tho
pastor. Sunday school 3 p. m, Temperauce lecture
at 7$ p. m. by Prof. B. Thayer.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, Pastor. Prayer meetings at 9 and 10$ a. ui.

Hosiery

Pearl Buttons, all sizes, In White

REAL

warrants from tho Mayor and AlPURSUANT
dermen of the City of Portland, the duly quali-

Harlow.

11ST

10 to 75 cents

—OF THE—

West Cong. Ciiapel.—Sunday School at 11 a. m.
Services at 3 anl 7$ p. in. Preaching by Kev. E. A.

BEST LINE OF

MAINE'

To the Electors

p. in.
First Parish.—Morning service at 10$; W*jw»w
at 7$. The pastor, Kev. Dr. Hill, will coneuct the
services to-morrow.

7 inch Watered Sash Ribbons at G5c,

dlw

STATE OF

7$

I HEM !

COLD AND WHITE.

east of City Hall.

at the usual hoars, in the Army and Navy
Hall, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts., conducted by
jhe Christian Denomination.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Johnston,
pastor. Preaching at 10$ A. M., bv Rev. F. B'itoiue.
D. D. Sabbath School at 12 in. Prayer meeting at

ccc
c
ccc
ccccccc

CORSET !

building

evening,

CCC

—

M.; .Sojial Meeting

Advent Christian Church, Union Hall.R7 Free
St.—Social meeting at 9 a. m. Preaching at 10} a. ui.
m. by Elder D.M.Leavitt,of Haverhill,Mass.
Prayer meeting at 7} iu the evening.
State Street Church.—Rev. E. Y. Hineks,
Pastor. Services at in} a. m. and 7} p. ui. Sabbat u
School 3 p. m. Rev. F. A. Peloubet,ot Natick, Muss.,
will preach to-morrow.

ccc

full assortment of the

m.

and 3 p.

ccc

Also

at 2 p.

at 7} p. m.
Casco Sr. Church.—Rev. D. M. Graham, will
preach at the usual hours. Sabbath School in counection with morning service. Prayer meeting at 7}
o’clock. Seats free.

ccc

1

of the children

meeeing

ccccccc
CCC
CC
ccc
ccc
ccc
ccc
CCC
l1

impuidl UltUiFSi

Sit-

V. 22.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10} a.
m. by Rev. Charles V. Hanson of Peabody, Mass.
Sabbath School at clo*e of morning service. Prayer

SETH

CC

SJx

m.

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. W. B. Hayden
will preach at 10 a. m., subject, on the great temptation of our times; from lt^v. II. 10
Evening Bible Meeting.iu Vestry international lesson for Aug. 30; “Christ’s Power Over Death;” Mark

dress.

[Latest by European stcamcrs.l
Cld at Liverpool Gth, Valley Forge, Wood, lor Sau
Frarcisco, (and sailed.)
Eutforidg 7tb, Alico Reed. Kclleran, for Akyab.
Sid lm Ponarth 4th iust, Uncle Tobey, Sinnett, for

Bombay.
Ar in Kingroad Gth, Peri, Perkins, Bouctoucbe for

second

A

PERUVIAN

CORSETS"!

MU1UI/J

m.; and 3 p.

Portland Spiritual Association,—Temperance Hall, 351} Congress st.
Spiritualism denned
and defended bya Lecture at 2} p. m. All cordially
invited. Seats free.
C4T“A1bert Colby’s last Discussion with the Spiritualises of Portland, at 2} P. M., iu Arcana Hall,

CAUTION. Be sure you pet the right article
See that “PERUVIAN SYRUP” is blown in the

CORSETS !

a.

School 1.30 P. M. Preaching 3 P.
at 7} P. M. Seats iree.

UNEXCELLED BARGAINS !

_____

10}

Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. s. F. Jones
pastor.—Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. iu. Sunday
School at 1} p. m. Praver mtetiugs at 6} and 7} p. m.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church—Rev. S. V.
Douglass, pastor. Conference meeting 10} a. m.
Preaching at 3 p. in. Sabbath school after the service. Prayer meeting at 7} p. m. All are invited.
High Street Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor. Rev. Mr. Bailey of Cauaudaigua, N. ¥.. will
jjreacb at 10} a. in., and in the vestry at 7} p. in.
First Baptist CnuRcn, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot. Rev. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Sabbath

Boils
and Humors.

CORSETS !

Services at

row, Aug 23. Meeting
Preaching at 3 p. m.

Cures

PRICE, $1.00

Sunday

tings free to all and all are welcomed.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Car rut hers,
pastor. Services at 111 a. m aud 7} p. m. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Religious services will be resumed to-mor-

Female
Weaknesses.

EVER !

Meeting every
7} o’c’k P. M.
Congress and Lo-

street.—Rev. I>r. Pise, Rector.
Services on
a. m. and 3 p. iu.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3 aud 7 p.m.
Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7} p. m.
All from sea and laud are invited. Seats free.
Swedish Services, at the Y. M. C. A. H illPreaching at 10} a. m. aud 3 and 7} p. m. Allure
invited to attend.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rec-

Cures
Liver

House.

au22

ot

Sunday 10}

DvsDensia
and Debility.

Congress St.,

Just above

corner

cust

Cures

standing,has been permanently cured
by it, after every possible remedy had been tried in
vain. Not only does it surely cure this disease, but
it prevents its fastening itselt upon the
system, in
climates where change of food ami water has invariably produced it.

more.

E.
or

AJ..1_1

Notice.
1

Ar at Niew Dieppe 19th inst, ship Harry Morse,
Bassein.
Ar at Antwerp 19th inst, ship Moonlight, Waterhouse. Bassein.
S d 19th, ships D W Chapman, Miller, Tybee; P
Pendleton, Pendleton, Cardiff.
Ar at Buenos Ayres July 3, barque Sami E Spring,

Wyman,

PORTLAND.

mon

Regalias will bo

FUREICIN PORTS,

usual.

Ill:tr-'l____snlf
L. 33. M. SWEAT,
Allomcy ^Counselor at Law,

F.

sion.

Hnnt,
Orleans;
Chas Denuis, Darrah, Philadelphia.
CM 21st, schs Mary E Staples, Huckius, Lubec;
Janet S, (Br) Hal), Portland.
SALEM—Ar 20th, schs Zampa, Jewett, Pascagoula ; A S Murch, Woodward, aud Deborah Jones,Beal,
Port Johnson; Florence N Tower, Adams; H L Curtis. Mann; Gen Banks, McFarland; Judge Tenney,
Rich; L 1> Wentworth, Dearborn; Matanzas, Bragdon ; N Berry, and Prospect, Handy, from Port

Wilmington.
PORTSMOUTH—Arl9tb, schs Ellen, Wliittemore,
Kondout;.Lookout. Flye, New York.
Ar 20th, schs Louisa Smith, Webber, Philadelphia;
Burmali, Chandler. Port Johnson.
BATH-Sid 20 th, sch Alice M Allen, Brigham,
New York.

SPRINGER

has removed her Studio to
ROOM

Arrangements.

Sbiel, New

brigs John W

Johnson.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 20th, brig Anna D Torrcy,
Haskell. Union Island, Ga; sch Howard, Googins,

sntf

NIKS.

Members of Ligonia Lodge No. 5 I. O. O, F. will
Arehna Hull (opposite Casco Engines House)
Congress St. Tuesday morning, Aug. 25, at 71 o’clock
to perform escort duty.
Regalia will he at the Hail.
ag22sn3t
H. C. JORDAN, Marshal.
[Advertiser copy.
O.

|

REMOVAL,

meet at

5.

Portland.
Ar 21st,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

’•y23

Middle street, between Pearl and Market.
Ail members are notilied to appear there
Tuesday
morning at G o’clock prompt, in full uniform to receive the Providence Encampments and escort them
to the hotel.

©.

3G

head

Religion* Notice*.
Bay Side parish (Union).—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School at 1 p. m.; Preaching at 1 ami
6 p. m.
a. m.
Preaching at Knightvilie at
Sabbath School at 111 »• m* Social meeting 71 p. m.

liuilds up
the
llrokcn down.

I

o

misses
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Manchester.

Mrs.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

20th, schs Kenduskeag,Wyatt,

Below, sch Faunio A Bailey, from Philadelphia for

prices before purchas-

our

Work for pay.
Rooms to Let.

System.

Rockland.

purchasers of large

S. ROUNDS &

The

©.

way suitable for

QUAXiITY -AJNTID QUANTITY.

ng

I.

COAL’

Steam, Furnaoea, Parlcr and Cook Stoves,

NOTICES.

of

Port-

SUGAR LOAF.
SHRliVii MOUNTAIN,
MONEV BROOK,

above Coals

Harding, Irom Dresden; Robert J
Giaham, Graham,and Eva C Yates, Yates, from Gardiner; Effie J Simmons, from St John. NB.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, sebs Jennie Spear, Herrick
Tuxpan, Mex, 35 days; Merrill C Hart. Post, Port
Royal, SC; A Hammond, Goldtbwaite, Saco; EP
Church, Gifford, Bristol.
Ar 20th, brigs Enois.Dyer, Sagna; Manson, Smith,
St Pierre; schs M C Hari, Merrill, Port Royal, SC;
Franklin, West, Indianola; Wm H Mailer, Crowley,
St John, NB.
Cld 19in, barque St Cloud, Bagiev. Aspinwall; brig
CastilJiau. Owen. Cientuegos; ach Statesman,Wilcox,
^viaemasporr.
Cld 20tli, brig Liberty, Devereux, Kingston Ja; sch
Harry White. Hopkins, Jacksonville; John Douglass, Conklin, Fernaudina.
Passed through Hell Gate 19th, schs W H Thorndike, Cushman, tm Port Johnson for Rockland; Defiance, do tor Greenport; Kate Walker, do tor Salem ;
Belle, Hoboken tor Plymouth ; L S Barnes, fm Perth
Amboy for Boston; Harry Percy, Port Johnson lor
Augusta.

Savannah; Sarah. Webster, Calais.
Sid 18th, schs Mary, Rogers, Philadelphia; Mansfield. Acborn. New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 10th,sch Danl Crowley, Crowley, New York; M C Sproul, Sprout, and Wm Flint,
Hatch. Bangor.
WiCKFORD—Ar 20th, sch Julia E Gamage, Robinson, Bangor.
VINE YAKD-HAYEN—Ar 19th, brig Geo W Chase
Patterson, Turks Islands 18 days for Portland; schs
F A Bailey, Hutchinson, Philadelphia for do; WC
Had, Tolman. New York for do.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 19th, schs Susan, Bishop, and
Pallas, French, New York tor Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 19th, sell Julia Grace, Dunning. Pemaquid.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, ship Anabuac, Matthews, Calcutta; barque Catalpa, Hordenbrook, Surinam; brig
Maria Wheeler. Grover, Charleston; schs B F Waite,
Aylward, Wallace, NS; Sami Hart. Holbrook. Baltimore; Lavolta, Means, Hoboken: Effort, Pendleton,
Kondout; Union, Crocker, Machias; Idaho, Jameson,

COAL

as

quantities.

By order Comm,
Portland, August 22, ^874.

OP

any other dealer in the citv ot
land trorn one ton to tun thousand,
viz.,

The

Gardiner.
Below, schs C S

PROVIDENCE—Ar

QUALITIES

the

COTTON HOSIERY

•

BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 19tb, ship Wm Wilcox,
Curtis, from Havana lor St John, NB, (crew sick
with yellow fever; captain and mate dead )
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 18th, schs ljahaina, Houghton, and Caroline G Sawyer, from Windsor, NS; C E
Sampson, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, sch John H Hancock,
Crowell. Richmond.
Cld 19th, snip YoSemite. Mack, for San Francisco;
barque Flo-i M Hurlbut, Millay. Boston.?
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18ib, sch D H Ingraham.,
(new) Ames. Bangor.
Ar 19tli, schs Mary Riley, Riley, Savannah; Isola,
Gray, Brunswick, Ga; L A Babcock. Smith, Pittston; J Kiengle, Steelman, Saco; A D Scul, Somers,

nual premiums, if desired, or pay over to him at any
time after the receipt of two or three premiums
should he have occasion to surrender his policy.
Further information wilt cheerlully be given to
parties who are pleased to call, whether desiring to
be insured or not.

Mrs. James Woodman of Fairfield died instantly of apoplexy, on Thursday, while riding.
The Somerset Central Agricultural Society
will hold their annual cattle show and fair on
tue Society’s grounds in Skowhegan, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 29, 30
and Oct. 1.
SAGADAHOC

INSURANCE

The peculiar feature which commends this Company to public favor is the entry made in each participating policy of a definite cash value, increasing
from year to year, which the Company will loau to
the policy holder to aid in the payment of his an-

old board of direetors wore unanimously reelected.
The reunion of the Alumni of the Oxford
Normal Institute took place at South Paris last
Tuesday. The exercises consisted of declamations, select readings, singing, &c.

iis

lOtb, ship Ringleader,

GALVESTON—Ar 13tb, ech Lottie Mayo, Mayo,
Tuxpan.
FERNANDINA—Cld 7th, sch Kate Wentwertb,
Mead. New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar
inst,scli Dora M French,
French, New York, (84 hours passage) to load lor

COMPANY,
OF

Vitalizes

—

FOR

m

F.—Encampments.

Odd Fellows Grand March—C. K. Hawes.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Alton Bay Camp Meeting—W. H. Turner.
Sale—Nelson
A Co.
Special
Greater Attractions than ever—Davis A Co.
l>r. S. Edwards.
City of Port.and—H. I. Robinson.

Tones up
the

—

o.

J. O O.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

HAKE BARGAINS
IN

Advrriiaeuie*ln To-Day.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
O. O.F.—Ligonia Lodge.
O. F.—Ancient Brothers Lodge.
I. O. G. F.—Encampments meeting.

I.
I.

no

lilood.

—

VICINITY.

ENT ERTAINM KNT COLU M N.

Contains

Sept. 1st!

Stevens A Co.

Excursion—Sebago Lake.
Excursion—Hog Island.

flag.

sch. “Henrietta,** from Brunswick,
Ga., suitable for Ship, Store or Bridge building, for
sale low. All orders left at No. 17. Exchange St.,
Ocean Insurance Co., Up Stairs, will bo promptly
attended to.
J. H. HAA1LEN & SUN.
suit
jyll

The annual meeting of Paris Kill Manufacturing Company was held Wednesday. The

for

Until

Friday. Aug. 21.
ARRIVED.
Portland, Pike, Boston for East-

Sch Gladiator, (Br) Parker. Boston.
Sch Harriet Chase, (Br) Quinlan, Boston.
Sch Florence May, Green, Kempt, NS—170 tons
plaster, to Knight & Whidden.
Sch Providence, (Br) LeBlanc, Carlton, NS—3327
cases preserved salmon to J W Jones.

LEAVITT.

LIFE

Weir

Alcohol.

Liverpool.... Aug 29

Steamer City
port and St John, NB.
Sch Ned Sumpter, Pink ham, New York—corn to
Geo W True & Co.
Sell Walter C hall, Tollman, New York—com to
Wa dron & True.
Sch Willis Putnam, Cook, Providence, to load for

EXCHANGE STREET.,

—OF

CITY~AND

a

PERUVIAN SYRUP

CONTINUES

—

worth ot

added nineteen to

of

eotlsn

landing

At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. s. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and

Protected
Protoxide
of Iron.

PRICES

at the

tbecity.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

—

REDUCED

-.Aspinwall... Aug 29

FORT OF PORTLAND.

•

now

WITHOUT

Is

CLEARED.

OXFORD COUNTY.

the

New York

MARINENEwS

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

ft. Timber

AT

—

Almanac.August 22.
Sun rises....5.14 I High water.7.00 PM
AM
Sun sets.6.50 | Moon sets.

Jel9-8ntf

160,000

Periodical Depot* of Fe*-enden Bros., Man mis, Robinson, Brunch A Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Oieudeuniug, Moses, headerson, aud Chisholm Bros., on ull trains that run out of

ALCOHOL.

miuiat’ire

Street.

The Rockland Globe thinks that a hospital
is needed in that city, especially since the
quarries have been opened on the islands.

community.

two

Accapulco.

"Win. Allen, Jr., No. XX Exchange

BROOKLYN

Members of Maine Lodge No. 1,1.0.O. F.
Chico, Cal., diversify their |
Room Meehanics’llall, Tuesday
Sunday recreations by shooting holes through j Will meet at Library
morning Aug 25th at 8 o’clock to form lor the proces-

Struve, the
mitting his

Hills,

Batavia.Boston_

FOR WHICH

A

Goods

l»I«E»*

THE

California.New York..Glasgow.Aug29

Boston & Maine Tickets Wanted,

F.

SATURDAY MORNING, AUG. 22, 1874

A Permanent Tonic

Sunnier

Anglia.New
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug

We have sold it for two years, aud are not
selling anything but the “Specialty” now for “DysC. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
G. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass,
nelti
d&wfimos

mc3

IEOH in the BLOOD

—OF—

Aug 22

Pereire..... New York.. Havre.Aug 22
Idaho.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 25
York. Glasgow.Aug 26
29
York..
Liverpool.Aug 29
of
Chester.New
City

it.

49 1-2

THE PRESS.

..

remedy.
I had “Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, and very little of that.
1 tried physicians ami remedies without relief until I
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
has entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.
18.—Mr.
Oct.
Springfield, Ms.,
White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by every oue who

BE

MISCELLANEO US

May be obtained

Date

For

From

Kame,

Prussian.Quebec.Liverpool.

of any

WILL

Special

OCEAN

OF

Deutschland.New York. .Bremen.Aug 22
New York .Liverpool.Aug 22
Celtic
City of Brussels—New York—Liverpool.... Aug 22
Algeria.New York. Liverpool. ...Aug22
Canada.New York—Liverpool.Aug 22
Ethiopia.New York Glasgow.Aug 22

This is the ouly prompt, efficient and safe master
of such symotoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation oi tbe heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental ami physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond tbe reach

KNOX COUNTY.

democrats,
The hoodlums of

Let the holders of Northern Pacifies take
courage, for if Gen. Custer’s reports prove
half true respecting the wonderful
couutry
about the Black

DEPARTURE

CENTS A BOTTLE.

sta te.

The criminal classes in France were sensibly
augmented on Tuesday by the safe arrival at
Brest of the steamer Lafayette from New
Odd Fellows’ Grand March,
York with the Woodhull family on board.
Composed expressly for tlio Grand Celebration in
The Swedish Lutherans have bought eightPortland, Aug 25, 1S74, by Mullaiy. Arranged by
Linden. ‘Played by tbe bauds. Splendidly illustrateen acres of land at Rock
island, 111., as a site i ei.
Price 5U cents. For pale by
C. K. Hawes,
for a theological seminary. They have raised |!
au22sn2w
Music Dealer, 77 Middle Street.
as
an
endowment fund.
5510,000
If the good people who furnish Peter’s pence
I. O. o. F.
keep on, the pope will presently rival the
AH members of Maehigonne, Eastern Star aud
Rothschild’s. He has just invosted eighteen
Portland Encampments are requested to he present
million francs in Belgian securities.
One gratifying piece of news from Louisiana at Reception Room, City Building THIS (Saturday)
EVENING, at 71 o'clock, prompt, for the purpose of
is that Warmouth announces that he has finalj drilling.
By order Committee of Arrangements.
ly retired from political life. By way of dePortland, Aug. 20, 1874.
TS&Msn3t
parture and warning, ho predicts a war of
M. O* W, A‘ «
races and a third term party among the south-

Algeria has always been a source
of weakness to France, and
Germany will
not care to curtail her suflering.

for

In Bath, Aug. 14, Endora G., aged 1G years 5 mos,
and Freddie B.. aged 4 months 10 days,—children of
G. F. and Lizzie Mason.

SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

(INK

Sale

please copy.]

WHITE’S

uses

Our

Moody

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland. Me.
au2Gsuly

Mr. James Emery of Vassalboro’ had his
foot so badly crushed by a stone while at work
the bridge at Waterville that the great too
had to be amputated.
The fall meeting tit Oakland Park begins on
Tuesday, August 2<itb, and lasts four days.
Purses to the extent of $2500 are offered, among
which may be mentioned one of §500, open to
all stallions owned in the state of Maine. The
entries for all the purses are numerous, and will
ensure fast and interesting races each day. The
proprietors of the Oakland Park have widened
the track some twelve feet this season and it is
now oue of the best half-mile courses in the

paragraphs.

The emperor of Russia has sent the mikado
of Japan a magnificent vase, four feet high,
cut from a single piece of agate.
This, with
other valuable gifts, was presented by Mr.

doubted,

1’RICJE FIFTY

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

ern

is determined to

receive
jy24dtfsn

a MARBLE I’URITV'.

The corn factory at Naples will start about
the first of September.
The prospect is that
the crop will be small.

Jiews and Other Items.

not

will

A safe amt sure remedy tor removing Tan.Pimples
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh aud imparting to it

furd.

SPECIAL

Buigor.
County Commissioner—Willard B. FerguDiiowned.—Charles

by mail,

or

Sell lot ter beck’s Moth aud Freekie Lotion

Rev. ,T. W. H. Baker, late of Brener, is supplying the Congregational church at Bidde-

Seuatois—Joab W. Palmer of Bangor, Geo.
Cutler of Medway, John Morrison of Corinth,
George R. Thurlough of Newburgh.
Sheriff—Simon G. Jerrard of Levant.
Register of Probate—Ambrose C. Flint of

ssventeeu

Printing Business of tbe
continued, as heretofore

All orders, either personal
prompt attention.

nary.,

COUNTY.

HOUSE*

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

Spaulding, formerly pastor

CUMBERLAND

PRINTING

The Book, Card aud Job
late David Tucker, will be
at the Stand,

of
2d church, Newcastle, is tube installed pastor
Serof Chestnut street church, Lynn, Mass.
mon by Rev. Prof. Barbour of
Bangor Semi-

following nominations made:

son

aulO

TUCKERS

In this city. Aug. 21, Mrs. Eliza P. Mitchell, relict
of the late Reuben Mitchell, Esq., ageu 78 years.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon, at 3^ o’clk,
at No. 74 Park street. Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this citv, Aug. 21, Annie W., daughter ot James
B. and Ell n M. Totten, aged 5 years 2 months.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clk,
at the House. No. 26 Chestnut street. Burial at convenience ol the family.]
In Castine. Aug. It), Mary R., daughter of Herl>ert
K. and Ellenora W. Sargent ot Portland, aged 5
months.
In Cape Elizabeth, Aug. 20. Frankie S., son of
Sumner T. and Annie M. Huuuewell, aged 1 year
and 9 months.
At Green’s Landing, Aug. 13, Mr.
Thurlow,
Jr., aged 2G years aud 5 months. [Biddeford papers

Fluent Rloclc.
snlwntf

!‘j

on

Betiiel Centennial —The following is the
order of procession at the Bethel Centennial
celebration, which occurs next Wednesday:
Marshal of the day, Major G. A. Hastings, and

vvinuoa

Room* li aud

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DIED.

KOBE KT
TIIAYER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,

$0900.

Rev Win. A,

Tn Richmond, Aug. 13, Waldo A. Sutherland and
Miss Helen M. Royal.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

wick Sunday,
Rev. M. J. Kelley, recently from Oregon, is
preaching at, Kendalls Mills, now Fairfield.
The Penobscot Freewill Baptist yearly meeting was held at Dover, last Tuesday.
Mr Edmund Sherburne of Vermont, member of the senior class of the Bangor Theological Seminary, is preaching at Nortbfield.
The Waldo Baptist Quarterly Meeting will
hold its next session with the Baptist church of
Searsmout, Aug. 29,
Mr. Henry Ware Hale was ordained as a
missionary to Bunnah, last evening, at the
Court street Baptist church,Auburn. Rev. Dr.
Hovey of Newton, Mass., preached the ordination sermon.
Rev. H. H. Davis expects to resume his lalars at Hiram the coming autumn.
Rev. Minot Savage, a graduate of Bangor
Theological Seminary, and son of J. L. Savage
formerly of Norridgewock, has received a call
from Trinity Church, Boston, at a salary of

Rev. Win. Trewin, a Methodist clergyman,
many years a resident of Aroostook, died ill
tials.—Harper’s Weekly.
West Houlton, on the ISLh iust., aged sixtytbreo years.
The Methodist society in Harrington is buildSecond Maine Cavalry Re-dnion.—The
ing a parsonage.
re-union of the surviving members of the SecA correspondent of the Gospel Banner.speakond Maine Cavalry took place at Bucksport,
ing of Professor Tholuck, says he bad a converfive
members
were
sation some years agowiih a student at Halle
presWednesday. Seventy
A large number arrived by the steamer
ent.
University, who told him that Tholuek and
Muller both believed in repentance alter death.
Cambridge, accompanied by the Belfast Cornet On this the
correspondent claims Tholuck as a
Baud. They were received at the wharf by
Uuiversalist, but the student referred to, the
Rev. Ht-ury S. Burrage, now editor of the
their old commander, Gen. A. B. Spurting, and
Ziou’s Advocate, says that the correspondent
under escort of the fire department marched
gained a wrong impression from his conversathrough the principal streets to Parker’s Hall, tion with him. and asserts that
rTholuck was
at which a bountiful cullation was served. At
not a Uuiversalist, though he did infer from the
2 o’clock p. m. the association met in Torrent Scriptures that there would, between death and
the judgment, be an opportunity for those to
Eiugims nan, wuere uie uusiuess meeuug was | whom the eosnel had not been nreaclied in lifes
held, and the following officers chosen for the iu which to accept or reject it.
ensuing year: Gen. A. B. SpurliDg, president;
N. II. Martin, Capt. A. B. Matthews, Sergt.
Studley, vice-presidents; Lieut. S. Small, secreSTATE NEWS.
tary; Capt. John H. Roberts, treasurer. The
when the
meeting then adjourned till 4 p. m
Cavalry met at Lyceum Hall, where an eloANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
quent oration was delivered by Capt. John H.
The shipments of hoots anil shoes from
Roberts of Boston and a fine poem read by Col.
Auburn anil Lewiston the past week have been
Eben Hutchinson of the same city. The event
1703 cases to 1709 for the previous, anti 1018 for
of the day was the banquet, from 6 to 8 p. m.,
the
corresponding week of last year; and the
at Parkers hail.
The tables were laden with
of leatlier have been 02,510 pounds, to
the choicest “ratious.”
Gen. Spurllng intro- receipts
for the preceding, and 44,500 for the
duced, in a short and pithy speech, Col. Hutch- 108,700
corresponding week of last year.
inson of Boston a
officer of the eve-

signed because his salary did
of running his court.

to an end.

the record

it is not by the mete logic of argument, that,
as the party has done this, so it will do that.
It is only by tne frankest declaration of a truly wise, humane and courageous policy made
by those whose characters interpret and illuminate every word, and embodied in nominations of men whose names are their creden-

Rev. David Garland of Bethel preached his
quarter centennial sermon last Sabbath.
M.Ti. Stevens of this city preaches in Bruns-

islwttf

Meeting.-Mr. and Mrs.
temperance advocates, will
speak this evening at the Methodist church at
Woodford’s Corner; to-morrow afternoon in t e
open air near the cemetery at Morrill’s
Corner,
and in the evening at the Eev, C. B.
Pltblado’s'
church iu this city.

Lawrence,

the

4

His full Version of the

to John Neal on Summer near
The fire caught on the roof of tho
house of John Brooks which was seriously
damaged by the flooding. Mr. Brook’s house
was in part new, and his damage cannot bo less
than 8800 or $1,000. Mr. Brook’s is insured at
the agency of Rollins, Boring & Adams for
Mr. Brooks says that the old
about

belouging
Brackett.

Affair
HE CHARGES

fire several times within the
past two years. As no family had lived in the
building for a mouth the tire was doubtless the
work of an incendiary. The fire department
came

general

on

An

this is the first
alarm in nearly three months.

out

Lodge Marshals.—The several lodges of
Odd Fellows in this city have designated the
following marshals and assistants for next
Tuesday: Maine Lodge No. 1: 55. A. Smith,
marshal; J, M. Peek and J. F. Land, assist-

sistants.
mar-

shal ; Fred Bucknam and Charles French, assistants.
Beacon Lodge No. 7: Henry S. Tricky.
The officers of tho Grand Lodge of Massachusetts have accepted au invitation of Ancient Brothers Lodge to bo their guests while
here.
County Committee.—At

meeting of

a

tho

Republican County Committee, held after the
convention, Wm. T. Small. Esq., chairman,
tendered his resignatiou, both a3 its head and
as a member.
The committee insisted that he
should retain his place, but as his course was
determiued, after considerable persuasion Wil-

Esq., consented

to

act the balance

Base Ball.—The Haymakers of
city
will play the Unions of Lewiston next Tuesday
The horse cars will
on the Deering grounds.

t]jjs

grounds to accommodate passengers.
was played yesterday afternoon on

to the

run

A game

fliA Wfiatprn Prmripnn iIp hpt.mwn

tlio Juniors

of this city and the Starlights of Cape Elizabeth, resulting in favor of the former by a

vuo

Capo Elizabeth,

yesterday morning near
brought into the city and lock-

Gray.

He

ed up.

was

_

So Funny.—lhe Boston operator “slipped
the Moulton statement about one o’clock
and such.
It
an l begun to send horse races
took two night editors to convince him that it

up”on

was

not ail right.

Physicians report the prevalence of
in this city.

summer

complaints

Tho Marr heirs voted yesterday to send an
to collect a fortune for them.

agent to England

Ladies, Davis & Co., have marked down a
lot of kid gloves so very low that they ought to
sell the lot to-day. Also many other goods at
prices which will draw a crowd to their store.
adas will be seen by their
offering great inducements in

Nelson & Co.,

vertisement,

are

their summer suits.

Mbs. Manchester will be obliged to remain
in Portland till Sept. 1st.
F. O. Bailey & Co., sell to-day at 10 o’clock at their salesroom a large invoice of cooking and glass ware, five new chamber sets, new
hair matresses, two parlor suits, comforter
Also
SDreads. feather, mirrors, ebromos, &c.
one very nice single harness.
Hair Restorers, &c., &c.—All sulphur and
lead compounds have nearly disappeared; their
poisonous mixtures having been found „botli
ruinous to the public health aud death to the
human hair. Messrs. Perry Davis & Sou, pro
prietors of the celebrated Pain Killer, have
lately introduced tlie Beariue which is rapidly
taking the place of all other hair preparations,
being an elegant health-giving dressing perfectly delightful to use, prepared from the
aulDd&wlw
grease of the Canada Bear.
In the golden age of girlhood preserve the
beauty of the teeth with Sozodout, and then
wheu the hair is silvered and the eyes dimmed
with years, the mouth will still reveal two
glittering rows of unsullied ivory

anglTdawlw

Visitors to Mt. Desert should purchase the
Illustrated Guide with Map, published by Loriug. Short & Harmon, under Ealmouth Hotel.
_

july20-lm

Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
he found at T. P. McGowan’s, Congress
Block.
jelGtf
_

can

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE

S£flbrli* to

4<*iwiuw.|

Regrets.
and cruel Uocessi ly that
imperatively compels its productiou 1
have the most profound grief for which there
is but a single alleviation, namely: That the
disclosure of the facts at this lime cau scarcely
vvoik more harm to him wIi mu I at first tried
to befrieud by withholding them from the public than they would have caused him injury in
January, 1871, when, but for my interference,
the public most assuredly would have been put
iu possession of the whole truth. This publication to which Mr. Beecher forces me renders
fruitless four years of constaut aud sincere efforts to save him. It leaves him and Mrs, Tiltou in almost the same position in which I
found them, excepting in so far as their owu
lace disingenuous uutruthfuluess in their solemn statements may lower them in the estimation of the world.
I reserve to myself the right hereafter to review tlie statement of Mr. Beecher in contrast
with facts as shown by the documents herewith
subjoined and others which I have at my
hands, the production of which did not seem
1o he necessary until some portion of the published evidence of Mr. Beecher demanded contradiction
(Signed)
Francis D. Moulton.

d

fired by the Grand Army boy3 as the
steamer left.
Lewi-tan Races.
Lewiston* Aug. 21.—The August meeting of
the Lewiston Driving Park closed to-day. The
grand sweepstakes, open to all horses, was won

by Wally Morris, entered by Geo, W. Bingham
of Boston, in three straight heats. Time 2.3d.
The purse for the 2.14 class was won by Mabel
Gray, entered by Frank Haseltine of SkowheTime 2.40.

NEW YORK.
_

Informer Claims 84,004,000 from
the Government.
New Yobic, Aug. 21.—Rev. Warrick Martin, wno became conspicuous here in the revoboo service immediately after the flight of
.Joshua F. Bailey, the defaulting collector to
South America, is stated to have tiled a claim
for §4,000,000, which lie says is due him front
the government for informers’ notices in unity
costly and fruitless prosecutions begun by him
in this city against distillers.
The Porto Rico Ruuior.Ag ia<i.
McMasters, of the Freemen’s Journal, reiterates the truth of his publication about the
cession of Porto Rico to Germany, and says
that he will perhaps give the sources of ins information when Don Carlos ascends the throne
of Spain, as he is sure he will scon.
Oil the other baud, the German Minister
Barou Sohlozer, stated to a correspondent, yesterday that the whole st..ry was a monstrous
absurdity, and that there was not the remotest
truth in the statement of the Freeman’s Journal. He said Germany had hut one ambition,
aud that was to establish itself ou the founds
tion of lasting peace; that she lookei upoti
what is called the “colonial policy” as a relic of
the eighteenth century, a source of weakness,
and in no way acceptable to tue Germau peoher
ple; that Germany had no wish to eularge
domain, and would be specially opposed to acan island remote from Europe.

An

,

Cruelty ou Shipboard*
The British sailing vessel Juraur arrived
from Calcutta Monday, and yesterday one of
the crew (all Mussulmeu) counselled with exJud"e Troy concerning their brutal treatment
He said they were nearly
on the voyage.
starved to death, an.I when they complained to
U.
Davis), ho met them with
the captain (*l.
oaths and curses.
Many of the men went
nearly mad with Imager. Owing to weakness
from want of nourishment one man had to be
loft at St. Helena; another fell from the topmast ami was drowned; two lei; on deck and
had their legs broken: and another died. The
backs ami legs of the meu are badly scarred
they say by the lash of the captain,

WASHINGTON.
Tlie War of Races,
New York, Aug. 21—A Washington despatch 10 the Tribune says tbit the condition of
cerium parties of the Southern States excites
in the mind of the Attor„rave apprehensions
believes that the issues of
ney General, who
the question of
the next election will turn on
The government is appealed to by both
race.
from
aside
but
instructing
sides for protection,
e> ei.v
preattorneys and marshals to exercise
the goverumaut
caution to prevent violence,
lie
brought to
is powerless. The facts are to
tin* attention of the Cabinet at its next meetTwntRl j

EtuilinccM.

Treasury balances toof
day :•—Currency, §15,053,810; special deposit ot
for
h*ira! tenders
redemption of certilicates
deposit. §1)1,005,000; coin, §71,847,47*4, including
coin certificates §30,720,000; outstanding .legal
tenders, §332,000,000.
The following

ate

tin*

A file at Wilton, Iowa, Thursday, destroyed
L Uford's elevator, with liOOU bushels of
graiu and fifteen buildings, chiefly saloons and
boarding hjubcs. XjOdd between <*JO,000 and

j

§70,000.

needless

so

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS D. «OlT,.
TON.
Gentlemen of the Committee:
J- neeu mil repeat to you my great,very great,
sorrow to feel obliged to answer your invitation
aud with the permission o£ the parties to put
before you the exact facts which have been
committed to me or come to my knowledge in
In so
the unhappy alfair under investigation.
doing, 1 shall use no words of characterization
of them, or uf inculpation of the parties, nor
shall I attempt to ascribe motives save when
necessary to exactly state the fact, leaving the
occurences, their acts of omission aud commission, to be interpreted by yourselves. In
giving couversatious or narratives, I, of course,
can, iu most cases, give only the substance of
the first aud will attempt to give words only
when they so impressed themselves upon my
mind as to remain iu my memory; of the latter only so much as seems to me material,
j
have known Theodore Tilton since 18.10 intisocial
and
in
kindest
and
personal
mately,
friendship. 1 have known Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher since 1800, and then casually us au acquaintance and au attendant upon his ministrations up to the beginning of the occurrences
of which l shall speak.
Tiilon's Family Relations.
Seeing Mr. Tilton’s valedictory as editor of
the Independent on tile 22d of December, 1870,
I inferred that there had been some differences
between bimself and Mr. II. C. Bowen, the
proprietor, hut learning that Tilton had been
retained as contributor to that journal aud
editor of the Brooklyn Union, of which Bowen
was also proprietor, I supposed the differences
were not personal or unkind.
Up to that time,
although I had been a frequent visitor at Tilion’s house and had seen himself aud Mrs.
Tilton under all the phasesof social intercourse,
I had never heard or known of the slightest
disagreement or unkiuduess existing between
them, but had believed their marital relations
were, almost exceptionally pleasant.
ISawcu flukes a Charge Against 21 ore tier.
On the 20th day of December, 1870, being at
Mr. Tilton’s house, he came home from au interview with Mr. Bowen. At that interview
Bowen had made certain accusations against
Beecher, aud had challenged him (Tilton) as a
matter of duty to the public to write an open
letter, which Bowen was to take to Beecher, of
which he showed me the original draft, which
is as follows: (First draft marked “A.”)

quiring

ing.

Beecher.

he Withheld the the Mlatemeut from
the Committee.

For the

Dow

was

*

save

ing effort for peace at the solicitation of some
jf Mr. Beecher’s friends, and with the approval
also of some of the most valued of my owu. I
do not now give it to the committee but to the
public, because its productiou concerns myself
rather than the principals in the strife, for my
own protection against the public accusations,
and not to aid either party to the controversy.

Porllaud, aud others, arrived here last night
aud left to pay for Mt. Desert. Many of our
prominent citizens and members of the Grand
Army called upon Gen. Hancock atvl a salute

gau.

cuuxatuiixu

I gave to the public therefore the statement
[ had prepared to bring before the committee
without the alteration, addition of a single senlence and scarcely a word, certainly without
die chauge of a si3gle syllable, since I read
Mr. Beecher’s statement aud the evidence, or
the cause of it. This paper I withheld fro®

\-

uauwva,

i/Ciuuujij

Mr. Beecher in his statement testifies that he
brought ou this investigation Without any
knowledge or advise. Eveu while mourning
what seemed to me, the utter unwisdom of
this prcceediug, I have done all I could honorably do to avert the catastrophe. I have kept
silent, although I saw with sorrow that this
silence was deeply injuring the friend of my
boyhood. Prompted by a sense of duty, not to
one only, but all the parties involved, X denied
tbe united aud public appeals made to me by
Mr. Tilton aud Mr. Beecher to produce the
evidence in my possession, partly because I felt
that the injury thereby done to Mr. Tilton was
far less calamitous than the destruction which
must come on all the iuterest f had for years
tried to conserve, and especially on Mr. Beech
er himself, if I
should comply with request.
But I stated clearly that in one emergeuey I
should speak,namely, in defence of my own integrity of action if it should be wautouly assailed. X left Mr. Beecher untrammeled by
the facts in my hands to defend himself without the necessity of attacking mo by the published accusations of Mr. Beecher affecting my
character. My owu self respect, the advice of
friends and public justice make it imperative
that the truth, the whole truth aud nothing hut
the whole truth should now he fully declared.

Honors to Gen. Hancock and Party.
Easteort, Aug. 21.—The steamer Ins, with
WCU<

uau;

appealing

Why

niHCBLLANEOCti NOTICES.

*»uw

his attack ou me. I feel that the failure of my
exertions has not been owing to any fault of
mine. I worked faithfully aud sincerely under
the daily advice and direction of Mr. Beecher
with his fullest approbation, confidence and
beaming gratitude, until, as I thiuk, in an evil
hour for him he took other advisers.
I have failed aud now strangely enough, be
seems to desire to puuisli me for the sad consequences of the folly insincerity and |wickedness
of his present Counsellors.

ladies and gentlemen met at the United States
Hotel on tht same business.

him and found him

mom

ing,

The Mabb Heibs.—About a year ago the
Marr heirs met in this city, formed an association, aDd prepared to make investigations into
the immense Earl of Marr property now awaiting heirs in Eugland. Yesterday a number of

A Misundebstandinu.—Charles J. Gross of
hired a team of J. F. Libby,
Thursday morning, to be gone a few hours.
As he did not return Mr. Libby started after

ui

to serve, has seen lit with all the power of his
vast influence aud matchless art as a writer to
visit on me the penalties of his oivu wrong doat the same time publicy
to me
to make known the truth as if it would justify

of 30 to 17.

score

Intrigues,

Etplannlorp

Ancient Brothers Lodge No. 4: IV. H. Green,
marshal; Milton Higgins and C. II. Babb, asJordan,

Series of

To the Public:—I became a party also accidently in an unhappy controversity between
Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton
1 had been a
friend of Mr. T. since my boyhood, and for
Mr, B. I had a'so entertained the warmest admiration. In 1870 I learned for the first time
that Mr. Beecher had given Mr. Tilton so grave
a cause of offeuse that if the
truth should he
made public, a great national calamity would
ensue.
1 believe that the scandal would tend
to uudermine the very foundation of social
order, to lay low a benedcient power for good
in our country-, and blast the prospects and
blight the family of one of the most brilliant
aud promising of rising men of the generation.
This disaster, as I deem it aud still regard it, I
determined to try to avoid.
For nearly four
years I have labored most assidously to save
both of these men from the consequences of
their acts, whether of unwisdom or passion
acts, which have already seriously involved
them in a needless and disastrous quarrel,
which is made the pretext of pouring ou tiro
Community a flood of impurity and scandal
deeply affecting their own families aud threateuinjlike a whirlpool, if not stilled, to draw
into the vortex the peace of mind aud good repute of a host of others. More than alh 1 saw
tiiat because of the trangressioa of another, innocent children would he burdened with a load
of obloquy which would weigh most heavily
and cruelly on their young lives. All these
considerations determined me to take an active
part in the transactions which have since beinvolved
came so notorious, and this decision
for which the
me in great anxiety aud labor,
of
interests
could
he my
these
hope
saving
owuly compensation. Even that reward has
now tailed me, aud instead of it, an
attempt is
made to throw ou me a part of the shame and
disgrace which belougs_ to the actors alone.

ants.

Ligonia Lodge No. 5: H. C.

Interesting

New Yobk, Aug. 21.—The Graphic furnishes in advance the following full statement
of Moulton:

promptly although

liam C. How,
of the year.

BEECHER

WITH ADULTERY.

$1,000.

house has been

MR.

feeling of

(Letter already published.

Moulton continues:
In this letter I have omitted the sentence
quoted as the words of Mr. Bowen after the
words “ns nearly as I can recall your words,
that,” simply desiring to say that it contained
nearly
a charge of rape and something very
like ravishment of a woman other than Mrs.
in
words
uuflt to be spread upon
Tilton, told
the record, hut if desired the original is for the
inspection of the committee.
Mr*. Tilton’* Confession Shown Beecher.
On Friday exening, 30tli December, being
the night of the P.ymouth Church prayer
meeting, Tilton came to me and said iu substance that by his wife’s request he had determined to see Beecher, iu order to show to
Beecher a confession of liis wife’s of the intercourse between them, which he (Tilton) had
never up to that time mentioned to him
(Beecher), and the fact of the confession of
which his wife had told him that she had never
told Ileeeber, although her confession had
been made in July previous, iu writing, which
writing he (Tilton) had alterwards destroyed,
but that his wife hearing that if the Bowen
accusations were made public the whole matter would be known,and her owu couduct with
Beecher become exposed, had renewed her
confession in her owu hand-writing, whieh he
handed me to read, which was the first knowledge I had of its existence.
Tilton did not tell me how his Wife earae to
make the confession iu July last.
Indeed, I
may state here, once for all, I refrained from
asking confessions of tile acts of all the parties further than they chose to make them voluntarily for the purpose for which I was act
Tiltfin roonrail

liny

mo

to rrrt

/l*turn

aiirl

Qilr

B-echer to cornu up aud see him at my house,
which 1 did.
I said to Mr Beecher, “Mr. Tiiton wants you
to come aud see him at my house, immediate-

ly.”

He asked “what for?”
I replied) “He Wants to make some stateyou in reference to your relations with
his family.”
Ho then c tiled to some one in a back room to
go down and say he should uot be at prayer
It was
meeting) and we went out together.
storming at the time, when he remarked there
is an appropriateness in this storm aud asked,
“What can I do?”
I said, “Mr. Beecher, I am not a Christian,
but if you wish I will show yon how well a
heathen can serve you.” We then went to my
house and I showed him into the chamber over
the pirlor, where Mr. Tilton was, and left them
together, In about an hour Mr. Beecher eauie
down aud asked trie if I had seen the confession of Elizabeth. I said I had.
Said he,‘‘This will kill me,” and asked me
to walk out with him. 1 did so and we walked
to Mr. Tilton’s house together, and lie went In.
On the way he said, “This is a terrible catastrophe; it comes upon me as if I was struck by
lighting.” He went into Tilton’s house and I
returned home.
Within an hour he returned to my house aud
we left my house again together and I walked
with him to his house. Tilton remained at my
house while Beecher was absent at Tilton’s
house, and when he returned there was no
conversation between them. When we arrived
at Beecher’s house, he wanted me to stand by
him in this emergency and procure a reconciliation if possible. I told him I would because
the interests of women, children and families
were involved, if for no
other reason.
That
ended the interview for that night.
said
this
was
evening nothing
by Mr.
During
Beecher as to the truth or falsity ot Mrs. Tilton’s confession, nor did he inform mo that he
had obtained from her any recantation of the
confession, which I afterwards learned he had.
I returned to my bouse and had some conversation with Tiiton in which he told me he had
recited to Beecher the details of the confession
of his wife's adulteries, and the remark which
Beecher made was, “This is all a dream,
Theodore,” aud that that was all the answer
Beecher made to him. I then advised Tilton
that for the sake of his wife and family and for
the sake of Beecher’s family the matter should
he kept quiet and hushed up
ifirs. XillonN Recantatiou.
The next morning as I was leaving home for
business Tilton came to my house, and with
great anger said Beecher had done a mean act;
that he had gone from that interview of last
night to his house and procured from Elizabeth
a recantation and retraction of her confession,
ment to

tie said for

1h

at Si cl lip would smite

him—that

there could he no peace. He said you said that
what I have told you of meanness of that man
is now evident. Tiltou said Beecher at the interview last night asked his permission to go
and see Elizabeth, and he told him he might
go, which statement was confirmed by Beecher
himself, and Beecher left him for that purpose.
I said, “Tilton, now don’t get angry. Let us
I will go down
see if this can’t he arranged.
and get that refraction from him.”
irEoitlton Hexenes die Retraction.
I was then going to my business, so I was
unable to go that morning, hut went that even
iug; saw Beecher and told him I .thought that
he had been doing a very mean and treacherous act.
Treacherous first towards me from
whom he wanted help, in that he did not tell
me on our way to his house last
night what he
had procured from Mrs. Tiltou and that he
could not expect my friendship in this matter
unless he acted truthfully aud honestly towards
I further said, “Mr. Beecher, you have
me.
had criminal intercourse with Mrs. Tiltou,
yon have done great injury to Tilton otherwise.
Now when you are confronted with it, you ask
permission of the man to agoin visit the house
and you get from that woman, who has -confessed you have ruined her, a recantation, aud retraction of trouble for your mere personal safety. That won’t save you.”
,
At that interview he admitted with grief and
sorrow, the fact of his sexual relations with
Mrs. Tilton, expressed some indignation that
she had not told him she bad told her husband;
that in consequence of being in ignorance of
that fact, be had been walking on a volcano,
referring to what be had done in connection
with Bowen’s and in reference to Tiltou’s family. He said that he had sympathized, with
Bowen aud had taken sides with him as
against Tilton in consequence of stories which
to him, aud eswere in circulation in regard
peeially of one specific case. He had been informed that Tilton had improper relations with
a woman he named and to whom a letter from
iiis wife will make a part of this statement,
and had so stated to Bowen, and he told me he
would write to Bowen and withdraw those
charges, and gave me the rough draft of the
letter which he wrote andsent to Bowen, which
letter is here produced:

TILTON TO BEECHEB.

Brooklyn, Dec. 26, 1870.
Ward Beecher:—Sir—1 demand that
for tlie reasons which yon explicitly understand
the uuuiaiijr
from mu
of
vou luimeuiuieiy
miuistry m
immediately cease num
you
Plymouth church, and that you quit the city
a
residence.
as
of Brooklyn
Theodore Tilton,
(Signed)
Tilton explained that the words, “for reasons
which you explicitly understand,” were interlined at request of Bowen, and ho further
stated that he told Bowen ho was prepared to
believe his charges because Beecher had mado
imptoper advances to -Mrs. Tilton. Surprised
at this, T asked him: “What?” when ho replied “Don’t ask me; I can’t tell you.” I then
said:
“Js it possible you could have been so foolish
as to sign that letter on the strength of Bowen’s
assertion and not have Bowen sign it too, al
though, as you say, he was to carry it to
Beecher?”
He answered: “.Mr. Bowen gave me his
word that he wouid sustain the charges, and
adduce the evidence to prove them whenever

Tleimj

called upon,”

1 said: “I fear that you will find yourself
mistaken. Has the letter gone?”
He answered: "Bowen said he would take it

immediately.”

At such times he would speak with much
the relatiou ho had sustained towards them its pastor, spiritual advisor and
trusted friend
His self condemnation at the
ruin he had wrought under such circumstances was full and complete, and at times he was
so bowed down with grief in consequence of the
wrong he had done that he threatened to put
fin end to his lbe. He also gave ineii letter,
the first draft of which (marked “A”) is above
given,in reference to which he said that Boweu
had given it to him, that he had told Bowen
that Tilton must be crazy to write such a letter
is that, he didn't understand it.
Bowen said,
*‘I will he your friend in this matter." He
then made a statement which Tilton {had made
to me at my house of the charge that Bowen
had made to him (Tilton) and said that Boweu
had been treacherous toward Tilton as well as
towards himself, beeause he (Beecher) had had
a reconciliation with Bowen, of which he told
me the
terms and Boweu had never iu bis
(Beecher’s) presence spoken of or referred to
any allegation of crime or wrong doing on his
part with any woman whatever.
The Beecher-Bowen Reconciliation*
He gave me iu general terms the reconciliation, and afterwards gave me the memoranda
which I here produce which show the terms of
the reconciliation. The first in tue hand writing of Beecher, containing five items which
Beecher assured me were the terms which
Bowen claimed should be the basis of reconciliation. It is as follows:
bowen’s terms.
1st, report and publish sermons and lecture
room talks; 2d, new edition Plymouth collection and Freeland’s interest: 3d, explanations
to church; 4th, write me a lettef; fitb, retract
in every quarter what has beeu said to my

was going to
call on Beecher within half an hour or shortly;
that Bowen came up into his office with great
auger and told him he should say to Beecher
what be (Bowen) Lad told him concerning his
(Beecher’s) adulteries, he would dismiss him
from the Independent and Union. Tilton told
him he never had been influenced by threats,
and lie would not be iu the present case, aud
he subsequently received Bowen’s letter of dismissal.
What the Charge* Were,
What these charges were and the account of
interview will appear iu the following letter
addressed to Bowen by Tilton dated 1st of Jan.
1KG1, which alsb gives in substance and in
more detail what Tilton had said to me ill the
two conversations which i have mentioned.

had sent word to Bowen that he

Moulton at Last!

Fire.—Between 12 and 1 o’clock this morning an alarm was given from box 42, corner of
Dauforth and Brackett streets occasioned by
discovery of fire in an old and unoccupied house

X afterwards learned from Beecher that
so
ou
done
because
first
had
Bowen
of January following, Beecher gave me the
copy he received, as I find by a memorandum,
made at the time on an euv.-lope, and I find
by a later memorandum ou the envelope t hat
tiie original uraft was given to me by Tilton on
the 5th of the same.month. I insert here the
following memorandum of facts above stated,
made at the time giving the hour when it was
made.
moulton's memorandum.
Brooklyn, Dec. 3(i
Theodore Tiitou informed ino to-day that lie
had sent a note to Mr. Beecher, of which Mr.
il C. Bowen was the beard', demanding that
Beecher sbou'd retire from his pulpit and quit
the city of Brooklyn The letter was an open
il f.'. Bowen knew the eouleuts of it and
one.
said that he (Bowen) wouid sustain Tiitou in
this demand.
3,fj X'. M.—lu a day or two after that Air.
Tilton called on we at my house aud said ho

!

injury.

The second paper is a pencil memorandum of
the reconciliation with Boweu in Beecher’s
hand writing, giving ail account of the affair;
beecher’s memorandum of interview at
frf.eland’s.

[About February, 1870.]
At a long interview at Mr. Freelands house,
for the purpose of having a full and final
reconciliation, Air. Bowen stated his grievances, which were all either of a business
nature, of my treatment of him personally
his writing.)
(as per memorandum in
After
of
conference everything
hours
was adjusted.
AVe shook hands; we pledged
each other to work henceforth without jar or
break. I said to him,—“Mr. Bowen, if you
hear anything of me not in accordance with
this agreement of harmony, don’t let it rest;
come straight to me at once, and I will do the
He agreed. In the lecture
same bv vou.’’
differences were
our
room I stated that all
friends
were
over
and
we
again.
heard
he
This
recognition.
public
and expressed
himself greatly pleased
all
after
this, that I
with it.
It was
asked Mr. Howard to help me carry out this
reconciliation, and to call on Mr. Bowen and
differences between them.
remove the little
Mr. Howard called and expressed his gratification. Then it was that he (Mr. Bowen)
without any provocation, told Mr. Howard
that this reconciliation did not include one
kne\V
about
matter
that he (Bowen)
Mr.
Beecher, which if he should
Beecher
Mr.
speak, it would drive
Howard
Mr.
out
of
Brooklyn.
protested with horror against such a statement, unless he had most absolute evidence;
To this Mr. Beecher replied that he had this
evidence, and said pointedly that he (Howard) might go to Mr. Beecher, and that Mr.
Beecher would never give his consent that
he (Bowen) should tell Mr. Howard this seMr. Bowen at no time had ever made
cret.
known to Mr. B. what this secret was, and
the hints which Mr. Beecher had had of it led
him to think that it wits another matter, and
not the slander which he now finds it to be.
In that interview Beecher was very earnest
in his expression of regret at what had been
done against Tilton in relation to his business
in connection with Bowen, besought me to do
everything I could do to save him from the destruction which would come upon him if the
stoiy of his (Beecher’s) intercourse with Mrs.
In compliance
Tiltou should be divulged.
with the directions of Beecher (Jin. 1, 1871) I
took the paper which he dictated to me to Mr.
Tiltou, detailed to him Beechei’e expressions
of regret and sorrow, spoke to him of his agony
of miud aud agaiit appealed to him to have the
whole matter kept quiet if for no other reason
thau for the sake of the children.
To this Tilton assented. I found him writing the letter to Bowen of that date* which I
Iijivp l»p.fnrp nro.lneed.
He told me also of the
contracts he had with a penalty when he left
the Independent to be editor of the Brooklyn
Union a.id special contributor to the Independent at a salary of 8100 per week, will* auother
salary of equal amount for his editorship of tho
Brooklyn Union and a portion of the profits.
Copies of these contracts I cannot produce, beto Bowen
cause both papers were delivered
after the arbitration of the controversy of which
i am about to speak.
These contracts provided that they could be
terminated by mutual consent, or upon six
months’ notice, or upon the death of either
party, or at once by the party Who wished to
break.or annul them by paying tho other the
sum of 82300.
The Bowcn-Tiltoa Trouble.
Tilton insisted that that sum, with his arrears of salary, was .justly due him, and that
he should bring a suit against Bowen unless
be settled, and Be gave me an. authorization to
settle bis affairs witli Bowen, which paper I
gave lo Bowen when I went down to treat
with h!m, retaining this copy:

_

BEECHER TO BOWEN.

Brooklyn, Jan. 2, 1871.
My Dear Mr. Bowen,—Since I saw you last
Tuesday 1 have reason to think that the only
cases of which I spoke to you in regard to Mr.
Tilton were exaggerated in being reported to
me, and I should be unwilling to have anything I said, though it has been hut little,
weigh on your mind in a matter so important
to his welfare. I am informed by one in whose
judgment and integrity I greatly rely, and who
an
has the means of forming
opinion

TILTON

the

shall not have it from my hands until 1 have
exhausted cvery'.tffort fur peace.” Mr. Beecher give me back the paper, the original of
which I now produce in Mr. Tilton’s handwriting.
[The note in substance has already been pub-

lished.]

Afterwards Tilton left with me another let-

ter, dated the same night of the reconciliation,
Dec. 30, blaring on the same topic, to be left

hand-

[Already published.]

When I went, home with the recautation, 1
found Tilton there and showed it him. He ex
pressed his surprise and gratification that I
should have been able to get it, and 1 then
showed to him how very foolish it would have
been in the morning to have proceeded angrily
against Beecher. 1 made another appeal for
peace saying that notwithstanding great difficulties appeared iu the w ay if they weie properly dealt with they could he beaten out of the
way. He expressed his willingness and desire
for peace. When 1 saw Beecher I made an
agreement at his request to meet him on Sunday, Jan. 1. I went to his house in accordance
with the engagement. He took me into his
study and then told me of his great surprise
that Elizabeth should have made the confession
of his criminal commerce with her to her husband without letting him (B) know anything
about it, making his destruction at any moment
possible without warning to him.
Mr. Betrlicr’s pology.
lie expressed his great grief at this wrongwhich he had done as a minister and friend to
Theodore, and at his request I took pen and
paper and he dictated to me the following paper, all of which is my hand writing except the
words, “1 have trusted this to Moulton iu confidence” and the signature, which latter are in
Mr. Beecher’s.
[Letter of apology already

published.]

This wits intrusted to me iu confidence to he
shown only to Tilton, which 1 did.
Alleged Confession of Mr. Urceher.
It has reference to no other fact or act than
the confession of sexual intercourse hetweeu
Beecher and Mrs Tilton, which he at that inHe also, at
terview confessed and denied not.
other interviews held subsequently between us
iu relation to this unfortunate affair, unqualifiedly confessed that he had been guilty of
adultery with Mrs. Tilton, and always ia a
spirit of grief and sorrow at the enormity of
the crigic ho had committed against Mr. Tilton.

1' ■ A. Ill VI 11 u

CLAFLIN.

Dear Mr. Claflin,—After a full consideration of all interests other than Theodore’s.
I have advised him to arbitrate, oil grounds
which he will explain to you, and which I
hope will accord with your judgment and
kind wishes toward all concerned.

My

Cordially

yours,
Francis D. Moulton.

Tilton and Bowen and myself appeared be
fore tlie arbitration. In Tilton’s statement
iu which
was included the letter before given
he had put iuto type which influenced mo to
in
order
to
do
consent to the arbitration
away
with the necessity of its publication. After
full hearing, nothing having been submitted
to the arbitrators except tlie business differences of Tilton and Bowen, the arbitrators made
an award that J91. Bowen should pay Tilton the
he ;Mr. Bowen) drew
sum of $7000 for which
his check upon the spot and the contracts were
to
him.
given up
The

no WEN.

Bkooklyn, Jan. 9, 1871.
Mr. II. C. Bowen, dear sir:—Referring to a
recent interview with you, 1 would state that iu
consequence of illness, 1 have been detained at
home, and as I deem it of great importance to
the interests of all concerned in the affairs
about which we talked, that you aud I should
meet at au early moment, if you will call at
my house, 143 Clinton street, I shall be glad to
tosee you at any hour convenient to yourself
morrow.

F. D. Moulton.

1, by continuing for 12 to 15 years a conspicuous
attendant at Plymouth cburcb; 2, by contracts
with me as editor of the Independent; 3, by
continued publications of my sermons, making
the privilege of doing so even as late as the
interview at Freeland’s, one of these points of
settlement; 4, by the settlement of all difficulties at Freeland’s aud a reconciliation which
was to lead us to work together, iu which uot
a single hint of
any personal immorality, but
every item was business.
Fourth—As a result of such agreement: 1, I
was to resume
my old familiarity at his house;
2, To write him a letter that he could give his
family to show that I had restored confidence;
3, To endeavor to remove from him the coldness, frowns of the parish as one who had injured me; 4, A card to be published and which
was
published, giving him the right to put ia
the independent sermons and lecture-room
talks, &c;5, 1 am invited to go to Woodstock
and be his guest as 1 was at Grant’s reception;
0, Of the settlement by a committee, whose record is with Clufiin, I have nothing to say.I did
uot see Beecher during the whole process, nor
do 1 remember to have spoken with him since;
7, Now the torce of the statement that he di*l
no* himself believe that I had done anything
immoral which should affect my standing as a
man, a citizen or a minister, illustrating by the
foregoing facts, is demonstrated by his conduct
when he did believe Theodore Tilton committed immoralities, dispossession ot the Independent, h?s ignominious expulsion from the
Brooklyn Union, his refusal to pay him the
salary, and forfeit ot contract.
As a part of this transaction Beecher sent
me the following uote, marked “N.”

Tripartite Agreement*

BEECHER TO MOTLTON.

Monday.

My Dear Friend—I called last evening as
agreed, but you had stepped out. Ou the way
to church last eveuing L met Olafliu.
Me says

B. denies any such treacherous whisperings,
and is in a right state. I mentioned my proposed letter. He liked the idea. I read him
the draft of it, (in the lecture room). He drew
back and said I had better not send it. I asked
him if B. had bad ever made him a statement
of the very bottom facts. If there were any
charges I did uot know? He evaded and inC

1..

I...

11.,

1

Iwt

in

Brooklyn, Jan. 10, 1871.
Sir—I am not very welt tnyself, but will try
house
tocail at your
Thursday evening at 8
I
o’clock. 1 am engaged to-morrow evening.
can go this evening if you will inform me that
to
me.
Unless
see
it will be convenient for you
I learn from you to the contrary, I will see yon

me.
CJonclusiou.
I think he would be right in telling you.
Moulton concludes his statement as follows:
and
have
note
f
not
sent
have
i have endeavored to hold myself strictly as
Ought tq.
any
The real point to
destroyed that prepared.
mediator between the parties, aud my endeavot
avoid is an appeal to the church and then a
has been, even down to the very last hour, 10
council. Jit would he a conflagration and give
have all the scandals arising out of the publicachance
for
for
every possible
hidiugs tion of the facts of their controversies buried
parties,
aud evasious aud increase au hundred fold tins
out of sight, deeming it best that it should be
scandal without healing anything, I shall see
so doue, not only for the good
of the parties
as
I
I
confide
soon
as
Meantime
return.
you
concerned aud their families, but that of the
everything to your wisdom as I always have, community at large.
If any evidence were
and with such success hitherto that 1 have full, needed, that in the interest of the
parties, and
trust for the future.
Don’t fail to see C.especially of Beecher, I was endeavoring to the
aud have a full aud confidential talk.
latest hour to prevent the publication of all
Yours ever.
these documents and this testimony, and that I
retained the confidence of at least one of the
The Woodhull Story.
in this endeavor, I produce a letter of
parties
From the time of the tripartite coveuaut
Beecher’s of 1874, being a note arranging a
nothing occurred to disturb the relations bemeeting between myself aud Beecher in regard
tween Beecher, Tiltou aud Bowen or either of
to this controversy, as follows:
them, so far as 1 know, till the publication in
BEECHER TO MOULTON.
Woodhull & Clafliu’s Weekly of au elaborate
story concerning the social relations between
July 13, 1874.
Beecher, Tilton aud Mrs. Tilton.
My dear Frank—I will be with you at seven
After that publication appeared it again
or a little before. I am ashamed to put a straw
caine to the knowledge of Beecher that Bowen
more upon you, and hate but a single consolawas
tion that the matter cannot distress you long
making declarations derogatory to bis
was
followed
the
character*. This
as it must soon eud, thet
by
publicais, there will be no
tion of the “Tripartite Coveuaut,” which Mr.
more auxiety about
the future whatever reBeecher informed me was done By Samuel
grets there may be for the past.
Wilkeson, and also that Beecher was not a
Truly yours and ever,
party to its publication nor knew anything
H. W. Beecher
about its publication. There afterwards apIf there is any paper or fact supposed by
either of the parties or by the committee to
peared an account of au interview between
Bowen, H. B. Claflu and Mrs. Woodull pub- be in my possession, which will throw any
turtli ;r light upon the subject of your iuouiry
lished iu the Brooklyn Eagle, in which an at1 shall be most willing to produce if I have it,
tempt was made to obtain from her any letters
which she might have, showing that Beecher
although I do not believe that there is auy
was guilty of criminal conduct, which attempt
such, and I am ready to answer any proper
addressed
me
the
Beecher
t'ailed, whereupon
question which shall be put to me iu the way
following note which I here produce marked of cross-examination by any of tbe parties concerned or their counsel as fully as may memory
“N.” 2, Beecher to Moulton.
I need to see you this evening any time till
or any data 1 have will
serve, so that all the
Cau
make
10.
annointment?
facts
half-past
you
may be known. For if any part of them
Will you call at 124, or shall I? What hour?
be known X deem it but just to truth and right
1 send Olattin’s letter. Keep it. Answer by
that all should be known.
U. W. B.
telegraph.
As, however, controversy has already arisen
P. S. I shall take tea at Howard’s, 74 Hicks
as to the
correctness of reports of evidence
street, aud should you call let it be there, or X taken betore your committee, 1 must beg leave
will go around to your rooms. X want to show
if any examination is to be had, to be allowed
to be accompanied by my owu stenographer;
you a proposed card.
I also produce a letter ol Claflin to Beecher
who shall take down the evidence I may give
of June 28th. 1873, which was enclosed with
as a necessary measure for my owu
protection.
the above, marked “N 3.”
Leaving to your committee without comment
and
the
facts
documents
herewith presented, I
CLAFLIN TO BEECHER.
have the honor to remaiu yours truly,
New York, June 28.1872.
Francis D. Moulton.
(Signed)
My dear Mr. Beecher—I have yours. It
The following are several letters contained
was distinctly understood
that the call ou
in the statement.
Woodhull was entirely private and not to be
reported. I told Bowen Woodhull had no letWILKESON TO
MOULTON.
ters from you of the least consequence to him
Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
or anybody else
and I was entirely satisfied
after the interview that I was entirely right.
Secretary’s Office, 120 Broadway,
X went there at Bowen's earnest solicitation,
New York, April 2, 1872.
knowing it could not harm you, aud might
Mv Dear Moulton.—Now for theelosin!? act
I
him
as
think
it
did.
It
was
in
bad
satisfy
of justice and duty. Let Theodore pass into
faith to publish the meeting. All preseut
your hand the written apology which he holds
must have been disgusted at the utter lack of
for the “improper advances,” and do you pass
what Woodhull professed to have, but could
not nrmlnon
'Prntv vmlr frionil
it into the tlames of the friendly /ire in your
room of
H. B. Claklin.
reconcilation.
Then let Theodore
P. S.—Wish you would call and see me.
talk to Oliver Johnson; I hear that he and
You pass the store. I am always in at about
Carpenter, the artist, have made this whole afH. B. 0.
11 a. m.
fair the subject of conversation in the clubs.
Beecher, when we met in pursuance of his
Sincerely yours,
note, produced to me a memorandum of a card
Samuel AVilxeson.
which he proposed to publish in the Eagle, and
whieh he submitted to my judgment and gavo
MRS. TILTON TO MR. MOULTON.
leave to alter the same as I thought lit.
[Between April 7th and Novembeo 2d.]
Beecher’s proposed card.
Dear Francis,—I did tell you two falsehoods at your last visit. At lirst I entirely
Brooklyn, June, 1873,
misunderstood your question, thinking you
I have seen in the morning papers that application has been made to Mrs. Victoria O'. had reference to the interview at your house
for
certain letters of mine, the day before; but when I intelligently reWoodhull
information
to
contain
plied to you, I replied falsely. I now put
supposed
respecting certain infamous stories against myself on record truthfully.
I told Mr. B. that at the time of my conme.
She has two business letters, one declining an invitation to a suffrage meeting fession I had made similar confessions to me
of himself, but no developments as to perand the other declining to give her .asall
These
and
sons. AVhen you then asked
solicited.
sistance
for your own
of
mine
in
the
hands satisfaction “Was it so?” I told my second
letters
lie. After you had left J said to T., “You
of any other persons they have my cordial
know I was obliged to lie to Frank,” and I
consent to publish. I will only add in this
connection that the stories and rumors which now say, rather than make others suffer as I
now do I must lie, for
have for a time been circulated about me arc
it is a physical imgrossly untrue, and I stamp them, in general possibility for me to tell the truth.
Yet I
do
and particular, as utterly false.
think,
Francis, had not
T.’s angry, troubled face been before me I
I saw the editor of the Brooklyn Eagle at
would have told you the truth. I am a perhis office, and after consultation with him the
fect coward in his presence, not from any
card was published as follows:
fault of his, perhaps, but from long years of
The Card as Published.
timidity. I implore you, as this is a side
To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle :
issue, to be careful not to lead into further
Dear Sir—Lu a long aud active life in Brooklyn it has rarely happened that the Eagle and temptation. You may show this to T., or
myself have been in accord on questions of Mr. B., or to any one. An effort made for
I
common concern to our fellow citizens.
truth.
AA'retchedly,
am, for this reason, compelled to acknowledge
Elizabeth.
the unsolicited confidence and regard of which
MRS. TILTON TO MOULTON.
the columns of the Eagle of late bear testi-

Very respectfully,

H. C. Bowen.
In pursuance of this correspondence we met
at my bouse aud entered into negotiations
about the settlements of the contract with
Tilton at that time. During the interview I
showed Bowen the letter of Jan. 1st of Tilton
which he (Tilton) hail placed in my bauds to
use in accordance with my own views (heretofore given.) Bowen, during the reading of the
letter, seemed to be much excited, and at only
one point of the letter questioned the accuracy
of the statements which states as follows:
“That alluding by name to a woman, now a
widow, whose husband’s death no doabt was
hasteued liy bis knowledge that Mr. Beecher
had maintained with her an improper inti-

macy.”

To that he said, “I didn’t make that allusion,
Mr. Tilton made it.” I went on lo the close of
the letter and finished it when Bowen said to
of
me, “Has Tiltou told Beecher the conteuts
He said,
this letter?” 1 replied “He lias.”
inI
said
at
that
“What shall I do?” What
We struck
terview was said iu confidence.
hands there and pledged ourselves to God that
would reveal anything
no one there present
there spoken. 1 said to him, “it would he an
what you say, or prove
to
confirm
matter
easy
that what vou say is false.”
Mr. Johnson says,and this confirms what you
Hie al.
Fay in regard to one point, namely, that
lusion lo the widow was made by Theodore
Tilton and that you said you had no doubt that
her husband’s death was caused by his knowledge of her improper intimacy with Beecher.
Quoting your language he s ays that you said—
“i have ini doubt of it whatever.” Mr. Johnson also says tHat your statements in regard
to Beecher were not intimations of his adulteries, hut plain and straightforward charges
of the same. He says that you said that you
knew of four or five cases of Mr. Beecher’s
adulterous intercourse with wotneu.
Air. Johnson says also that you at that interview you plainly 'declared that Beecher had
confessed his guilt lo you.
1 also said to him, “Mr. Tilton states that
You
you said, “i can’t sluud it any longer.
and I owe a duty to society in this matter
iu
his
a
week
pul
That mau ought not to stay
pit. It isn’t safe for our families to have him
ill this city. I also said to him, “Mr. Johnson
also states that at the interview ot December
26th, at your house, you voluntarily pledged
take
your word to Air. Johnson 111 it you would
iu regard to Mr. Tilton
no further measures
without consultation with him (Mr. Johnson);
that you had said substantially the same thing
to him during private conversation between
1
-you and him.
—

It is so long since Mr. Tilton’s pen has
contributed to the Independent that we give
to his brief note his old and familiar place at
the head of these columns. While we never
agreed with some of his radical opinions, and

intimated to me, never
to his request as above
which
the
response
hearty
printed
his honest purposes, his manly character
and his sustained integrity elicit from all who
The abuse and slanders
know him well.
heaped upon him by some unfriendly journals have never been countenanced by the
Independent. Regretting his opposition to
the present administration, wo nevertheless
wish abundant prosperity to the Golden Age
and its editors.

quite likely,
shall, yet

as

we

he

owe

II. C. B.

(Signed)
We have received the

following

note from

an old mend:

Office

the Golden Age,
New York, April 1872.

of

Henry C. Bowen, Esq:
My Dear Sir,—In view of misapprehensions
which I lately found existing among our
mutual friends at the west touching the severranee of our relations in the Independent and
the Brooklyn Union, I think it will be well
for your sake and mine if we should publicly
say that while our political and theological
differences still exist and will probablyjwiden,
all
other
that
disagreements (so far
have
we
had
as
ever
any)
been blotted out in reciprocal friendliness and
your good will
Truly yours,
Theodore Tilton.

The above proposed card was subsequently
and voluntarily changed by Mr. Bowen into a,
still stronger and more friendly notice of Mr.
Tilton.
After tbe tripartite covenant was
signed it came to knowledge of Beecher as he
informed me, that Bowen was still spreading
scaudals about him at which he was augered,
and proposed to write Bowea a letter stating
the points that had been settled in their reconand reason why
ciliation and agreement
Bowen's mouth should be closed in regard to
such slanders. I find among my papers a
pencil and ink memorandum ot the statements
intended to be embodied in that letter which
was
submitted to my judgment by Beecher.
It is iu his haudwriting aud is produced
marked(M). It reads as follows:
beecher’s statement of bowen’s settlement.

that he allowed himself to listen to
never
unfounded rumors; second, that he
brought them either (1) to me (2) nor in any
that
he
only
proper manner to the church (3)
whispered, aud even thatouly when he had
some busiuess end in view; third, that he did
not himself believe anything had occurred
which untitled me for the utmost trust shown;

First,

of his own infidelities as confessed to his wife
and of hers as confessed to him. She added
that not long after she went to Mr. Moulton’s
and met you coming down the front steps and
on
entering met Tilton and Moulton who
have
had
said: “We
just
Plymouth
is
his
at
our
feet and here
Church
confession,” showing a manuscript. She added
that Mrs. Tilton had made similar statements
to Miss Anthony, and 1 have since received
from Miss A. a corroboration of this, although
she refuses to give me particulars, being bound
to confidence she thinks.
From that day to tins I have carried a heavy
load you may be sure.
I could not share it
with my husband because lie was already overburdened and alarmingly affected brain-vvaise,
but resolved that if he went abroad as lie probably must, I would not go with him, leaving
you alone as it w»re to bear what ever might
come of the revelation.
I understood the entreaties of my husband
to be the last and at the last moment 1
confided to her all that I knew and felt, and
feared that she might be prepared to sustain
her father should trial overtake them.
Mm. Tiliou’* t'oufi‘Mio»N,
Iu relation to Mrs. Tilton, Moulton says:—
“Having now placed before the committee my
statement of the facts concerning Mrs. Tilton,
and the documentary evidence tli.it I have to
support them, and as they are diametrically opposed to all that Mis. Tilton appears to declare
iu her published statement, I deem it my duty
to myself and mv position iu this terrible business to say that during this affair Mrs.
Tilton
has more th *n once admitted to me and another person, to my knowledge, whom I do not
care to bring into this controversy, the fact of
her sexual relations with Beecher, and she
never has once denied them other than iu written papers prepared for a purpose, which I have
already exhibited, hut, on the couirary, the
fact of such criminal intercourse being well understood by Beecher,.Tilton and Mrs. Tilton to
have taken place, my whole action iu the matter was based, upon the existeuce of that fact
and was au evidence faithfully carried out by
me iu every possible
way to protect the families
of both parties from the
consequences of at
public disclosure of Mrs Tilton’s admitted iufidelties to her husband.”

telliug

After the above settlement a paper which
has since beeu called the tripartite agreement
The inducwas signed by Bowen and Tilton.
ing cause to this arbitration was the fact that
Tilton had commenced a suit against Bowen
and prepared an article for the Golden Age iu
which he embodied his letter to Mr. Boweu
and a statement of the circumstances. He submitted that article to me and I begged him to
withhold it from publication. I also brought
Tiltou and Beecher together, and Beecher added his entreaties to mine. To prevent its publication and close the suit which might work
injury to Beecher and others I agreed to sub
mit Mr. Tilton’s claim to arbitration, to which
I hafl been invited before by Bowen, but which
I had refused as before stated. Iu this- interview betweeu Beecher, Tilton and myself, I
said, “Perhaps we can settle the whole matter
if I can see Mr. Claflin, for Claflin knows
Bowen well, and understands the importance
of all these interests.” Beecher said ho would
send Claflin to me, and I might confer with
him upou the matter. In consequence of this
Mr. Claflin called od me, and we conferred
npon the matter, aud subsequently the arbion.
(.raiiuu was unircu
tration
agreed vu,
]
At the conclusion of the arbitration the
I have just returned to the city'to learn that
parties signed the “tripartite covenant” which
application has been made to (Mrs.) Victoria
was drawn up, as I understand, by Mr. Samuel
Woodbull for letters of mine supposed to conWilkeson. It was first signed by Boweu in the
tain information respecting certain infamous
form in which it was first drawn. It bound the
stories against me. [I have not objected to have
parties to say rothiog of any wrong done or the Eagle state in any way it deems fit that
offence committed by Beecher, and fully exMrs. Woodbull or any person or persons who
onerated him therefrom. After Boweu had
may have letters of mine iu their possession,
signed it. it was handed to Tilton, but he re- have my cordial consent to publish them. Iu
an
fused. He was willing to sign
agreement
this connection, aud at this time] I will only
never to repeat again the charges of
Boweu,
add that the stories aud rumors which have
for some time past been circulated about me
sayuig, that if for no other reason if the matter
should thereafter come to light, it would appear
are untrue, and 1 stamp them in general aud iu
Beecher
between
had
been something
that there
particular as utterly untrue. Respectfully
Henry Ward Beecuer.
and Mrs. Tiitou* and it might bo used as evi(Signed)
dence to the injury to himself and family as
Iu order that the emendations made by mywell as to Beecher, and therefore it was not for
self and Mr. Kiusellar may be observed at a
the interest of either Tilton or Beecher to sign
I
have enclosed in brackets the
glance
it In the form first presented no copy of that
words which are in the original. It will thus
“tripartite covenant” was confided to me. be seen how much of this card was the comAppended to this covenant and made a part of position of Mr. Beecher and how much he relied
it was a copy of the proof sheet article for the
upon the judgment of others in its preparaGolden Age, so that it might be known exactly
tion. I would have submitted this card to
»
to .what scandal it referred.
Beecher before publication but he was absent.
How that tripartic covenant came to ha pubEor obvious reasons I held myself exempted
lished I know uot. As a part of that settlefrom this call for publication as was well unment it was arranged that Tilton shou id write
derstood by Beecher. I hnow nothing further
the Indea note to Bowen to be published in
of relations of Bowen and Beecher in this conpendent with certain comments to be made by nection which is ot importance to this enBoweu. The original drafts of these in full
quiry.
recautation and withdrawal of all charges and
I have treated of them thus far because that
matters of difference between Tilton and Bowconversation at each stage of it continually
eu is herewith produced:
threatened the peaoeraout of the trouble of
ritOl’OSED CARD FOR TUE INDEPENDENT.
Tilton aud Beecher, an account of which I

BOWEN TO MOULTON.

Thursday,

IIUIpU

Brooklyn, April 1st, 1872.

MOULTON TO BOWEN.

on

|H'jCtULC,

MOULTON TO

Independent and the Brooklyn Daily
(Signed,)

Truly yours,

UUUUJUU a

The Arbitration.
•
I further state that various negotiations were
reaud
which
had between Bowen
myself,
sulted finally iu an arbitration iu which H. B.
Claflin, Ohas. Storrs and Janies Neeland were
referees; that there was very considerable delay arising from my own absence in the South
in the early spring, on account of sickness,
aud
Mr. Bowen’s absence during summer
Tilton’s absence during the summer aud Tiland
fall
winter
on
his
the
absence
ton’s
during
lecturing tour, so that the arbitration did not
This arbiterminate till the 2d of April, 1872.
tration was determined upon by me, and my
determination given to Mr. Claflin iu the following note:

Theodore Tilton.
Actiug in tho interest of B echer, I told Tilton that this controversy with Bowen, if possib e, should be peacelully settled lest it might
reopen the other matters relating to Beecher’s
cou luct in Tiltou’s family and the charges
made by Bowen against Beecher,
To this Tilton assented, giving me tho authorization above quoted.
At my earliest convenience I called upon
Br«en at his office upon this business, telling
him I wanted him to settle with me, as I was
authorized by Tiltou by this letter (handiog
bim the letter) to settle lor the breaking of his
contract with Tilton as contributor to the Independent, and editor of the Brooklyn Uniou.
1 also handed him au article written by Tilton
tor the ludepeadent, which he (Tiltou) claimed
was in part performance of his contract, which
article was subsequently returned to Tilton by
Bowen through me.
Boweu said he did not consider that he owed
Tiltou any money at all for breaking the contracts that he had termiuated them, having in
his opinion sufficient reasons for so doing.
“Well,” 1 said, “Mr. Boweu, your contracts
He said he knew they were,
are specific
but they provided for arbitration in case of any
1 replied in
differences between the parties.
substance that the arbitration only referred to
to be
articles
as
to
differences between parties
published as editor and contributor by Tiltou,
and as to Bowen’s conduct as publisher, and
that there was a fixed sum as penalty for
breach of the contracts.
The interview terminated with his refusal.
I reported to Tilton advisiug him still not to
The following correspondence is
sue Bowen.
with reference to my meeting fi r. Bowen on
this business:

Mr. Beecher told mo that Mrs. Beecher and

lull

OLIVER JOHNSON’S STATEMENT.
At the in'erview of Dec. 38, Mr. Bowen voluntarily pledged his word to Mr. Johnson that
he, H. C. B., would take no further measures
iu regard, to Mr. Tilton without consultation
with Mr. Johnson. Mr. Bowen had likewise
said substantially the game thing to Johnson.
Mr. Johuson, personally, duriog private conversations between those two persons said
there was no obligatory confidence on auy of
the parties concerning anything said at this interview, save a special pledge mutually given
that nothing should be said concerning Mr.
Beecher’s demonstrations towards Mr. Tilton.
Mr. O. J. says that Mr, Bowen’s statements
in regard to II. W. B. were not intimations of
Mr. B’s adulteries, but plain, straightforward
II. C. B. stated he
charges of the ghame.
knew four or fiv8 cases of Mr. B’s adulterous
O.
J. says that H.
intercourse with women.
C. B., at this interview plainly declared that
H. W. B. had confessed his guilt to H. C. B.
You
H. C. B.—“I cannot stand it any longer.
and I owe a duty to society in this matter.
That man ought not to stay a week in his pulpit It is not safe for our families to llavo him
in the city.” Allusion to the widow was made
by L. T., and H. C. B. said he had no doubt
that her husband’s death was caused by his
knowledge of her improper intimacy with H.
\V. B. 1 have no donbl about it whatever to
make an end of the statement as to the controversy between Tilton and Bowen.

Union.

himself, without knowing of the confession ot
Mrs. Tilton to her husband, has been expressing great sympathy towards Mrs. Tilton, and
taking an active interest with her against her
Mr. Beecher, I want that
husband. 1 said,
reconciliation, I have come for it.” “Wall,”
said lie, “what shall I do without it?” Irepie 1, “I don’t know; I can tell you what wiil
happen with it.” He asked, “what will you
do it 1 give it to you?” I answered, “I will
keep it as I kept her confession. It you act
honorably I will protect it with my liie as I
would protect the other with my liie.” .Mr.
Tilton a-ked for that confession this morniug,
and I said, “I will never givo it to you; you

s

IU

dutn has been in nty possession ever since, and
from which I read each etaterneur, ono after
the other, to BoiVen. I here produce it.

Brooklyn, Jan. 2.1871.
II. C. B.—Sir,—I hereby authorize Mr.
Francis II. Moulton to act in my behalf in
full settlement with you of all my accounts
growing out of my contracts for services to

better than any of us, that he knows the
whole matter about Mrs. Ballard,and that the
stories are not true, and that the same is the
I don’t wish any reease with other stories.
ply to this. I thought it only due to justice
that I should say so much. Yours,
H. W. Beecher.

with the papers which were lu his wife
writing. It is here produced.

TO

I then said to Bowen that I then thought he
a vere
treacherous man for this reasoD,
that I knew he had had a reconciliation with
or
rather that I was informed of it,
Beecher,
which was perfected iu the house of God, and
that within 48 hours from that time he had
avowed to Mr. Howard that he (Bowen) could,
if be chose, drive Mr. Beecher out of town. I
told him further that I was informed that
prior to that reconciliation, he had made no
charge against Beecher’s character to Beecher,
hut only behind his back, and I said. “Mr.
Bowen, I have the points of settlement betw eu you and Mr. Beecher in your own hand
writing, and there is no reference to any charge
of crime of any kind against Beecher.”
Mr. Boweu made no denial of these assertions of mine, but seemed on the contrary
abashed aud dejected, and in reply to my question “What do you
say to these charges which
you have made against Beecher?” He declined to say anything about them but repeated
the question. “What can 1 do?” I answered.
1 am not your adviser. 1 can’t dictate to you
What course you should pursue, but you have
done great injustice to Mr. Tilton and to Mr.
Beecher, aud you ought to take the earliest
means of
repairing the injury. 1 should think
it would be just for you to restore Tilton to
the Independent, but I don't believe lie would
go back if you should otter it to him. His reply was, “How can 1 do that now?” I told
him 1 didn't know. He must find a way to
settle his own difficulties. He again expressed
his willingness to arbitrate the question of
money between himself and Tilton growing
outof contract. I told him that Tilton would
not arbitrate; that a
plain provision of the contract provided that he should
pay what I demanded and he must fulfill it.
Mr. Boweu rose to leave, and said before
leaving, whenever X wanted to see him he
would be happy to come to my house aud confer on this subject; and be did on several subsequent occasions visit me at my bouse whenever I sent for him for consultation iu this
matter.
Tbe means I have of giving so accurately
the conversation between myself aud Bowen
as to the conversations had with Tilton and
Oliver Johusou are, that prior to my meeting
with Bowen, as I tuld him,X had an interview
with Oliver Johnson in the presence of Tilton,
where the whole matter was discussed, and a
memorandum ol Oliver Johneou’s statement,
in which he gave his recollection o1' the interview of Dec. 2(1, when Tiltou aud Johnson
were present, was taken down
by Tilton in
shorthand iu my presence, aud copied out of it
was

Mr. Moulton,—It is fitting that I should
make quick endeavor to undo my injustice toward you, I learned from Theodore last night
that you greatly opposed the publication of
his statement to Dr. Bacon. I had coupled
you with Mr. Carpenter as advising it. Forgive me, and accept my gratitude.
Elizabeth Tiltom.
The Graphic's View

of
ment.

New

Moulton’s State-

Yoiik, Aug. 21.—The Graphic

says of
the Moulton statement which it issued this

afternoon:

Railroad Decision.
Lafayette, Ind., Aug. 21.—In the Circuit
Court Judge Hammond rendered a decision in
the action of the Tinnecanoe
Company et al.,
against the Toledo, Wabash aDd Western Kailroad Company, to set aside the lease granted
by the former company to the latter. The
question was as to the effect of the general statute of Illinois of 1865, which forbids a railroad
company of that state to accept the lease ot
any railroad out of the state without having
first obtained tbe written consent of all the
*t>ckholders resident of the State of Illinois.
Toe question arose upon a motion to strike out
of the complaint the above statute, which was
sustained. The other questions in the cate
bail been passed upon adversely to the plain
tiffs by Judge Vinton. The case now gees to
the Supreme Court.
ITJINOEi TFI,i:<; 3(A ?|«.

Nellie Magoverin of West Hartfield, Vt., was
killed Thursday uight iu Lowell, Mass., by a
railroad train. She was nine years of age.
The funeral of Mary Pomeroy was largely
attended at Jersey City, anil a strong feeling
was manifested against Kev* John S. Gleudenning, who has disappeared.
John Shannahun of Lowell, Mass
is suspected of beating bis mother-in-law, who died
yesterday morning, so severely as to cause her
death. The matter is to be investigated.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale .Harken,
Friday, Aug. 21.—Tbe sugar market has advanced an eigth of a cent to-day, and a further rise
is probable. The flour markM remains firm and
the prices aro still depressed, drain is very steady
and the prices aro ruling rather high. Fruit is pleuty and the prices are low.
Foreign Rxporta.
ST. JOHN, NB. Sc hr Lizzie 0—189 tons old iron

rails,

50b

gills petroleum

oil.

f/orriicn Imports.
KEMPT, NS. Scbr Florence Mary —170 tens plaster to Knight and Wbidden.
CALL ETON. NS. Schr Providence—3327 case* of
preserved salmon, 185 cedar sleepers, 17 empty hhds
to J W Jones.
_

York Ktock and .tlonrv .Hxrliet.
Nkw York, Aug. 21—Kvenina.—Money easy at
2 ® 3 |>er cent, on call, and 5 ® 7 per cent, for pi iinu
mercantile paper.
Sterling quiet at 486$ ® 4*7 for
sixty <lays and 489$ ® 490 for demand. Im|*>rts for
the week $3,095,267; amount marketed $3,321. Gobi
opened and closed at 109| with lew sales In the interior at 110; the rates for carrying were also made
99 l»w

flat.

Doiucmiic Markets.
New York, Aug. 20—Evening.—Cotton qubt and
unchanged; sales 1315 bales; Middling uplands at
lK$c; forward deliveries declined advanced $c which
was afterwards lost. Flour—receipts 3426
bbls; the
market is dnll and heavy and 5® 10c lower with only
a limited export and home trade
sales
looo
inquiry;
bbls; Western and State at 4 65 ® 6 10; Whit** Wheat
Western extra at 6 10 ® 6 60; extra Ohio at 5 30 a;
7 09; extra St Louis 5 Go ® 9 00, closing Gull; Southern dour at 5 50 ® 9 25. Wheat—rec»4pts 52,838
bush;
the market is heavy, irregular ami unsettled, 2 ® 3c
lower and holders generally strongly disdosed to realize ;sales 176,000 bush;l is® 1 20 for No 2 Chicago;
1 22$ ® 1 23 for No 2 Milwaukee; ungraded Iowa aud
Minnesota Spring 113 ® 1 27; No 1 Spring at 1 24$®
® 1 30; 1 15 ® 1 22 lor old Winter lied Wrsteru; 1 23®
1 26 for new Winter Red Western; I 16 ® 1 30 t* r new
Amber do; 1 30 ® l 38 for White Western; 1 32 for
new Amber Del; 1 24$4or No 2 Chicago; 1 30 for No 1
Western Spring.
Corn—receipts 11.200 bash; the
market opened steady and closed scarcely so firm ;
holders are more disposed to realize; sales 136.000
bush at 80c tor unsound; 81®8l$o for Western
Mixed; closing at the inside price; 81$ ® 82c tor high
Mixed and Western Yellow; 93 ® 95c for White Western. Oats—receipts 23,425 bush; the market firmer

for Mixed and steady for White; sales 7.000 bush at
51 ® 56c tor new Mixed Western; 53 ® 58c for new
White do; 60c for old Mixed Western; also 250 bush
No 2 Chicago seller Sept at 53c. Codec is $c lower
with a f nr demand; Rio at 17 @ 20ec in goal: sales
of 8584 bags on private terras. Sugar is firm and !**•*«
doing ; fair to good refining at 8 ft) 8 3-16; 8$ ® 8|o
tor prime; sales of 47 bhils inferior Muscovado at b,;
706 boxes of Clayed at 8$ ® 8}; refined firm. Molasses
uncliangedquiet. Rice dull. Petroleum rather tinner ; crude at 5c on spot; refined at ll|c on spot; sales
of 2000 bbls for bulauce Aug at 11}. Tallow is quiet;
city 8|* Naval Stores—Rosin heavy at 2 15® 2 20 for
strained; Spirits Turpentine heavy at 32$e. Pork is
dull and heavy; salts of 100 bbls new mess at 23 00;
seller Sept at 22 37 hie: 22 62$ asked. Beet ouiet.—
Lard opened heavy and closed lirm; sales of 25 tea
prime steam at 14$; 3500 tes seller Sept at 14}c. Bat
ter firm at 22 ® 31c lor Western; 26 ® 35c for State.
Whiskey dull at 1 03, closing selleis at 1 02$.
Freights to Livernool heavy and lower; Cotton per
steam $d; $Corn per steam at 6d; do sail 5}d; Wheat
per steam at G$d.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
Grand Trunk Railway—D W Coolidge 200 bbls ot
/lour, J F Randall 100 Jo do. John Randall & Co 100

(jo;

Tarbox lOo do
G W True 2 cars corn, N B Noble
1 do corn. Webb & Phinuey 1 do bran, KcnseU &
Tabor 1 do corn, same 1 do oats.
By water conveyance l,ouu bush cornuieal to Geo
W True & Co.
KoMCon

*teci&

Liif,

(.Sales at the Broker's Board, Aug. 21.)
Second Call.
Eastern Railroad.
@56
—

European ITlarket*.
London, Aug. 21—12.30 P. M.—American securi10-4bs, 104.
Liverpool. Aug. 21.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
a shade easier; Middling uplands at 8*d; do Orleans
at 8l$@ 8$d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2000 bales
lor export and speculation.
Frankfort, Aug. 21.—United Slates 5-20s» 1862,
ties—U. S.

98*.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
FIRST

Annual Excursion!
For the benefit of the

Catholic Orphan Asylum,
A_t

Hog Island

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

20th.

Boats leave Central whart. near foot of Exchange
a. m. and 1 p. m.;
street at 8 and
Returning wdl
Tickets 50 cents.
leave the Island at 4 and 6 )>. m.
Children under 12 years 25 cents.
A large plattorm tor dancing has been built for the
occasion, which with Cole's Quardrillc band will
give ample accomodations for <lancing. An abundance of ice water is guaranteed.
Amusements:—Prizes will be given as follows:
Sack Race, Meerschaum pipe; Tub Race, $3 and $3;
Foot Race, a book; Sledge Throwing, 85; Archery,
a toilet set; Jig Dauce, a cane; Jumping, $5; Basw
Ball, a silver

jup._ag22td

EXCURSION.
LAKE.

SEBAGO
The Pioneer Bane Ball
an excursion to Scbago Lake

Club, will make

'Thursday, Auj. 27lli.
Amusements:—Base Ball in the forenoon between
the Active Club of Sebago I-ake and Piouneers;
Dancing in the afternoon. Music by Chandler’s Band.
Tickets 75

au22d5t

cents.

Steam Boat Excursion
—

to

—

Mount Desert and Return

This is the statement Mr. Moulton prepared
read before Mr. Beecher’s investigating
AT
It stands precisely as it was
committee.
written a fortnight ago, with the exception of
EAIIE.
a few immaterial changes in phraseology.
It
Steamer Lewiston, 1,200 tons
contains no reference whatever to the reburden, Canr. ( has. Deering, will
markable statement Mr. Bcccher has since
leave Kail Hoad Wharf, Portland
laid before the world.
Friday
•every TnrM«lny and
This statement speaks for itself, Here are
1_Evenings* at 10 o’clock. ReMonHarbor
Bar
leaves
(Mt.
Desert)
every
turning
the original documents that Beecher and his
day and Thursday at 10 A M. and So. West Harbor
lawyers supposed were destroyed. Here are at 11 A. M., arriving in Portland at midnight.
the letters, written in the heat of the exciteExcursion Tickets to So. West Han o. and return
$4; to Bar Harbor and return $5. State Rooms and
under
or
the
ment
pressure of great
Meals extra.
emergencies, showing the flutter of the
Good board can be procured at the Hotel from
and
the
heart, the agitation
anguish $1.50 to $2 per day.
These excursions will give persons an excellent opof the writers—letters all the more valuable
portunity of visiting one ol the most beautiful, grata!
now resume.
as testimony because they bear directly on the
ami healthy summer resorts in North America.
Hri, Booker.
case and presuppose a revolting crime.
Tickets for sale on board Steamer and also at the
They
Another carious complication of the relations
offices of the Companv. Railroad Wharf, foot of State
can be accounted for in no other way.
They street,
amt good tor thirty days trorn August 18(li.
of the parties arose from the publication by
have no excuse and no meaning but in the
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. A Lent.
Mrs. Woodhull of the story iu her journal. It
confessed criminality, they were written to
dim
Portland, Aug. If, 1874.
it a matter of public notoriety that Mrs. Issaconceal.
bella Beecher Hooker, the sister of Beecher,
Moulton’s
Mr.
had espoused the cause of Mrs. Woodhull on
accompanying explanations
the question of womau suffrage, aud had been- are simple, self- consistent and consistent with
still rurther iu favor of adop.ikg her social tenfacts that have been brought to light, and so
ets.
Next Saturday,
stamped with the impress of truth that no unBeecher's relations to Mrs. Tilton had beeu
mind can reject the statement.
prejudiced
B. W. Trimmed Chamber Sets, Black Walher.
This
had
been nfade a
communicated to
Whatever their legal value may be,their moral
nut ami Mahogany Parlor Furniture in hair
subject of communication from Mrs. Hooker to
cloth, Chamber Furniture, Dining-rooiu Furniture,
effect is overwhelming. No one can read this
his brother and after the publication by Mrs.
fine Hair Mattrassea, Feather Bede and Bedding,
statement without being convinced that the
Mrs. Hooker addressed the followWoodhull
Mirrors, Crockery ami Glass Ware, tfc. Also at
of
a
has
been
in
America
flrst
her
brother
which
contains
so
full
guilty
preacher
same time an invoice of Boots ami Shoes, ami 150
ing note to
cases fine Pickles. A’c
aud clear an explanation of all tho facts and
foul and dastardly wrong, and has doubled
F, O. BAILEY &■ CO., A uciioneer*.
circumstances that I need not add a word of
the original crime by his efforts to hide it.
au20___dt'l
explanation.
If these documents are genuine and trustMORGAN A DYEK.
MRS. HOOKER TO BEECHER.
worthy, Mr. Moulton is amply vindicated and
H APTirnon Mnu 1 ft71
stands before the world as a generous and
Ac.
I lirsimiref t
Furniture,
Cioods, cat:*
Fancy
itury uuuus,
brave, chivalric man, who has sacrificed himDear Brother—Iu reply to your words, "If
SATURDAY, Aug. 22d, at 10 o'clock at Ihe
one who
sustain
and
me
defend
in
for
to
believo
that
let
self
still
woman,”
&c.,
years
you
well known Auction rooms, IS Exchange Street,
now appears in the light of a liar, a libertine
Parlor Sets iu Rep and Hair Cloth, Chaml>er Sets m
say that from her personally I have never
heard a word on this subject, and wbeu nearly
Oak and Chestnut, Office Desks in Mahogany and
and a sneak.
Black Walnut, with other articles of Furniture; also
a year ago I hoard that when here iu this city,
Doings of the Investigating CommIt.ee.
a few choice Paintings in Gilt frames; also a small
she said she had expected you to introduce her
of
committee
The examining
I wrote a most indignant
Plymouth stock of Fancy Goods; als > an invoice of Groceries.
at Steiuway Hall.
au20* 3t
aud rebuking letter, to which she replied iu a
church, consisting of twenty of the chureh
manner that astonished me by its calm assermembers, met tliis morning in Shearman’s
tion that she cousidoied you as true a frieud to
residence for the purpose of receiving the reher as I myself.
of the investigating committee, which
Mr.
to
1 enclosed the letter
Tillou, asking port
was submitted, by the
chairman, Mr. Sage.
biin to show it to you if he thought best, aud
After an hour’s session and a partial examiwrite me what it ail meant.
nation of the report, an adjournment was had
He never replied nor returned tho letter a3 I
requested, but I have a copy of it at your ser- until evening.
vice. Ill the month of February after that
Mr. Cleveland, a member of the investigaSpecial atteution paid to furnishing
committee said to-day. it was almost
one, returning from Washington, I went to
ting
Pine Lumber
Southern
Mrs. Stanton’s to spend Sunday. At Jersey
certain that the report would not be ready toAND
City J met Mrs. W. who had come on in the night, as it was not
yet entirely completed,
samo train with me it seemed, and who urged
BridscS) Faclo.
and
much
revision
>'
for
Sliiio,
to
be
Tinilx
required yet
gone
me iu a hasty way to bring Mrs. Stanton over
lit-,, Usiilroad*., &e,
oil Monday lor a suffrage consultation as to the
through with. He stated that should there
in
Moulton's
spring convention. Kemeinbeiiug her asser- be
statement
anything
eillier at mill or delivered.
tion of the friendship betvieeu'you, auil of her
requiring investigation, the committee would Wi st India and South American Cargoes
meeting you occasionally at Mr. Moulton’s have to hold a supplemental meeting and exfiiruuhnl to order.
house (1 thiuk this is the name) I thought 1
amine whatever witnesses might be required.
would put this to test and replied that if I
1 1-3 UNION
No
of course would delay the report, which
This
could lie sure of seeiog you at the samo time
I'oat.ninii. isiwm
#uis
will probably not be ready before next FriI would come.
of
She promised to secure you if possiblo, and 1
Plymouth church.
day evening meeting
fully meant to keep my appoiutmeut, hut on
Sunday I remembered an appointment at Now
POLITICAL.
Haven, which j.1 should miss if I stopped ill
New York, and so passed by, dropping a loiter
Dakota I'ontcationR.
by the way.
Sioux City, Iowa, Aug. 21.—The Dakota
Curiously enough, sister Catheriue, who was
ami Democratic Territorial aud
staying at your house at this time, said to me Anti-monopoly
nnd Koitril. for Nhip,
Congressional Conversions, held at Elk Point,
here causually the latter part of that same
Keel Timber. Flunk
failed to effect a union. The a\ntiUridjir. Fat t.ry, C ur nail Honor
week, "Belle, Henry went over to New York to yesterday,
nominated
D.
W.
A.
.—
Burleigi
monopolists
see you last Monday, but couldn’t find you.”
the Mills. The only alThe Democrats failed to make any nomina.ion
porpOBeu on W liar I and at
Of course my interference was Mrs. W, either
iu Maine.
io mient "Hired mail
at the last report.
had power over you, or you were secretly
promptly attended too.
y. L>, ders by
gCotigresHional Nomination*.
friends.
Dining that Sunday Mrs Stantou told me
J. W. DEERIJIG,
Leavenworth, Kan., Aug. 21.—Wil iam A.
precisely what Tdton had said to her. In too Phillips was nominated bv the Itepubl cans of
RltnAltDSOH’S
WHARF.
HEAD
of
lie
lied
to
the house of Mrs.
the First Congressional District by cclamarage
discovery
WU
-, and before them both narrated tho story
tioo.
jyU
to

—

—

ONE

AUCTION SALES.

TWO

ON

RICHARDSON & CROSS,
LUMBER
Commission Merchants.

—

—

WHARF,

SOUTHERN

HARD PINE

LUMBER.

5I,0IMM)00

I

-_

r~

.

POETRY.
Lonjr Branch Episode.

A

Upon the broad Atlantic sands
1 saw a maiden and her lover,
Iter dimpled fingers in lds hands,
Der
blue eyes the sea looked over;
with coy girl’s love to him she turned
And said: “Dear,
Do you think any one will know
That you have dared to kiss me so?”
Alone upon the pebbly strand
Break ocean swell and pale moonbeam,
The lovers are walking band in hand,

That

Trembling she said:

have

\ou

“And

no

arms are

empty,”

lie

said,

kisses cling to your lips

so

red.’*

dancers’ merry whirl.’
'1 he room is tilled with beauties fair,
With cheeks atiusb and ruttled curl.
My maiden dances with absent air;
She fears that every one can tell—
Yet I trow,
Only the lover and I could know
Which was the girl that had been kissed
Ocean House, Long Branch.

are

returned to the deck to secure their boat

sprawling upon

against the coming storm, leaving the captain alone with the stranger and his compan-

fierce struggle
with the other two men. Jake Pendegrast,
seeing the stale of affairs, threw himself
wildly upon the combatants with a handspike and aimed a furious blow at one of the
assailants, which would have ended his career forever, but, unfortunately, at that moment, Mr. Baker, somewhat recovered from
the effects of Obediah's sledge-hammer fist,
staggered ;o his feet, and rushing forward
dealt Jake a swinging blow under the ear,
which causing him to swerve, the handspike
descended upon the head of Captain Skillins and stretched him senseless upon the
deck. In another moment the two remaining hands were secured and all four found
themselves fast hound and gagged under the
l0-rail. The boat’s crew were now masters
of the schooner. At the first moment the

so.

Tain.”

7,

“Schooner ahoy!”
“Jerusalem pancakes! What’s that?” said

Captain Obediab Skill!ns, starting nervously,
and peeling over the side of the Lively Turtle into the darkness.

“Schooner ahoy!” again

came

the sum-

mons, and this time so close under the good
captain’s nose, as he leaned far out over the
in his

to discover the bailers,
that he started back involuntarily, and so

rail,

anxiety

suddenly as to double up Jake Pendergrast,
iirst male, who stood close beside him, by a
swinging blow ot Ins elbow in that
man’s stomacb.

gentle-

guish, “what in thunder do you mean by
knocking the wind outer me. Why don’t you
their hail if you want to know who
and not go staving in a feller’s libs

are

with your pesky flippers?”

Jake, don’t git riled. I didn’t
it,” answered the captain soothingly. “I swan to man, if they ain't towing
astaru now; I heard ’em hook on. Guess I’lj
see who it is, any way.
Hello!” he roared,
stepping aft, and staring over the rail, “Who
“Slio now,

go to do

replied a voice
captain now perboat,
ceived, dimly, through the darkuess, to be
towing astern, holdiug on to his rudder chains
with a boat hook. There appeared to be
several men in her and in the bottom
object covered over with a tarpaulin.
said

brimmed,

some

Obadiah, turning

of that in mine—not much;” and he shook
his head virtuously as he remembered the

lapses.of his more youthful days and
certain packages detained at the receipt of
little

customs down to Macliias on account of some

enough

that, by gum;

of

manifest.

“Had

don’t ketch me in

self.

“What?” said Jake, not catching the drift
of the

captain’s soliloquy.
“I say,” said Skillins, “I don’t have no
smuggling aboard my vessel, if I know it.”
“No, of course not,” replied Jake, with a
grin which was happily lost to the captain in
the darkness.

captain, do you intend to keep us
night?” at this point inquired the
spokesman of the boat in an impatient tone.
“No, I don’t,” returned Obediah, sharply,
“you kin cast off just as soon as you like

“I say,
here all

and a little sooner.

Come now, clear out, I
say,” he continued, as the boat's crew showed
no disposition to accept his delicate hint that
their company was not

*■.

acceptable.

“Good heavens, man!” said the spokesman of the boat, now rising in his seat
“you don’t mean to send us adrift out here
in the middle of Chesapeake Bay in the
night. There is a storm coming on, too, and
we

ho

swamped. Come, come, captain,’’
continued, in a persuasive tone, “give us

lift and we will pay
trouble.”
“I don’t want nothing
glers, and I won’t have
sel ; so clear out, I say,”

you well for

a

surly

your

to do with no smugyou aboard this ves-

replied

the

captain

tone.

“Good heavens! hear the fool!” muttered
the stranger, angrily; “I tell you we are no
smugglers,” turning to the captain, “We
want to go up to Baltimore. One of my men
is wounded and will die if he does not receive assistance. I’ll give you a hundred dollars to take us—what say you ?”
“A hundred dollars,” repeated the captain
in a softened tone. “He talks well, don’t he,
Jake? What do you say? Best to take
’em?”
“I don't like the looks on it, no how,”
returned Jake, shaking his head wisely;
“how came they out here in that li ttle cockle
shell at this time of night?. Tell me that,
will you?”
“That’s so,” said Obediah, “I guess I’ll
have that p’int cleared up afore I go any further. I say, you,” turning to the boat. “How
came you out here in this way? Just tell me
that now.”
“I’ll tell you no such thing,” replied the
stranger, angrily. “It is none of your business how we came here.
Tou can take us or
leave us, as you like; all I can say is, if you
don’t you are a hundred dollars out of
pocket, aud likely several drowned men to answer

you kin come aboard, I
pose, if you are sure you aiu’t in the smuggiing line. I couldn’t allow that, nohow,”

mo-

tionless on the water, her tall sails and masswinging idly, with the occasional
puffs of wind, from side to side,
the

draggiug

heavy sheet blocks noisily back aud forth
along the traveller.
“Here you Bob, Have, lay aft here and
lend a baud with the dunnage,” cried the
to the balance of the crew who
c iptaiu
slood with their hands in their ponkets idly
regarding the performance. This order referred to a heavy iion box which the crew of
the boat were lifting, with some
difficulty,

“Shake out

reef,

1

offend-

“No offence, sir,” said the
stranger by
way of apology; “my own men can manage it.”
“Not at all, not at all, sir, just fetch
your
traps right down into the cabin,” said Ski!
lins, briskly, preparing to lead the way and

you

or

me

was now

you come orderin’ around me.”

“You had better do

request, sir,” said
the stranger
quietly, and Obediah suddenly
felt a powerful
grip on his arm and the cold
lingot a pistol ban el was pressed to his ear.

At the

I

as

I

j tions
1

and quietly placed themselves
by his

Try

It
not be without

once

it.

and you would

Om

Treatise on Nervous Diseases
—

came

ringing

is the same. Heretofore, there has been no cure tor
this disease, but Dr. Lothrop, having
put uj> this
medicine in the form of CORDIAL BALM OF S/RICUM AND TONIC PILLS, combined with other
medicines, offers them to all sufferers as a safe and
speedy cure. Our Lunatic Asylums are full ct patients, in many cases brought thither by the effects
ot Nervous Debility.
Many thousands sutler in silence, hopeless of relief, having often been deceived
by unprinciple-1 quacks. Such is nrjc the case with
Dr. G. Edgar Lothrop’s CORDIAL BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS. A very short trial will
demonstrate their efficacy.
Any who suffer trom the effects of over indulgence
m tobacco, or alcoholic
stimulants, Pagination of the
Heart. St. Vitus’ Dance, Epilepsy, Nervous Headache, Sleeplessness, Restlessness during Sleep, Loss
of Memory, irritability,
Nervousness, Twitching of
the Nerves, and all other Nervous
Diseases, will ffnd
this medicine a real blessing.
Should any person into whose hands this notice
comes, have a triend whom he knows or thinks is af11 icted,with any Nervous
Disease, Nervous Debilitv.
etc., he will confer a real kindne>s on liis friend by
semling it to him, so as to give him an opportunity

BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC FILLS.
Solti by all Druggists.

the water:

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
W. F. Whipple & Co„ Johli \V. Pcikiu*
& Co., W. W.
Phillips Gc fo.,
jyH
POHTIiAIVD, MB.
d3m

f
\ I I D ET
v/

hind, and at the same moment a voice so exactly like his own that he started in some
alarm, answering with a broad nasal twang

It
is important
that people should

li Iw

“Halloa!'’
“What schooner is that?”
“Lively Turtle.”
“Where from and whither bound ?”
“Bangor for Baltimore—pertate-e-ers.”
“Have you seen a boat with four men in
it
hereabouts ?”

know it
Dr. Evans*
edy will cure

Rem-

Catarrh

T Ul A T
1
a\ I

It needs

only a trial
satisfy the most
skeptical. No bumbug about it. Monto

A

rnmm

cm*

m

am*

m

ey given back it it
t:llls t0 Cllre*

m

CATARRH.

Capting,”

bawled

X guess

not;

is

reckon we shall make

back

uncon-

a

When he

by
by

came

to himself lie was roused

Jake
a

Bendegrast, who was accompanied
policeman, and on going on deck he

found the schooner fast moored

to the dock
The policeman was
making
inquiries oi Jake, and from his replies
Obediah learned that the boat’s crew had
worked the vessel into the dock, and havingmade her fast, had decamped,
carrying with
them their box and wounded
companion.
“Only,” said Jake, “it is my opinion that it
iu Baltimore.

was

woman, and she warn’t wounded at
She stepped off as peart as a

a

all.

grasshop-

per when tiiey left, and I saw her hand and
arm, as her cloak blew back, and you needn’t
tell me any man ever had limbs like
them
ere;” and Jake slapped his leg iu so con-

vincing

that it left no doubt in the
minds of liis auditors as to llic correctness of
Us deductions. It further appeared that
they
had left Jake and tile two men bound
and
gagged, and they had only been relieved from
a

manner

then present. Obediah listened to all
this in silence, but lie kept
up a

might^

the result of which was that he
put (he schooner in charge of his mate, and
encasing himself in his long

thinking,

togs, stepped

as tore

and was soon lost to view behind a
1tier of molasses hogsheads at the hea d
of the

wharf.
(To

l>e

-:-

----

I*itl JVrilVfi of
eiOcuted at Uiia oliice.

JtfH

%

-=

every description neatly

k^mA
For

Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure the
most perfect combustion, and to take up the
greatest
possible amount of heat in generating steam.
The second point was, to make a perfect cut-oft
Engine, working steam expansively, and keeping up
the temperature of the cjUnder to preveut loss
by

Machinery

for any purpose furnished at
Manufacturers’ I’rices.

)"!1__(llwtTSTtf

._____jy29t4w

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD:

achievements, ot this world-renowned hero and
eager!II desire the Complete l.ifc |l
winch untoids also the wealth and
curiosities of
a WILD AND WONDERFUL
country, it is vow read II

•now

More A lent* wanted
nvVdS5'? eneri/IJiing.
MDBBARU, BA

Boston

(CON. *

og4d4wt

For

COUGHS, COLHS,

AM) ALL THROAT

Use

Cells’

QUAKER BITTERS

-these celebrated Bitters are composed of choice Hoots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Bandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal
qual-

They invariably

cure

or

greatly relieve the following complaints: Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint. Loss of
Appetite, Headache, Hilious Attacks,
Kcmittent and Intermittent Fevers, Arvic, Cold Chills, Kheuniatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits.
General Debility, and, in
fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or
deranged
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
The
Kidneys.
aged find in the
Quaker Litters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can rein a in long unwell (unless a
fflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.
At their Great Medical Depot,

PROVIDENCE, R.l.
FOB SALE EVERYWHERE.

Tablets.

ORGANS

■uHlnllmenlN, or for rent, in City nr
try .luring IliU mouth. In/ (BOKALi
'I'FKN A SON. No. (SI
ever bet ot:
oflcrnl m New York
on

(

sold

^Tickets to
reduced rates.

us as

Mortgage Premium Bond
OF

THE

1S2 Front

$100,000.

Bonds and full
iflOKKENTHAU, KRUNO & CO
iFinancial A gen
In, tilt Park Ron, N. V
|
®: ®r»w»r «9. Applications for Agencies re(ceuea'

aul8f4w

Si., New York.

I'ACKAlIEel:

YORK.

PREMIUM,
Address for

Ibrtl we hzevr made tor llie
Su«i Nix (ecu years.

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

Industrial Exhibition Co.,
NEW
CAPITAL

the ONEY ({PAI.ITY of While
i!

PaTLS. 12), 25 and 50 lbs. eacb.
KEGS, 25, 511 ami hill lb<. each.
CASKS, almut 200, 200 and 600 lbs. eacb.
CASES, eontaiuinir Inur 251b. TIN PaILS.
lb. Wood and 25 lb. Tin Pails he in advance.
SOLD BY
WOOD

«P22

w. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
31 Mnrkee Square, Portland.

49 1-2
Jals

checked through.

ON

And at 7.15 P. M. for Jones’

Street.

Maine

Steamship
Will until

follows:

needfu

New York aud return

a

St.
Exchange dtf&Sup

ALTERATION

SUMMER

OF

further notice

Norfolk am] Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.

run as

Steam-hips

end

ARRANGEMENT.

Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the La «.
Freight forwarded from A ot lotk to Petersburg and

Richmond, by river or rail: and by the l a. d /cun.
Air Lute to all
points in Virginia, Tennessee, A/*ba/na and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Unanoke h. R. to all points in Aorth ami South Carolina
bv the Balt, & Ohio ll.lt. to
Washington and li

places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accninmoi-ations.
Fare including Berth and Aleak to Norfolk
SI5.t>0.
time -IS hours; to Baltimore
$15, tjmei»5 hours.
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

(ltf

The Steamer Charles

_3

ti-nin fn,. A... 1.

Montreal and tlio West.
Accommodation train for Auburn, Lewiston and
South Paris at 6 p. in.
Express for Montreal, Quebec and West at 12.30 a.
m.
This train will ruu Sundays and not
Monday.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

Returning,will

and 5

P. M.

Ifougliton,

Jyll<ltt

on

No. Ida Com inert'ini Mlrrrl.
HAIL

—

AND

land, Cape

—

points in tiie
aim

wcm

Passenger acconinnlations are

soiuhwe^i
1

GRAND TRUNK RAILWA\ is in splendid|
condition, is wen equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
®r~PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.15 p. in. and 12 o’clock midTHE

PORTLAND,

iwggage cheeked from Portland to Detroit aDd
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor
baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 iu value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional valium
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treas.
\V. J. SPICER, Local Supreuteiutenl.
Portland, July 10.1«74.
jy31dtf

MAINE

RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Ang. 3, 1874.
Passenger trains will leave Porifor Bo.ion, at C..5, 9.10 a. m.
15, 0.00 p. in. Returning, leave Ho—

---_--

—"

"“"•on at 8.15

12.30, 3.30.6.00 p. m.
Cor Nrarb.ro, Blue Point. 01,1 Wrrunr.l
Beach. Sinco anil Kiililcior.l at 6.15, 9.10, 10.25
a. m.; 1.15. 3.15, 6.00 p. ni. Retnrning leave
BiilileTortl at 7.51, 11.20,11.55 a. in., 4.35. 7.20, 9.25 p. m.
For Rri ai Falla at 6.15, 9.10 a. 111,, 3.15, 6.00
a.

in.,

p. m.
For Lowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15, 9.10 a. in.
3.15 p. in.
For Portamoulh (via Dover) at B.15 a, m.
For Conroril and itlanrhealrr (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, in., (via Lawrence at 9.10 0. in.
For Bochcatcr, Alloa Bay.
Wo I flierongli and C'cnirc Harbor (via Dover Ji Winuiplseogee R. R. and Steamer Mt. Washington
1 at
b
9.10 a. in.. 3,15 p. m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a m
3.15 iu m.; Boston 8.15 a. 111., 6.00 p, m.
All trains stop at old Oichard Beach.

t

BANGOlt

&

MACUlAS

Steamboat Company.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

night.

&

Two

Trips

per Week.

Steamer LEWISTON,
wCapt. Ciias. DekAixu, will
The

ft'

^_

.^i

■"

1?KR,'a 1 ave
:T|.rl atu

Railroad Wharf toot ot

St., every .Tuesday

Friday Ercuing.at
IO o’clock, or on arrival ot Express Train from
Boston, commencing May 19th, mi j.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, So
West Harbor (Alt. Desert), Millbridgc, Jouesport and
Maehiasport.
Returning, will leave Maehiasport every Monday
and Thxrsday morning at 5
o’clock,touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and
early morning Trains tor

Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. Derail,) each trip from June 19 li to Sept lsib in addition to her usual landing at. So. W.
Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave
Maehiasport at
4,JO, instead of 5 A. M.
The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Cant.C. Kil
RV, will leave Railroad Wharf every iTlonduy
Wednesday and Friday Fveuiugs, at IO
o’elock.or on arrival ot ExnrcssTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, i;«lrast, Searsport, Sandy Point, BucKsport, Wlnterport

ami

Hampdeu.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings,
arriving in Portland at

o’clock p. m.
For iurther particulars inquire at Railroad
Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portland, May 1874.
myistf
5

ALLAN
SUMMER

trains leave Portland for
r~»TT■Jw^R0c]icstcr ami intermeiiiate stations at
(.30 A. M., 1.30 and 4.15 P. M., making
d 1 reef connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston,
over Loston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
coimcct- at Rochester with Dover and
Wiunipiseugee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
halls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
T1
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads#
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,
ami

Limington, daily.

Standish,

No.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton.
Bonny Eagle
&
and Liiuington .daily.
At South Waterborofor Ross Corner and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsons field

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent,

Johns,

N. F.

rrect making

■

■

connect.nos

with

me

ntcrcolonlal Kailway,for Windsor,'!ruro,New GlasandPlctou, and steamers lot Prince 10.!war-1
Island; also at New Glasgow, N.S., with Lindsey'a
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer
tor St.

Johns,

N. F.

RETURNING will leave Halifax

X>AXS, at 1.00 P. M.
No freight received after

10 A. M.

on

ing.

I

TUKS-

on

day ot sail-

hxcnrslon Tickets to Halifax and return good t-uA
tll October 1st, $10.00
For farther information apply to J. B. COVI.E

Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct28dtf
JOHN I'OhTlOOl'S. Agent.

Hil

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

BOSTON

unsurpassed. Cabin

Prince Coward ■»-

gow

taken at low rates.

including state-room and meals, S7..R0.
Steerage
imius included),$3.50.
passage,(meals amt biiths
lU(-niueu;,90.0U.
mi—A
ine first departure will be on or about
August »G
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Boston & Maine R. R. building. Hoad ot wharf
or CLARK «& SEAMAN,
Portland,
80 West street. New York.
jJ28tt

to

Breton and »».

The Steamship FAAMOUTH,
Capt. W.A. Colly, will leave Kailroad W> arf.Porilatid.evervSalur•day at3.M) p.m.ior HA LI FAX,<11-

The first class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” lf*00 tons each,
will form a semi-weekly linedeav
ing Boston & Maine li, R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New
York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P M.
This line will connect at Portland with the
principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-ltork with Cromwel.
Steamship
lme tor New Orleans and other
piinupul lines to th
South and South-west.

Freight

TO

DIRECT!
With r.nDfriiona

flIEW YORK.

AND

l.INK

Halifax Nova Scotia,

PORTLAND

Offices

to

_dll

W. W. HARRIS, Agent.

._

application

CHARLES SAWYER.

CliOMWEIL STEAMSHIP LINK

and West, Lewis-

Wharf. Ronton.

Will take parties to the Island

will leave Custom House Wharf
on and alter Monday next forChebeague Islands,touching at Scott’s
and Evergreen Landing at ila.m.
and 2.15p.m.
leave Little Chebeague at 11A.M.

FARE, ROUND TRIP, 25 CENTS.

Express trora Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. in.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and
West, Lewiston

* Central

The Steamer C. A. Warren

J. II. LEE, MASTER,

Mail train at 1.25 p. in., for Auburn and Lewiston
| and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island

and Auburn at 2.50 p. m.
Express from Quebec, Montreal
ton and Auburn, at 7.45 p. m.

Lawrence,"Capt.*?."

William
M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.

George Appuld” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
tilackstoneCapt. Ueo. li. Hallett.
*Vohn Hopkins,” Capt. W. A. Hallett

FOR THE ISLANDS.

°-n and after Monday, July 27,1871,
p.?:!:‘,r,H “:“tttraiiis will run as follows:
tExpress train 7 a.m. for Montreal
‘Quebec, Auburn and Lewiston.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 9 a. m.

of this Litiesail from
of Central Whartj Corlub

for NORFOLK and
Semi-Week)v,
i.ti
>

\

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can be obtained at 22 Exchange Street.

TRAINS.

Pmill 1* i'Anmil'HlKT U'iHl nitrlit moil

Lauding only.

Co.

Leave Franklin Wharf.Portland
every MONDAY aud TliUfiSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
38 Last River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P.M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers,
making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during Urn summer
months on their passage to aud from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested fo send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

daily.
dt

Tuesday,

On the last trip from the Islands will leave EverThrough Tickets to New York via the various l
green Landing and Cushing’s Island at 5 P. M., TreSound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
fethen’s
5.10 I*. M., Scott’s at 5.20 P. M., and Jones
taken at low rates.
Flight
at 9 P. M.
•J. jB. L'OYLD, J R«. General Agent. mcli30tf
Fare down and back 25 cents, Children half price.
Special arrangements can he made by applying at
the ticket office on the wharf.
no intoxicated perse us icccivcdon board
the bouts.
ju30utl
SEMI-WEEKLY X-HSTK.

LINE.

FOR

Shortest

WE
!?’
TV o.'"l';'11
the i

I’»Wic auction,
optimal Paper Co.,

A?1

Voyage.

First-claw Weekly mail steam4,1 1 Ids line sail Irom Quebec
every Saturday iMoruiug,
Liverpool, touching at

X-i^Jfc.jfv'tc^vVfor
saS3***
~

MFerry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
E.nlifnx every other Tuesday, commencing May-, for Liverpool, tout-bin at
Queenstown*
The RIih»uw Line of steamers sail
from
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct
Passage- Flist-class-*.W to*100 goM.or itseouivalent, according to accommodation. Third-class S*50
*
rail from

U. S. currency.

in

in

the premises
the town of

Sa«“dahock, state of Maine, on
?o«!!n’f°uniy.0'
y
A-1)at 3 o'clock P.
M
m n,od
AU,SUo
I’WTtoutly
disposed of at
all

1
■ ,n.ot
private sale.)
the
rights anil privileges of the said Colo
in the
iopshum Paper Mill, together with allpiny
fixtures, tools and furniture, water power, machinery
atoek raw
and in process. The mill is
excadcd by nolle in ibis
coumoy, being designed for two sets ot machinery,
thoroughly and substantially built of brick, on a
iedge foundation, with slate and tin root*, and in tho
best sty.o of architecture. The
macbinerv con.«tatti
or an
eighty four inch Fourdrinier machine with
gun metal Inttom i»r«.*s ro\s, tight laige
drver*, one
Giree chilled iron rolls, one slack ofele.n

chilltMl iron rolls, and one stack of nine iron
rolls w ith
three paper cutters, all in
complete condition. Also
two
and two forty inch roll engine* with
one .Jordan engine,
rotary bleach tubs, Ac.
1 be water power i» never
falling and the facilities
tor
vr stock and fuel
unsurpassed. A bond of
tbo adjoining privilege given
8. \.
dated
Sept. Jlsi.A.b. 1818, goes with the mill.
this spa ndd null and fixtures will be
and
sold,
otters an opportunity to any oue
desirous ot eiigaging iu the paper business seldom found. The title is
pei feed, terms liberal and will be staled at the
time
oi sale.
Applications for purchase at private sale
be made previous to August 10th.
1874, to the
or
to
undersigned,
the Hon. S. B. BENSON. Yarmouth. Me., or to Prof. J. B. SKWALL, Brunswick.
Me. ror turther particulars address

forty-eight

gettij

by

Perkins,

may

jy3idtau26

A. T. DiiNlMON, Trcnaarwr*
Mechanic Falls, Maine.

SINGING~CLASSES !

FOR

THE

SONG

MONARCH !

?

l!y H. 11. P.vlmkk, assisted by L. O .Kmkuso.n,
A lrntik admirably lifted for the
use et Singing
Sebool teachers, htivtng, in addition to a
commit

theoielie course, more I ban !80
puges filled
t.l. s, Qnarteties, Airs, Turn
s,
sing anywhere, and constituting a
most>K.
< our-e of study. A good
book also for CollegeCboirs
cuu,rs»
lor Seminaries and Social
Sing*.
1 -ice 75 ct*. or
$7.50 per dozen.

,V?||

....

SERVICE.

Ocean

SAFF.

ri

hoirs anil Convention*.

C

The livadcr!!

_

Passenger

—

Authorized by the Legislature of the State
of N. Y
First Premium Drawing,
Sept. 7, 1N7|.

Monday,

or

~$20—

change

heretofore,

hlDUlER ABB kNGIiMENT.

Ij:-

AVILls BUY A

Scamboat. Express trains leaves Boston from Boston
Providence K. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every
Thursday and Saturday, arriving In New York «*lwnys in u«lvance of nil other line*. Buggugt

WHARF, Portland,

w,». little: & co.,

to’lrt uni

Hmr.fi,','

•*;

by

at lower rates than any other
Agency, and
information cheerfully furnished.

mbs sc

in

oriDK't.

at

Stoauiers Eleanora and Franconia

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER EAJLLR0A1L

U.i»

YORK,

ALL

11tis is Hit* owly Iissiile route Avoi
iii£ Point Judith.

In order to accommodate passengers arriving in
the city by evening trains, the superior
sea-going

the

!tul_

I.

•«»"

Pit...ON and Organ,
money pay, the uriee ore,
Nlrumeut. CIll.Hlriilcil t’alnlegues
umileii
A large tliaeouu. to Itliunder*,
School*, l.oilge*. etc
agfrlla f

First

on

Gen. Superintendent.
u
11
crmwl'i’i'(JBBtH,
JI.
Gen. Agent, Portland.
S.
STLVLNS,

Broadway,"

JHAi.Tt
HI the rent

ISTF'W
OF

oo

are

nuniiwcM,

KJ

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES
atriebabd si re kriieuv
Sold by
Druggists,ag4t4w

200 PIANOS and

AHEAD

tnd after Jaly 2, 1874, the Peak’s Island
Steamboat Company’s Steamers GAZELLE,
Capt. A. S. Oliver, ar.d EXPRESS, Capt. B.C. Dean,
will run as follows:
Steamers
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dail
at 8 A. M. for Trcfethen’s Lauding, returning via
JOHN BROOK* AND FOKE*T CITY
Jones’ Landing and Cushing’s Island.
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
At 9 A. M. and 2 P. AJ. lor Peak’s and
Cushing’s
Islands.
Leaving
At
9.30 A. M. and 2 30 P. M. lor Evergreeu, re!
FRANKLIN
turning via Trefethen’s and Jones’ Landings and
Daily, (*un«lay* excepted)at 8 o’clock P.M. Cushing’s Island.
At 12 M. tor Jones* and Trefethen’s Landings.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
At 10.30 A. M. and 3.30 P. M, for Cushing’s Island
days at 7 P. M. Fare #1.50.
thence
to Scott’s, Trefetben and Evergreen landings.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22 Ex

RAILROAD,

passage,

DISEASES,

Carbolic

FOR

m., 2p. m.,

For the Islands.

—

To Canada, Driroii, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnnii, SI. I.oui*, Ouiitha,
Mngiunw, Ml. Paul, Mult Tnke City,
Denver, Muu ft'rituci.ro,

Bitters.

HOAKSENESS,

STOMMToFifME!

t

_

ities.

Port land.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
ly

p.m.
a. in., 12

uatn

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

XIX11 JL

uiv.-«

aul l

m.

at 9 a,

WEli-

Tickets procured at depots of Bcston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins jfc Adams 22 Exand W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange SU
L. W. FI LKINS.
J ). S. BABCuC'tf.
Gen. Pa&euger Ag’t. New York.
President.
dlv

Debilitated?

tor it.

29th, 1874,

Providence

Philadelphia every

HA V Mil,I SATIIRI1AY

mfiEasrx^MtJS^.iirect communication to arm
roiu Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ay the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. It’s., and to all
t.re principal cities in the South and Southwest. Mo
-Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
F ill iui form at ion given
by WALDO A. PKAKCK.
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. CUV LE,

FOR BOSTON.

Travc*Iers<J-g&

and all

For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN &
CO., BOSTON.

Running between
and
's P's

and 7 p. m.
Fare for the round trip 50 cents.
The Sunny Side Hotel oil Little Chebeague has
been thoroughly renovated aud refurnished aud is
tirst class in every respect. The tables of this Hotel
will be supplied with all the delicacies of tlie season.
Charges reasonable.
Sailing and llshing parties furnished with boats
and all me led appliances.
BOA RDM AN Sc JEN KS, Proprietors.
ju30dtt

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

.

KteW

and 5 p.

Leaving Franklin Wharf daily

New

ARE YOU

^,r^U-r,w'lr,c.*'
1 tiblishers, 53 Washington
St.,

m.

Through Tickets

Iy29t4w

druggist

run as

Iron Line of Steamers!

Clyde’s

1

Jr.,

Chebeague at 7 a.m. and 4
Leaving Little Chebeague Island at 7.30

74 EXCHANGE ST.

X

ARD

piAladelphia.

H. TURNER, Superintendent.

W.

Leaving

RAILROAD.

—

Are you no l.nn^iiiil that anv exertion remore of an ettort than
you feel capable of
making?
Then try JURl'KEBA, the wonderful tonic
and luvij-oraior, which acts so
benelicially on tlie
6 organs us t0
vigor to all tbo vital
forces
It is no alcoholic
appetizer, which stimulates fora
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to
a low r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting uirectly on the liver and spleen.
*,* .reS,,l”<es'the Idoirck, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a
healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new
person.
Its operation In not violent, but
is characterized by great gentleness; the patient
experiences
no sudden
change, no marked results, hut gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
.And silently steal away.”
1B*
discovery, but lias been long used
ifi
B? IB“ ,uew
re,”c' ial resl "8' »>“• is
pronounced
by the highest medical authorities, “the most
power1
ful tonic and alterative known”

—

JgfffSH^gDepot

\

HAYE YOD TRIED

Ask your

TUB

Passenger

quires

ar-

Tortland

jyn>

take up lost motion, so that it may bs used for auv
number of years, and always run
smoothly, in all
these particulars as much care has been taken as in
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed.
The result is—the greatest amount of power
PROPORTIONED TC THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED—thus proving the fact—well known to men
or science
that water is the best medium to transmit the mechanical forces, generated in the combustion of fuel, to the production of motive
power.

Those who. use it
For sale by all Drug-

or

Connections made at Eastport tor St. Andrews,
Rohliinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
/ Connections made at St. John lor l)igby, Autiaoolis, Windsor, Kentvillc. Halifax, N. S., S bed lac. Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and Fiederickton,
£^“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
A R. STUBBS, Agent
julJdtf

Trains leave Portland & Rochester
for Alton Ray al 7.30 a in. and
‘lgTB>v ^4.i-> p. 111.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harlior.
via Alton Ray ami Steamer Alt.
Washington, 7.30 a.
m. (passengers taking this train can make the entire
trip over tlie Lake, aud return same day) arriving in
Portland at 7.20 p. m.
For Woifboro, via Woliboro
Junction, all rail, at
7.30 a. in. and 4.15 p. ni.
Tickets for sale by Rollins, Loring & Adams and at

and

jyi2tt

FAMILY MEDICINE,

Weak, Nervous,

days.

same

$4.00.

after MONDAY, June
ONsteamerGreat
will
follows:

a. m.

JURUBESA

On and after Monday June 151 h,
the International Steamship Com-

puny’s Steamers, City of Portland,
’apt. S. H. Pike,New York, (’apt.
^'E. 15. Winchester,and N- \v Brunswill leave Railroad Wharf, toot
wick,
of State St., every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY ami
Fill DAY, at *> P. M., for Eastport ami St. John, N. B.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
\

For Little Chebeague J

via either Boston & Maine and Eastern, or Steamers
to Boston, the Stoniugton and Fall River and all
Rail lines to New York, the Michigan Central, Great
Western and Pennsylvania Central Pacific Railroads,
and all other favorite routes

condensation.
point was, to combine and make the

mechanically and scientifically correct machine; all its parts being provided with means to
a

High?

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!

STEAMERS.

York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis,
New Orleans, Texas, Chicago, On?
aha, San Francisco, and all points

sophical

Federal St.

information,

continued.)

AGENT.

)EINE

will be without it.

predicament a’few moby one of the harbor police who

was

OF

Will he taken

In slioit it, is tile SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the above
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared no
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engines, so that
eveiy parr is made up to gauge, and are perfectly interchangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who are at all familiar with machinery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exact
duplicate of every other one of that size, and m case
ol breakage, the broken part can be immediately replaced by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in
view, in its
construction, the great need that exists tor a perfect
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kinds
of light mechanical work, and that should also combine all that is good iu Steam Engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly
philo-

whole

John.

01.

--

jylTdtf

West and South.

or

R«eiua.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT8.

lied and the Yellow Tickets
BOSTON & MAINE

No Danger from Explosion—No liability
to get oat of Order.

The third

anil

licKeTs to noiiuoro7 ana centre Harbor

Depot.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Qcn. Manager.

gists. Price 25. cents.
ISEFHFJV HOYT, Proprietor, New York.

their uncomfortable
ments before

Houghton,

the reward of genuine merit.

once never

at

22> i874-aaa

i~^fu«to

Exlra Insurance to l*ay !

radiation

Ant tat,

lioax tlharf,

IVindoor and Halifax.

Wimiepiseogee.

and Return,

Soot

IXTEKX'ATIOJiAL STEAMSHIP CO.

AOTICJE.

July 21, 1874.

|

daily,

K., ami

change St.,

Portland, Maine,

No

m.

70

ECafttporl, Calais

DAILY EXCURSIONS,

Eastern Railroad.

EASTERN

STATE

5.15 a.

It.

K. II.

jn23-ly

tf

For Lake

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Peraaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily aud freight taken at mw rates
jv29dtf
C. A. COOMBS. Suu’fc.

GREAT POPULARITY OF

CAM]
As

BY

from Upper Bartlett at
12.35 p. m.

jy!3

for the

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage, applv to

For

ni.

Freight

riving

and Rockland.
SI earners leave Rockland for all points on the Penobseot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Viual
Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. m., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport. South Thoraaston and St. George,
dally. At Rockland for UnioD, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston for St. George
daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jetlerson and
Whitelield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North
Waldoboro*, Washington

PLEASE SEA1» l<’05t CIBCrLAK.

Je23eodtf_1 02
THE

Jzfi.

SPECIAL.

7 & 9 CENTRE STREET,

PiC8,5cts

HICKS & CO.,

repeated with a curse upthe stupidity of the
supposed Yankee skipwas

at 1 p.

Dirac rail route to Whicasset, New
aytle, Damur. scotta,
Waldoboro.
Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

—

strange effect it produced on an animal who bad
accidentallly swallowed a large quantity. Owing to
this circumstance he was led to make
many experiments on the lower
animals, and be soon discovered
that it had a very peculiar effect on the Nervous
System. This induced him to experiment both on himself
and some of his patients, and such was the wondernjgy beneficial effects, and so rapid the cure of those
afflicted with nervous diseases, that Dr.
Lothrop
came to the conclusion that he had discovered a new
and valuable addition to the medicines of the
pharmacopcea. He soon found that this medicine,in conjunction with some others, cured nervous diseases oi
all kinds with a certainty and
rapidity of which he
had no previous conception*
A lew words on that special disease
generally known
asNervousDebility or Weakness. This is in most cases
brought on by total ignorauce of the fearful pernicious effects, but it is also
brought on in many cases
brought on through no fault of the person afflicted,
but by disease, long
confinement, and several other
causes—but in all cases the effect on the constitution

“Schooner ahoy!”
Before Captain Skillins could
open his
mouth to reply, he felt a pair of hands
clasped
tightly across that capacious organ from be-

not as I know on,

SALE

Frank M.

During the year 18fi5 Dr. G. Edgar Lothrop had a
and peculiar drug, from the interior of Africa,
brought prominently under his notice by the very

now

across

FOR

—

new

close under the lee
quarter of the schooner, aud Obediah was
preparing to hail her, when a figure was dimly seen in her weather rigging, and a voice
was

THE

Cordial Balm of Syricuin.

cutter comes within hail and then see.
“Bv
jimminy—we'll see who’s who if I lose every
barrel ol rum in Maine,” he muttered.

The cutter

AND

scious.

,

Under Patents dated Oct. 27th, 18(18, April 13tb aud
20tb, ROD, and June 28th, 1870.

Awarded Fir»t [Premium by American
luHtilute, 1*09, 1*70 aud 1*71 s l^old
Medal
by liOiiiMoa«ia a ad Texas
Stale Fails, 1*71 ; aud First
Premiums
whenever fairly
put iu competition.

diah locked on and said not a word.
His time was coming; he would soon show
these pirates a few things—just wait till the

tilled the cabin and he sank

1

HARTFORD, COm,

AV. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
J. W. PERKINS & CO.

tnyl

cleared, and in a short time the Turtle was
driving along under easy sail, with the cutter
rapidly overhauling her. Baker nice.l the
deck with rapid
strides, casting frequent and
anxious glances toward the
cutter, aud Ohe-

thing may depend upon it,” answered tire
man s voice, and then he
wandered away into deeper dreams till lie was roused
suddenly
by a smothered shriek and starting up in his
bunk, all was dark. lie listened intently for a
moment, but his brain seemed to be like lead.
A penetrating odor of some
strange tiling

■

facturiug Co.,

FOIt SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

Unmindful ol his grievances for the
nonce,
and only anxious to save what was
left, Capt.
Skillins gave a few rapid orders which soon
set matters partly in trim.
The tangled and
broken rigging was cut away, the decks

same

moment he noticed that the two
men belonging to the boat
had left their sta-

Colt’s I*alent Fire Ann? Mann"

*

Freight

sailing vessel*.
West by the Penn.

by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

__

KNOX & LINCOLN KA1LK0A1).

BV

______

Magnesia

will be found invaluable.

conically :

Every-

regarded him with

? I'll shake a reef out o’ you, if

MANUFACTURED

Snmmer Complaints and Diarrhoea,
so common with young children, tbo

on the waves.
Capt. Skillins
watched all this exbibi.ion of
seamanship in
silent rage, occasionally relieving his
feelings
by an inarticulate oath as blunder after blunder reduced his beautilul Turtle to an
unsightly wreck. After a vain endeavor to set matters to lights, Baker approached
Obediah, and
removing the gag from his mouth, said, la-

The cutter altered her course and as
rapidly lost to view in the distance.
‘*1 think you had better
go below now, Captain, and turn in,” said Baker aud without
awaiting any reply he called to two of his men,
who assisted the captain below aud
deposited
him in his bunk. He wondered
vaguely where
the wounded man
was, hut his head swam
witli pain and his eyes closed in
spite of his
efforts to keep awake. In a few moments
he
was buried in
profound sleep. Once he had
an uneasy consciousness of
some one
coming
and holding a light close to his
face, and of a
" Oman,
sitting at the table, talking earnestly
with Baker.
“I tell you, you shall
not,” said the
woman’s voice, sharply, iu his dream.
‘•But Annette, listeu to reason.

speechless auger and astonishment. That
any man living should dare, should presume
to dictate to him—to Captain Obediah Skillins, on the deck of his own vessel, was beyond belief It was simply astounding.
“See here, you,” said Obediab. as soon as
he could find voice, and regarding Baker
fiercely, “Who is a bossin’ this here craft,

stranger’s sharp refusal, “you ain’t'

superior to any other preparation, requiring no
persuasion to induce them to take it, and is also peculiarly adapted for females during preguaiicy.
It is a positive preventive against the loodoi infants
souring on the stomach, lu cases ol

out somehow.”

Obediah,

STEAM ENGINE,

It is

10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Portland, July 11, ib74.
Freight trains for all stations leaves Portland daily

morning,
t Accommodation train
lifust Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
UcU,!lal Ma“*ir*
GEO. BACHELDEB,
General Agent Eastern Kailroad, Portland, Jle.
dtf

AS A

LAXATIVE FOR CHILDREN

Ulilk of

,,

1 "''IV.,. ''•'HUH, UJtft lilllll, OtC.

Indigestion,

tielphia, at

North"Conway.

A Ijeight train will leave Portsmouth for
Dover,
and Dover fur Portsmouth,
daily.
*PuUman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This 1
tram runs Sunday Morning, dots not run
Monday
*

Rheumatism and Gout.

helplessly

“No,

say,” repeated Baker,

For a moment Obediah

fur to have none.”

if possible discjvcr flic coulents of the
iron
box. “Heavy, aiu’t it?”
“Yes sir, it is heavy; and with your permission, I will leave it beie,” said the stranger directing his men to deposit the chest
near the main
mast, where one of his iceu
seated himself upon it while the remainder of

a

Stomach,

Dyspepsia,

“All right; want any
help?”

he gave the wheel another
to Jake to round in the

calmly.

of the

Headache,

a

Baker.

amazement.

his men,

obliged

said

or

Acidity

away the jib-boom close down to the cap.
Believed suddenly of the pressure forward the
stern swung arouud
bringing the schooner
broadside to the sea, and a tremendous wave
swept over her, threatening to carry all before it. In a moment all was confusion.
Baker jumped aft and catching
up an axe,
cut the mainsail halyards,
bringing that huge
sail down by the run.
The schooner
swung
around head on, and drifted stern foremost

“No;

ragged remnants of the broken and
retreating masses. The waves still ran high,
and a brisk breeze drew them
swiftly along.
“Shake out a reef, Captain,” said a voice at
at his elbow, and,
turning, Capt. Skillins discovered the stranger, who had
approached
him unperceived.
\\ hat ? yelled fekillin?,
staring at him in

the rail.
“We do not require any help, sir,” said the
captaiu of the boat, who now stood on the
deck by Obediah’s side
giving directions to

Obediah,

way?”

Sourness

fell and carried the topmast over the side.
The strain was too much and the
backstays
snapped like tow. Tiie flying jib came down
by the run, and dragging in the water carried

on

the

over

ed at the

this

{,*

Heartburn,

per.

permanent advantage; and now the wind
began to abate somewhat of its violence. The
black clouds rolled away to the southward
and the moon struggled out faintly between

sive booms

tion of salt water from a bucket, and a strong
at his private bottle cf old Holland, which
was produced for the purpose, and
sitting up
The sky was clear and
gazed about him.
beautiful, with a flood of silvery light from
the full moon. However poetic the natural
temperament of Captain Skill ns might ha\e
been, he was not, at that moment, absorbed

pull

“Iiaow?”

if I couldn't throw ’em overboard in the
dark,” be muttered.
“No, there’s them
boat fellers would see it.” Here the captain’s
feelings overcame him, and he relieved his
rage by a wild volley of profane ejaculations.
For half an hour the wild race between the
Uvo vessels continued—neither
gaining any

the gangway where Jake stood with the ladready to assist the strangers aboard. The
transfer of the crew aud luggage of the boat
to the schooner’s deck was
speedily and safe-

Mr. Baker uow directed one of his men to
look after the wounded captain, who soon recovered his senses under a vigorous applica-

The question

mean

der

said

stood

kept ber position.
“They
me, sure,” groaned Obediab.
“Here’s a nice scrape, and them fifty barrels of rum iu the bold under the
pertaters,”
and be fairly writhed iu anguish. “Wonder

stranger.

Capting,”

He had time to say no more. With a terrific crash of thunder the rushing blast anil
hissing rain and hail were upon them. The
little schooner heeled over till her long booms
Then rising,
nearly touched the water.
plunged madly forward burying her bowsprit
in foam and sending a flood of water rushing aft over the decks.
“Hold on, all!” yelled the captain, but lijs
voice was blown away by the rushing wind
almost before it left his mouth. His warning was not needed, however, for all hands
had made haste to secure themselves, and

cutter followed and

“Here, you
ketch this line, and I’ll haul you alongside.
Throw over that ladder, Jake. Be lively,
nowaud the captain walking forward with
the painter, made it fast with a turn around
the lire shrouds, bringing the little boat to

All right,

gasped

almost
oil her beam ends, and the water boiled and
hissed as it flew by ber counter.
Again the

“Well, squire,

lay almost

*

mainsail. The little schooner

s

ly accomplished

cutter!”

“SUPERIOR TO CALCINED OK CARBONATE
OF MAGNESIA, WITH.
OUT THEIR DANGEROUS ASKOCIATIONS.’>
Indorsed and prescribed by the leading physicians
throughout the country, as being the OBEATEbl'
ANT-ACIL) yet presented to tne medical public. It
immediately and certainly relieves

through

His further meditations were cut short
by a
loud crash and tearing sound as the foresail

Skillins, peering

revenue

Obediah.

doggiu’ me in
wrathfully; and
turn, motioning

forward to get the ladder.

pressure, and she sprang
the water like a race horse.

enormous

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Struct Wharf, i’uiU

From
From

Excursion steamer to Naples. Bridgton, &c., connects with 8.40 a. in.
Regular steamer to Naples. Bridgton, &<*., connects
wuh 1.30 p. m.
Stages at South Windham tor Windham, Raymond,
Casco, Naples and Bridgton.
Stages at Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
Stages at Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Keizer Falls
and r reedom, N. 11.
Stages at BrowliHeld for Denmark and Bridgton.
Stages at Fryeburg tor Lovell and North Lovell.
Stages at Glen Station for Gleu House (twice daily.
Stages ar. Upper Bartlett ior Crawford and Fabyan
Houses (twice daily).
by 5.15 and 11.30 a. m, from Upper Bart’.ett close
connection is made with trains for Boston leaving
Portland at 0.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. m., and passengers
via Portland arrive in Boston as early as
by any
other route from the mountains or
By the 4.15 j». m. from Upper Bartlett passengers
make connections with steamers for Boston
leaving
Pori land at 8 p. m. aud arriving in Boston
early next
morning in season for all trains South and West.
Passenger station in Portland with Eastern aud
Maine Central Railroads.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

(Pull-

Sat’d’y'

&

Wharlage.

a. in.

Maine Central Railroad.

Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. in.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at i5.50 I*. RT.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. RL
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at 18.00 A. M., returning at 5.00 P. Rl
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York
by one or
ot .icr of the routes Loin
Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
A. Rl. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
season to connect with the train lor
New Yoriv, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. Rl.
(steamboat) trains tor New York via Fall River,
btonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. Rl. train
arrives 111 Boston in season to connect with trains
lor New Yoik via Sprlngiield at 9 P. Rl
lho 9.10 A. Rl. and 3.15 P. Ri. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Fails and
C011 way Railroad.
I be 8.15 A. Rl. train from Boston arrives in
Porttand in season for
passengers to take the cars of the
P. Ac U. Railroad.
8.15 A. Rl. train from Boston connects with
the Brand trunk
Railway lor Rlontreal, Ouebcc and
all parts of Canada Fast.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton,
Calais, St. Jolm, Hal-

PORTABLE

i\o

and 4.15 p. in.
Leave North Conv\ ay for Portland at 6 15 a. w., 12
m. and 4.45 p. m.
The 8.40 a. in. Iron) Portland connects with steamers leaving Boston the previous evening.
Also connects at Boston «& Maine Transfer Station with morning trains from Lewislon, Augusta and the East via

Lewis’tou,*

man

MAGNESIA.

11 30

n?rlSISr0U£ iXJPortland

Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta,

WedVy

Lome each port every
alter Monday, duly 13. 1874, and until further notice, trains will run as follows:
Leave Portland for Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 8.40 a. in., 1.20 and 0 p. ni.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.15and
On and

at 10.00 and tl0.20
a
A.
Rl.. K3.0o
M., *8.23 P. Rl.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bar.gor, Houlton,
Calais aud St. John at *8.23 P. Rl
Leave Portland for Lewiston,
Bath, Rockland, Auusta, Waterville and bkowliegan, at f7.uo A M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) lor
Farmington, Waferyille and Skowhegan at ti.U5 P. Rl.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Sdco a began, Belfast, Dexter ana Bangor at

18 A X T E 18

Line.

titi'iimslilp

a

T HI

rim>4DELPIIIA

‘or

and*Portland at G.30,

IN

DEAI.EU

ARRANGEMENT.

I8T4.

ami bt.
and ||8.15 A. Rl.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth
10.50 and 5.00 p. m.

mli2d6in

lins.”

next

“What in thunder do they want now, I
wonder,” said Obediah, uneasily. “Guess I’ll
sheer off a bit; I don’t like the looks of this.”
Giving the wheel a turn he kept away a
couple of points and at the next flash beheld with increasing dismay that the cutter
had followed his example and seemed bent
upon keeping him in view.
“Blast their picters, what do they mean by

“More like yon ain’t a goin to lose that
hundred dollars,” muttered Jake, walking

the craft

a

FULLER,

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING & WOOL OILS,
Office 20$ Fore
Street,.Portland, Me,

“What now?”

into the darkness in the direction indicated.
“You just look and you’ll see,” said Jake.
“There—there, did you see that ?” he cried
as the sea and sky were for a moment
lighted
up with a vivid flash.

“By jingo!

IhSSSSSl'y.

TARNISHES AN1) JAPANS

OF

BOSTON—\ARI>—

SUMMER

leave Portland dalrortsmouth and Boston, (Sunf'-w
.ra^'liiys excepted) at *3.01) A. SI. tll.to a.
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account of the gag, “I’ll be even with
them yet, or my name aint Obediah Skil-

At that moment Jake

is it?” said
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flash.”
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gradually lost ground.
“H—d pirates,” growled Obediah in his
throat—articulate speech being denied him

trim, however, and

the lee quarter, and wait for the
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The little craft was bowling
at a terrific rate. The new commander
stood by the rail watching the cutler
through
a night glass, and smiled
grimly as she

Pendergast hastily approached the captain,
guiding himself along by the rail. Thrusting
his face close to the captain’s ear he whispered, “Just look off to ieeward now, just
over

Loom, Slai ness

Wrool

wonted strain.

himself took the wheel anil

sternation the cutter on his lee quarter still
holding her relative position.
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clinging to_ the rigging and anxiously waiting, as the schooner rode swiftly
forward borne by the tviud and buffeted by
huge waves which shook her to the very keel
with the force of their ponderous blows. For
some moments Capt. Skillins had
enough to
do to keep the wheel from being wrested from
his grasp by the force of the waves, but now
getting his bearings he brought her to, a
couple of points, so that she steered easier.
Casting his eyes to leeward he now watched
for a flash to reveal the position of the cutter. In a moment a dazzling sheet of flame
lighted up the scene, and he beheld with con-

about so, and I don’t want to be a murderer
at ray time of life.”

said Obediah to the

put

sotn

all awaited the blast.

now

for,” saying which he cast a glance around
the darkening
aud sat down
down.
darkening skv
sky anil
“Wall, now, that sounds reasonable, Jake.
I callate
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cascade of purest silver—had no
charms for him. His first glance was at the
standing rigging, to see how it bore the un-
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assistance

in another mo-
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stitch of sail which the schooner could carry. Her masts bent like reeds, under the
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guard over the iron box had lgft his
pest and running aft seized the wheel, and
the crew uow proceeded to clap ou every

gave token that there was no time to lose.
yymi

_MISCELLANEOUS.

by the fresh, sparkling beauty of the scene.
The flash aud gleam of the moonlight as it
(lanced over the rippling waves, and, catching the flying spray under the hows changed

hat, in an uupleasant
times; also, that he had a white,
slender, delicate hand, upon which he wore a
beautiful ring which flashed and glowed in
the lamp-light as he drank.
I don’t know about all this,” mused Obediih.
Wonder what he keeps in that chest—
gold probably, mebby diamonds. I shouldn't
wonder if he was a smuggler, after all. Well,
well, it is no consarn oi mine; I kin swear,
and so kin Jake, that they said they was all
right.”
Arriving on deck the meditations of the
captain were quickly forgotten in his hasty
preparations lor the safety of the schooner.
The heavy black masses of clouds hung
over the water like a pall, obscuring the starlight and rendering the night pitchy dark,
save am occasional flash of lightning which
lighted up the scene with a ghastly glare.
The hollow rumbling of the distant thunder
manner

to his mate after a careful survey of the various objects enumerated, “I don’t want none

little informalities in the

Baker, once, and

named

no

man on

stooping, with a full gray beard aud sharp
eyes glancing out from under his broad-

which the

“Smugglers, Jake,”

said Oba-

ies which amounted to the fact that Mr. Baker was a tall, strongly built man, somewhat

is it? What yer want?”
“Want to come aboard,”
from the

aunt

an

the deck;
engaged in

ment he was

where”—pursued Obadiah with an insinuating smile—“do you hail from?”
“See here now, captain,” said Mr. Baker,
rousing himself, aud regarding the captain
angrily, “I think you have asked questions
enough. I pay you for your services and that
is enough for you to know. You belter go
on deck and look alter your vessel.
I judge
from the sounds, you may be needed;” aud
in fact, at that moment, Jake Fendergrast
thrust his head down the companion-way
and requested the captain to come on deck
and assist in putting the vessel in trim, for
the gale which was fast coming upon them.
Captain Skillius reluctantly followed his
mate, and mentally summed up his discover,

it is, Jake?”
“Who do I suppose the devil;” gasped the
mate, clasping his waistcoat buttons'in an-

answer

chilly”

by

ponderous fist brought up on the
stranger’s nose, and that gentleman lay

oil

had

I

“Wall, that beats all, now,” saiil the
captain, referring to the unexpected summons, and not at all to the damaging assault
upon his first officer; “who do you suppose

they

some

was

his

as

lamp which swung from the ceiling, (
and partly by the stranger himself, who pur
posely kept his face in shadow. Finding liimseif imable to gratify his curiosity, in this
manner, the good captain changed his tactics
to a bolder course, and demanded abruptly,
“What might you call yourself, now, capting?”
“What I” said the stranger starting from a
brown study, into which he had fallen, with
his head on his breast, as Obadiah stood
watching him,
“Wbat is your name?” repeated Obadiah.
“My name—oh name is—is Baker—Joseph
Bakei”, answered the strangei, confusedly.
“Ah, Baker—well, Baker is a good name;
gle

CHAPTER

are

Captain Obediali Skillins

timid man, hue be was taken by surprise and for a moment he hesitated, but the
next, with a movement like lightning, he
straightened his powerful arm; a sharp thud

“Thank you, I will take a drop,” replied
the stranger, shivering slightly; “the nights
are a trifle cold at this season.”
“Perhaps your iriend will take a drop,”
said Skillins, after watching the stranger dispose of a still'horn.
“No, thank you, not any,” said he, hastily intercepting the captaiu in liis endeavor to
reach the bunk with the bottle and glass.
“He don’t drink.”
“Oh!” said Obadiah, baffled; and proceeded to shift his position in order to obtain a
better view of the stranger’s face. In this
laudable purpose, he was defeated however,
partly by the feeble light afforded by the sin-

They join the

“Tricks that

means a

square bottle of old Holland from a locker.
“Take a nip?”

will know
kiss me so.”

The waltz floats through the casement low,
Ami the lovers rtanu at .be open door;
The maid shyly whispers, “Will they kuow ?”
Her eyes seem fastened to the floor;
Fond he looks down on that fair young fact—
“All will seo
That my

prepared to bring the wounded man
board.
This was speedily accomplished, and the
wounded man carefully covered by a heavy
cloak was conveyed to the cabin and deposited in the captain’s own hunk.
The two men belonging to the boat, then

side.

on

diah, producing a

they all
Jaied to

sure

the men

ion.
“I reckon you

From tlie blult to where the gas-lamps stream:
They reach the peopled colonnade—
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